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Abstract
The properties of zirconium carbide are of interest for nuclear reactor core material applica-
tions, notably as the fission product barrier layer in TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) coated
fuel particles. It has been found to bemechanically superior to its more studied competing can-
didate SiC, capable of resisting higher temperature operational regimes for extended periods
of time and having a higher neutron transparency. The situation regarding ZrC fission product
retention capabilities has yet to be fully understood. Diffusion properties of fission products
over the wide range of possible compositions (ZrC0.5-1.0) have not been comprehensively in-
vestigated and many gaps remain. Processing techniques for producing ZrC are generally time
consuming and/or prone to O contamination.
The reactive spark plasma sintering (RSPS) technique was applied to attempt rapid pro-
duction of ZrC pellets with varied stoichiometric composition and low O contamination. It
combines a reaction via the carbothermic reduction of ZrO2 by C and immediately followed by
a high temperature and pressure sintering phase. The reaction phase was observed to be time
and temperature-dependent and indifferent to applied pressure. With a reaction temperature
of 2100 ◦C it was possible to synthesise pellets within a 30min treatment, a vast improvement
over the typical carbothermic reduction time frames of typically more than 6h. Oxygen con-
tamination proved hard to completely eliminate in a single step process.
Using density functional theory (DFT) both intrinsic and extrinsic defect structure formation
energies andmigration barriers were calculated. Vacancy-vacancy interactions were studied by
modelling C vacancy pairs VC, it was confirmed VC will avoid coordinating on either side of
a Zr atom. Carbon interstitial migration was shown to have a relatively low migration barrier
provided the C was located as a ⟨110⟩ trimer. Study of fission product atoms in ZrC revealed
a preference for incorporating onto a vacant Zr lattice site and a strong affinity for clustering
with VC. The high binding energies between Ag, Ba and Cs on a Zr lattice site with a neighbour-
ing VC may in part explain why these are the fission products that are best retained by ZrC.
The hop barrier for RuC to a neighbouring VC was found to be almost negligible suggesting a
potentially fast VC mediated rapid diffusion path.
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Introduction
The journey to producing nuclear power generated electricity as we know it today was paved
by several breakthroughs that have advanced our scientific knowledge and understanding on
several occasions; from the discovery of uranium in 1789 by Klaproth, the definition of ra-
dioactivity by Becquerel and later Curie in 1898, the conception of the modern atom model in
1911 and later the splitting of the atom in 1917 by Rutherford, to the chain reaction by Szilárd,
Fermi and Anderson in 1939 [1] (to mention just a few). Soon after the proof of a thermal
neutron initiated chain reaction, housed in the abandoned squash courts of Chicago Univer-
sity, the first experimental nuclear reactor constructed out of stacked uranium and graphite
blocks, and simply named Chicago Pile-1 (CP-1), was successfully brought to criticality on Dec
2nd 1942; this was the first recorded self-sustained nuclear chain reaction [2]. CP-1 did not
generate electricity and experimental breeder reactor I (EBR-I) was the first reactor to produce
enough power to illuminate four 200W light bulbs. Shippingport Atomic Power Station was
the first full scale atomic electric power plant, however the first nuclear powered system was
Admiral Hyman Rickover’s 28-foot-diameter nuclear submarine. The Nautilus was launched
Jan 21, 1954; it set the standards for nuclear power and broke all records with its perfected
pressurised water reactor (PWR) design housing a 50% uranium-235 enriched core and proved
that nuclear powder could generate the electricity our economy now partially relies upon [3].
Since then rector design and technology has progressed through several generations of devel-
opment, each iteration of focused improvements ushering a new generation of reactors. CP-1,
Magnox and the Sodium-Cooled Breeder were part of the prototype and power / construction
reactors of “Generation I”; these were primarily focused on experimental and proof-of-concept
designs. Given the proven viability of nuclear reactors attention was turned to safety and reli-
ability and thus came the first commercial reactors of “Generation II” able to provide reliable
energy supply. With the PWR –a type of light water reactor (LWR) such as the boiling wa-
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ter reactor (BWR)– being the predominant design, Gen II comprises the bulk of the world’s
reactors reaching 550+ by 2008 [4]. Today’s more recent “Generation III” evolutionary reac-
tors are Gen II designs with improvements to safety through accident prevention (passive and
active) systems, fuel technology, (thermal) efficiency and competitiveness. Currently in de-
ployment is “Generation III+” with further evolutionary improvements over Gen III in safety
and economics featuring designs such as the European pressurised reactor (EPR) and advanced
CANDU reactor (ACR-1000) [5,6].
The combination of the world population increase from today’s 6.7 billion to expected 9 bil-
lion by 2050 and growth in economic activity in emerging countries in the strive for higher
quality of life has led to greater energy demand. Non-Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) countries are predicted to account for 93% of the energy demand in-
crease, China contributing 75% followed by India 18% by 2035 [7]. With the depletion of fossil
fuels and necessity to master greenhouse gas emissions as forefront concerns, the energy mix of
today is moving towards clean, sustainable, safe and cost effective options that are also able to
meet alternative primary energy needs [8, 9]. Nuclear is still one of the most viable options to
provide a low carbon emission base load to the energetic economy of an urban infrastructure.
In 2000 the US Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technol-
ogy opened international discussions for collaboration and development of “Generation IV”
nuclear reactors. The Generation IV International Forum (GIF) was then chartered in 2001 and
comprises today thirteen contributing member countries; its objective is to foster international
cooperative organisation and to develop research and knowledge to test both performance and
feasibility of Gen IV systems [8]. The GIF set the following ambitious goals for the new Gen IV
systems to meet:
1. Sustainability of the systems through effective fuel utilisation and waste minimisation.
2. Economic competitiveness within the clean energy mix.
3. Safety and reliability enhancement of designs with incorporated passive safety features
aimed at sever accident scenario prevention.
4. Proliferation resistance physical protection and advanced fuel cycles that avoid pluto-
nium separation.
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Table 0.1: List of Generation IV selected reactors, sorted by neutron spectra [10].
Fast Neutron Spectrum Thermal Neutron Spectrum Flexible (Fast/Thermal) Spectrum
Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) Very High Temperature Supercritical Water Reactor (SCWR)
Lead Fast Reactor (LFR) Reactor (VHTR) Molten Salt Reactor (MSR)
Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR)
After in-depth analysis of the available concepts, the GIF announced in 2002 the selection of
six promising reactor systems with innovative fuel cycles able to meet the above goals (listed
in Table 0.1). Individual roadmaps for the development were identified for each system outlin-
ing challenges and objectives in three phases, from the preconceptual viability phase of testing
the system potential, through a demonstration phase of prototypical testing terminating in a
large scale testing demonstration phase. For Gen IV the focus is shifted towards nuclear reac-
tor systems and fuel cycles with fuel processing and recycling rather than individual reactor
designs. Most of the systems will be characterised by predominantly fast neutron spectra with
the inherent breeding capacities offering many advantages to achieving a closed fuel cycle thus
reducing the produced waste [5,8,10].
Generation IV holds the potential of being the answer to the current decline of the nuclear
industry that has an ever ageing reactor population struggling to be replaced with new systems
due to their high upfront capital costs and often prolonged build times that make it a less
desirable energy option especially as renewable energies (including hydro) are continuously
improving in efficiency and affordability [11].
The strived success for Gen IV reactor systems is faced by several challenges of which many
are related to materials required to perform in harsher conditions than previous reactors. For
example an improved efficiency for the next generation nuclear power plants is aimed to be
achieved in part by increasing the core operational temperature of the reactors. Thanks to their
unique mixed bonding (predominantly covalent and metallic and partly ionic) Group IV tran-
sition metal carbides and nitrides have very high melting points (∼3000K) and coupled with
refractory properties and relatively transparent neutron cross-sections making them attractive
candidates as core materials [12]. They have been proposed as candidates for applications such
coated fuel particle coating layers, fuel cladding and inert matrix fuel for high temperature gas
cooled reactors (HTGRs) in both thermal and fast irradiation spectra [10].
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The focus of the presented studies in this thesis are on ZrC as a candidate material
to replace SiC as the main fission product barrier in TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO)
coated fuel particle fuels. This thesis aims to develop a new method for fabricating non-
stoichiometric ZrC and further our understanding of its fission product retention capabil-
ities employing a two-prong experimental and simulations based approach. The presented
thesis manuscript follows the following structure:
• In Chapter 1 a comprehensive literature review is presented covering coated fuel par-
ticles and the benefits offered by ZrC as a fission barrier material, processing routes
to manufacturing non-stoichiometric ZrC and finally ZrC material properties of rele-
vance to the performed studies.
• Chapter 2 presents the experimental methods and in Chapter 3 a reactive-sintering
processing method using spark plasma sintering (SPS) to produce non-stoichiometric
ZrC of varied compositions and with low final oxygen content is investigated.
• In Chapter 4 are presented density functional theory (DFT) calculations performed
to study both intrinsic and extrinsic (fission product related) defects within ZrC to
help clarify the interactions that occur between the predominant defects in ZrC and
fission product atoms.
• Finally in Chapter 5 the major conclusions of this thesis are summarised and further
work recommendations are proposed.
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Literature Survey
Research is what I’m doing when I
don’t know what I’m doing.
(Wernher von Braun)
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1.1. The Very High Temperature Reactor
The very high temperature reactor (VHTR) (illustrated in Figure 1.1) holds the spotlight as
the most supported Gen IV system technology (followed by the sodium fast reactor (SFR))
by Generation IV International Forum (GIF) members for its inherent safety and flexible role
beyond electricity generation. It is the next generation development of the high temperature
gas cooled reactor (HTGR) or (HTR) and will be primarily dedicated to the cogeneration of
electricity and high outlet temperatures greater than 900°C for process heat applications such
as H2 production. The reference reactor concept is a 600MWth graphite moderated, thermal
neutron spectrum reactor with a helium-cooled core based either on the gas turbine-modular
helium reactor (GT-MHR) prismatic block fuel, or the pebble bedmodular reactor (PBMR) [13].
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Figure 1.1: VHTR plant schematic for cogeneration of electricity and hydrogen [8].
Like a HTGR the VHTR is characterised by a large heat capacity, low power density all-
ceramic graphitic core, helium coolant as well as graphite moderator and reflector. The combi-
nation of a core structure made from refractory materials and the single-phase helium coolant
allows the reactor to achieve high outlet temperatures and higher thermal efficiencies.
The flexibility of fuel cycle use is one of the attractive features presented by HTGRs . Initially
HTGRs took advantage of the efficient uranium-thorium fuel cycle which combined high en-
riched uranium (HEU) as fissile fuel with fertile thorium that would breed fissile U23392 during
operation. With the non-proliferation treaty in force by 1970 a low enriched uranium (LEU)
fuel cycle was designed and adopted to avoid diversion of fissile material [14].
Fission in thermal reactors, such as the VHTR, occurs mainly by neutron absorption into
a fissile nucleus (e.g. U233 , U235 , Pu235 ) making it unstable so it subsequently undergoes
an energetic split into smaller fragment nuclei and neutrons. The moderator, graphite in the
VHTR, slows down high energy neutrons to thermal kinetic energies < 1 eV by elastic scattering
collisions. This allows the reaction to self-sustain: as the released neutrons are slowed down
they have a greater probability of being absorbed by fissile nuclei. Other large radioactive
nuclei can be fissioned in fast reactors following radiative capture where a fast (kinetic energy
> 1MeV) neutron is absorbed to form a compound nucleus that stabilises into a new nucleus
by releasing excess energy as gamma radiation. The new nucleus is radioactive and will decay
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Figure 1.2: Calculated neutron spectrum of VHTR UC0.5O1.5 fuel at a 113.1MW/t−HMpower
density (beginning of cycle) [15].
through intermediate reactions to reach a fissile nucleus that will fission by absorption of a
thermal neutron. A fertile U238 nucleus becomes high-energy excited U239 by radiative capture
and subsequently decays to Np239 and then fissile Pu239 by β− decay. The energy released per
fission is determined by the net decrease in mass of which the majority (about 80%) is kinetic
energy which is immediately manifested as heat [16].
Figure 1.2 shows a typical neutron spectrum to which VHTR fuel is exposed, as calculated
by György and Czifrus [15], and similarly by Kim et al. [17]. Only 9.5% of neutrons have ener-
gies greater than 1MeV which are responsible for 0.3% of the total fissions cause by neutrons
(Table 1.1) while about 3.1% have energies lower than 0.025 eV and account for 30.34% of total
fissions [15].
The helium coolant is circulated through the core to extract fission heat and used to gen-
erate electricity. Coupling of either a direct (transfer of heat to a helium turbine) or indirect
(transfer to secondary loop via heat exchanger) Brayton power cycle over the common Rankine
cycle (used by almost all coal and nuclear power stations) is envisaged. The more complicated
indirect cycle is favoured due to its greater flexibility and fewer safety issues [8].
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Table 1.1: Calculated percentage of fissions caused by neutrons in the different energy ranges
in the VHTR (beginning of cycle) [15].
Neutron Energy Percentage Fissions
<0.025 eV 30.34%
0.025-1 eV 61.94%
1 eV-1MeV 7.42%
1MeV-25MeV 0.30%
One of the goals is for the VHTR to achieve 50% thermal efficiency with 1000 ◦C outlet
which will translate into more efficient hydrogen production and economics [5]. For hydrogen
production three key components need to be coupled with the reactor: a hydrogen produc-
tion plant (HPP), an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) and power conversion system (PCS).
high temperature electrolysis (HTE), sulphur iodine (IS) thermochemical cycle, hybrid sul-
phur (HyS) cycle are three promising candidate helium production processes for coupling
with high temperature reactors. The efficiencies of these processes are predicted to be be-
tween 35% to near 60% and require above 800 ◦C depending on the reactor and a power cycle
couplings [18,19].
In Japan the high temperature test reactor (HTTR) HTGR attained its full 30MW operational
power with 850 ◦C outlet coolant temperature in 2000. In 2009 it performed the world’s first
high temperature long-term operation over a period of 50 days at 950 ◦C [20].
1.2. Coated Fuel Particles
The proposed VHTR fuel is a compact of coated fuel particles in which the active material is
contained within several tiny (about 1mm ) layered spherical structures designed to retain
the emitted fission products (FPs). Coated particle fuel technology was established during the
1960s-90s through extensive HTGR fuel development projects and research primarily in the
United Kingdom (DRAGON project: the first demonstration HTGR, 1964), Germany (AVR,
THTR-300) and United States (Peach Bottom I and then Fort St. Vrain). The coated particle
design was originally suggested and patented by Huddle in 1957 [14] and its developments
since yielded a range of proposed designs suitable for different operational powers, burnups
and configurations as well as fuel cycles and strategies (prominent designs illustrated in Fig-
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of coated particle layer structure evolution, heating element com-
pactions and layer roles (produced by author, recently published [21]).
ure 1.3). Each design presents benefits and drawbacks.
Today the generally accepted reference design is the SiC TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO)
coating, a layered ceramic composite structure deposited upon a kernel. It is made from 3
materials (TRI) with SiC as the primary FP barrier. TRISO coated fuel particles are “retaining”
type particles designed to contain within all released metallic and gas FPs from the irradi-
ated kernel. Initially the fabricated coated particles were of “emitting” type either uncoated or
coated with a dense pyrocarbon layer. The Bi-structural ISOtropic (BISO) or buffered isotropic
coating was the first “retaining” type with a porous pyrocarbon layer followed by a high den-
sity gas-tight pyrocarbon layer structure deposited directly onto the kernel for fission gas re-
tention [22]. The kernel composition is independent from the coating structure but equally as
important and the combination of choices can affect the effectiveness and reprocessing of the
fuel (discussed later in this section).
Each country and/or research project tends to use different kernel-layer specifications and
loading compositions in their investigations based on their chosen reactor-core design, goal
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and fuel cycle. In turn this has yielded different reference sets of particle types and concepts
for each. The United States, for instance, pursues a two particle fuel concept consisting of a
reaction driving fissile particle and a breeding fertile particle: the reference fissile fuel is LEU
20% enriched in a 350µmUCO or UO2 kernel whereas the reference fertile is natural uranium
in a larger 500µm UCO kernel [14].
The fabricated fuel particles are embedded in a graphitic matrix compact to form the fuel
elements to be inserted into the core. The reactor core type splits the HTGR reactors into
two categories: pebble bed reactors (PBRs) which use spherical fuel elements, and prismatic
modular reactor (PMR) which use rod fuel elements [20]. Spherical elements are 60mm in
diameter with around 104 uniformly dispersed coated particles within a 50mm central fuel
zone. Rod elements are about 26mm in diameter, compacted into either cylindrical of annular
forms for insertion into the hexagonal (modular) blocks that form the core of a PMR (illustrated
in Figure 1.3).
An alternative QUADRi-structural ISOtropic (QUADRISO) fuel concept design has been
suggested for the purpose of controlling initial excess core reactivity and managing the long
term reactivity for the transmutation of Np and Pu active waste from light water reactor (LWR)
spent fuel in a thermal prismatic HTR [15]. QUADRISO is identical to TRISO with the addi-
tion of a thin (5-20µm) layer of burnable neutron poison material coated onto the kernel (cyan
coloured layer visible in Figure 1.3). Burnable poisons are materials with a high neutron ab-
sorption cross section that through irradiation are converted (“burnt”) into materials with a
low absorption cross section that allow neutrons through and consequently irradiation of the
fuel material. Ideally, the poison should burn at a similar rate to the decrease in core excess ac-
tivity so as to balance the reactivity loss from fuel depletion with the reactive gain of the poison
burnup to flatten the core reactivity curve. The proposed poison was europium oxide (Eu2O3).
Different configurations for the burnable poison within both the pins and the QUADRISO have
been compared through simulations employing the MCNP/MCB Monte Carlo code. Results
showed, with QUADRISO particles in the central ring of the blocks, activity was reduced by
5000-7000 pcm flattening the reactivity curve and transmutation of 52-58% and 95-97% of
actinides and Pu239 respectively was achieved over 500+200 days of irradiation [23,24].
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1.2.1. Tri-Structural Isotropic (TRISO) SiC Coated Fuel
Particles
The following literature section focuses on the key research and development aspects of SiC
based TRISO particles.
1.2.1.1. TRISO Structure
Fuel in a SiC TRISO particle is contained in a kernel at the centre of the particle (Figure 1.3)
enclosed by four layers; it is a dense ceramic of either sub-stoichiometric heavy metal oxide
(UO2-x), carbide (UC2) or oxycarbide (UCxO2-x) composition with the metal typically being
either natural uranium, LEU (up to 20%) or thorium or a mixture thereof [14,25].
Kernels are fabricated using a gel-precipitation process (also known as external gelation pro-
cess) where U3O8 powder is dissolved to form a uranyl nitrate solution. After solution neutral-
isation microspheres are cast and precipitated in a glass column and thereafter dried, calcined
and reduced at high temperature during sintering [14,20]. The subsequent layers are deposited
through a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique; each has a unique functional purpose
beyond composing the active inventory retaining structure of the particle:
The buffer low density pyrocarbon deposited onto the kernel provides accommodation space
and void volume for swelling or thermal dimensional changes of the kernel and produced
stable gaseous FPs respectively within its porous structure. It also acts as a sacrificial layer to
attenuate the recoil energy of fission fragments protecting the subsequent layers from being
damaged.
The high density inner pyrolitic carbon (IPyC) is a gas tight diffusion barrier whose primary
function is to protect the SiC from attack by FPs such as Cl2. It also helps alleviate tensile
stresses that arise during irradiation in the SiC layer. High density SiC sandwiched between
the inner and outer pyrocarbons is the primary diffusion barrier for FPs and also acts as an
internal pressure retaining vessel layer. [25]
The final layer is a high density outer pyrocarbon that also acts as a further gas tight diffusion
barrier for FPs. Its primary function is to protect the SiC layer during handling and compaction
and provide a bonding surface to the graphite over coating.
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1.2.1.2. Particle Failure: Modes, Mechanisms
Fuel particles are designed to remain intact and efficiently retain the radionuclides during both
operation and accident conditions. The emphasis placed on passive safety for Gen IV reactors
requires particles to withstand much higher and extreme conditions than those expected in
normal operation or even during an accident scenario. Particle performance is sensitive to a
number of defects and variables such as irradiation temperature and fluence, layer cracks, fab-
rication defects, creep behaviour or particle structure and materials. When a particle is no
longer able to contain the radioactive inventory within its layers it is considered failed. A me-
chanical failure of a particle involves a pressure vessel (PV) breach whereas a functional failure
involves an intact PV that has experienced complete through-thickness penetration providing
an open path for FP transport. Failure fraction of a specific batch of particles can be consid-
ered a measure of the quality of said batch and design. Originally the focus mode of failure
was a one-dimensional (1D) PV failure and the Fuel Performance Model (FPM) only evaluated
failure probabilities based on this mechanism. However, US fuel for the new production mod-
ular high-temperature gas cooled reactor (NP-MHTGR) significantly underperformed against
failure predictions and compared to fuels fabricated abroad such as the German AVR fuel, in-
dicating that multi-dimensional (3D) mechanisms were most likely contributing to failure [26].
1.2.1.2.1. Mechanical Failure
The dominant failure mechanism is a PV failure for TRISO particles. Over time pressure builds
up in the TRISO particle due to thermal expansion but more importantly due to the gas volume
and inventory increasing. Produced stable fission gases and carbon monoxide (CO) from the
kernel (only in oxide or oxycarbide kernels and higher fuel burnup where the excess oxygen
from the kernel chemically reacts with the carbon in the surrounding coatings) collect in the
low density porous buffer layer. The increasing internal pressure load with burnup contributes
to a tensile hoop stress in the dense TRISO layers. A through crack is expected when the
stress exceeds the fracture toughness of the SiC layer. This is a catastrophic failure where the
instantaneous release of elastic energy is generally sufficient to cause the simultaneous failure
of both pyrolitic carbon (PyC) layers in the same location as the through crack [27].
The energy release during a PV failure can be vigorous as observed in high temperature
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heat tests on unirradiated SiC-TRISO at 2723K [28]; although all SiC-TRISO failed (only 3/10
exploded) analysis showed that the failure was prompted by deterioration of the SiC layer due
to heavy metal migration to the outer pyrolitic carbon (OPyC). The low fraction of explosions
suggests that the elastic energy release from the SiC layer of most of the particles were not
the same. This indicates that PV failure usually occurs via the contribution from one or more
effects that weaken the integrity or strength of the fission barrier layer.
1.2.1.2.2. Effects of Irradiation
Irradiation affects the kernel and pyrocarbon layers inducing swelling and shrinkage, the layers
respond to these strains by creeping; these are represented by irradiation-induced strain and
creep coefficients. During irradiation SiC exhibits only an elastic response whereas the OPyC
and IPyC experience shrinkage and after a densification stage the effect reverses and they ex-
hibit swelling. Shrinkage behaviour in the pyrocarbon layers is anisotropic between the tan-
gential and radial directions whereby shrinkage in the radial direction reverses into swelling
at moderate fluences but continues in the tangential direction for all fluences. The shrink-
age/swelling behaviour of the inner PyC of SiC-TRISO is strongly influenced by its anisotropy,
density, irradiation fluence levels and irradiation temperature. Anisotropy is quantified by
measurement of the Bacon anisotropy factor (BAF) which is calculated by X-ray diffractometry
and gives the degree of preferred planar orientation; for coated fuel particles it is between 1.0
and 2.5 (higher denoting greater anisotropy) [29]. Performed simulations [30] showed that
for a PyC layer of density 1.96 gcm−3 swelling in the radial direction occurred at fluences
>1.5× 1025 nm−2 for all but the lowest BAF value (1.08). However, in the tangential direc-
tion for all BAF (1.02-1.28) and temperatures (600-1350 ◦C), shrinkage continued with fluence
(0-3.5× 1025 nm−2).
Shrinkage of the pyrocarbon layers pulls and pushes the SiC layer inwards counteracting the
outward gas pressure force reducing the tangential hoop stress initially putting it into com-
pression. The SiC and IPyC layers consequently have a beginning of life (BOL) stress level that
after a maximum and minimum stress for the IPyC and SiC respectively reaches an end of life
(EOL) value. Over time, depending on temperature, creep acts to relieve the shrinkage strain
in the PyC layers reducing their beneficial counteraction to the continually increasing internal
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gas pressure contributing to increasing stress in the SiC. A stress history during irradiation for
the IPyC and SiC (illustrating their BOL and EOL) calculated factoring in pressure, creep and
swelling effects is shown in Figure 1.4 - Principal stress over time during irradiation at inner
radii of the IPyC and SiC layers in a TRISO particle [30].
Figure 1.4: Principal stress over time during irradiation at inner radii of the IPyC and SiC
layers in a TRISO particle [30].
During the initial period of irradiation shrinkage stresses in the PyC are at their highest and
can cause a shrinkage crack in the IPyC. The likelihood of a crack occurring in the IPyC is re-
duced if the layer is either fully or partially debonded from the SiC. Calculations indicate that a
higher irradiation temperature helps reduce the stress within the IPyC and vicinity of an even-
tual crack tip through stress relaxation from a substantially higher creep coefficient. Cracks
are thought to contribute significantly to the failure probability of a batch of particles [30]. In
the same study peak tensile stress within the SiC in the case of a cracked IPyC was shown to be
insensitive to internal pressure for TRISO particles with a <195µm diameter kernel, whereas
for greater diameters the internal pressure significantly affected stresses around the crack tip.
Tensile radial stress over the IPyC-SiC layer interface arises from the pyrocarbon shrinkage
under irradiation. Should this stress exceed the interfacial bond strength it will result in the
IPyC and SiC debonding; this is thought to occur as an unzipping process where separation in
the form of a crack will initiate at a point along the interface and propagate around rather than
an instantaneous detachment of the entire surface. The SiC experiences a stress concentration
along the inner surface in the region ahead of the propagating crack as well as a peak stress
at the crack tip; this concentration and peak stress increases as the bonded area decreases
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but is relieved once the interface is severed. Performed simulations [31] showed that failure
due to debonding is a strong function of the IPyC-SiC interfacial bond strength with greater
failure probabilities observed at intermediate values of bond strength; at low bond strengths
debonding occurs readily with small stresses incurred by the SiC layer, while at high bond
strengths the radial stress is insufficient and debonding is prevented altogether. At higher
irradiation temperatures greater creep coefficients in PyC layers relieved shrinkage stresses
and significantly reduced failure probabilities [31]. Anisotropy of the PyC was also found to
moderately contribute to failure probabilities whereas internal pressure did not.
1.2.1.2.3. Asphericity
Another multi-dimensional contributor to failure is asphericity whereby a fuel particle devi-
ates from perfect sphericity due to a deformity. Faceted geometry asphericity has been com-
monly observed in US fabricated fuel particles for the NP-MHTGR, Figure 1.5. Ellipsoidal
shaped asphericity is less common in fabricated fuel and more often observed as a result of
kernel migration. Simulations [32] authors believe that for asphericity a faceted geometry is
likely to have the greatest effect on incrementing particle failure probabilities due to the flat
plate feature incurring a bending stress as well as a tangential hoop stress due to the internal
gas pressure. Failure probabilities due to asphericity are dominated by internal pressure but
are also a strong function of the severity of asphericity (calculated as an aspect ratio between
radii of outer particle and faceted plate); the highest stresses were experienced by the flat por-
tion of the dense layers at a later stage of irradiation once the shrinkage in the pyrocarbon
layers is diminished by creep.
1.2.1.2.4. Kernel Migration: The Amoeba Effect
Kernel migration, otherwise known as the amoeba effect [33], is a phenomenon whereby the
kernel centre ofmassmoves away unidirectionally from the TRISO particle centre as illustrated
in Figure 1.6. This can lead to particle failure if the kernel reaches the IPyC layer resulting in
the destruction of the pyrocarbon layers and progressive damaging of the SiC resulting in its
ultimate failure [34]. It is a thermally-driven process occurring when a significant thermal
gradient is present across the particle. It has so far only been observed in rod fuel compacts for
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Figure 1.5: Example of faceted TRISO observed in NP-MHTGR fuel [32].
prismatic cores having oxide kernels (UO2) with high particle loading and power densities. The
kernel travels up the temperature gradient towards the hotter side pushed by a solid carbon
phase build up between the kernel and buffer down the gradient on the cooler side. Free
oxygen released from fission of the uranium dioxide reacts with surrounding carbon in the
PyC forming COwhich migrates down the gradient and subsequently reacts with itself to form
CO2 and solid phase carbon [35].
1.2.2. Zirconium Carbide in Advanced TRISO Fuel
Since the 1960s the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) - the former atomic energy
organisation previously known as the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) - has pursued re-
search in furthering HTGR technology focusing on furthering TRISO particle knowledge and
fabrication techniques conducting experiments in the Japan material test reactor (JMTR) and
HTTR [20]. Research into the vapour deposition of ZrC and ZrC −C mixtures onto spherical
kernels began in the early 1970s [37] with the aim of creating batches of ZrC-coated TRISO
particles to test and evaluate compared to SiC-TRISO. Zirconium halide vapours are used and
the iodide [38], chloride [33, 39–44] and bromide [37, 45–47] processes have been examined.
Since 2004 there has been renewed interest by the JAEA in further establishing ZrC coated
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Figure 1.6: Micrograph showing kernel migration due to a thermal gradient effect [36].
fuel particle fabrication technology and developing large-scale ZrC coating processes to pro-
duce 0.2 kg batches [48]. The bromide process is the preferred halide process for its greater
experimental ease at achieving stoichiometric compositions of ZrC.
A high-temperature annealing experiment [28] compared the performance of SiC-TRISO,
ZrC-TRISO, BISO (all with UO2 kernels) and ZrC-TRISO with a (Th, U) O2 kernel. After a 1 h
anneal at 1800 ◦C particles were brought to each incremental temperature-step and held for
a further hour, results are presented in Table 1.2. ZrC particles showed enhanced resistance
properties up to 2550 ◦C over SiC-TRISO that failed at 2450 ◦C due to thermal deterioration
of SiC together with extensive heavy metal migration to the OPyC. The ZrC particles with
uranium dioxide kernels (compared to (Th, U) O2) experienced PV failures due to the high
build-up of CO gas causing plastic expansion. High CO pressures form with respect to the
amount of oxygen that dissociates from the kernel at high-temperatures whereby the UO2 ker-
nel becomes hypo-stoichiometric in equilibrium with O2 vapour pressure. Pressure build-up
was inferior in the thorium-containing particles with thicker buffer layers (160µm thick) com-
pared to those of the SiC-TRISO and ZrC-TRISO (43µm thick) reducing the impact of any CO
pressure; this highlights how the system enclosed by the ZrC can be the limiting factor to the
stability of the particle rather than just the ZrC chemistry.
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Table 1.2: Comparison of results for 1 h treatment on 4 different unirradiated coated particle
designs [28].
Temp. (◦C) SiC-TRISO ZrC-TRISO ZrC/(Th,U)O2 BISO
1850 Intact Intact Intact Intact
2100 Intact Intact Intact Intact
2450 Pressure-failed Swelling without U Intact Swelling and U
migration outside migration into
of ZrC PyC
2500 - 5/8 pressure failed Intact Pressure-failed
fraction
2550 - U migration Intact -
ZrC-coated TRISO particles were irradiated at 900 ◦C until 1.5% fissions per initial metal
atom (FIMA) burnup in the JMTR. These were then split into 3 batches, 2 of which underwent
post-irradiation tests at 1600 ◦C for 4500h and 1800 ◦C at 3000h. No through-coating failures
were reported in any batch at any stage. During post-irradiation tests release of Cs, Ru and
Eu was observed and of these minor fractional releases Ru10644 was the most significant. ZrC
TRISO showed enhanced retention of caesium within the fuel kernel in particles with radial
through-cracks of the IPyC layer and deformed kernels. The author suggested that the broken
IPyC allowed ZrC to come into contact with CO found in the buffer and so act as an oxygen
getterer forming ZrO2 and C thereby reducing the oxygen potential of the fuel in a manner
that may influence the chemical forms of the FPs present [49].
Irradiation tests of over 9000 JAERI produced ZrC-TRISO particles were done in the JMTR
and Japan research reactor-2 (JRR-2) under different conditions. Post-irradiation visual inspec-
tion and X-ray radiography revealed no failures [50]. Carbon deposition on the colder side of
the kernel that accompanies its migration (amoeba effect) was observed in the disc compacts at
1600 ◦C and 1.6%FIMA burnup but not in the higher burnup annular compacts at 1100 ◦C and
4.0%FIMA, inclusions observed in the kernels of Mo-Tc-Ru-Rh-Pd alloys. Particles from the
different irradiation conditions subsequently underwent heat treatments at various tempera-
tures. ZrC-coated particles irradiated at 1100 ◦C 4.0%FIMA and high fluence (2.2× 1025 nm−2)
were heated [50] to 2400 ◦C and held for 6000 s, with a single particle failure out of 101 ob-
served. The ZrC layer experienced a 22% average diameter increase and survived the large
strain while successfully retaining FPs unlike SiC which becomes brittle at high temperatures.
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The high plasticity was explained by significant weakening of lattice resistance to dislocation
motion in the ZrC grains.
Further post-irradiation heating tests [49, 51, 52] were performed on the ZrC particles irra-
diated at 900 ◦C for 79.9 effective full-power days up to 1.5%FIMA (1.2× 1025 nm−2). ZrC-
coated TRISO particles heated to 1600 ◦C for 4500h were unaffected by FP diffusion whereas
after 3000h at 1800 ◦C signs of thermal degradation were observed as surface roughness and
10/100 had failed IPyC layers with radial cracks. Only 7% of the particles heated to 2000 ◦C
for 100h were found to have no anomalies while failed IPyC layers, kernel material migration
and through-thickness damage in the ZrC were observed in the rest. There were no through-
coating failures at any of the temperatures.
1.2.2.1. Fission Product Retention Behaviour
Fission products are daughter fragments from a fissioned nucleus and are either a gas or ametal
atom. They are generally considered with respect to several factors during operation, storage or
an accident scenario, among the more important are their yield, their neutron absorption cross
section, their decay emissions and their environmental and biological impact. Fission product
yield is mainly dependent on the parent nuclide fissioned as well as the neutron spectrum.
Fission events do not favour an equal mass distribution upon separation, the mass ratio of
fragments is generally around 2:3 [16] thus yielding a binomial mass distribution over a fairly
wide range of masses [53]. The first peak lies between mass number 90-100 and the second
between 130-150; using data from Joint Evaluated Fission and Fusion (JEFF) project [54] the
binomial yields of various fissile isotopes have been plotted in Figure 1.7; this shows how
certain isotopes are favoured having relatively high fission yields compared to others.
It is important to consider that fission product release within TRISO particles can be very
much dependent on the type of kernel used for certain isotopes. The fuel material used affects
the inherent retention capabilities of the kernel. Fission products with oxygen potentials lower
than UO2 in oxide kernels will tend to form oxides that are relatively immobile. All rare-earth
FP metals (+Sr, Zr and Nb) tend form oxides provided there is not a high amount of carbon, ei-
ther from the use of mixed UO2-UC2 kernels or from C diffusion into the UO2 kernel. Through
thermodynamic calculations based off experimental results of SiC-TRISO particles with either
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Figure 1.7: Mass-fission product yield curve for various fissile fuel isotopes in a thermal neu-
tron spectrum with identified some of the important isotopes, information was
taken from [54].
UO2, UC2 or mixed (UO2 + UC2) kernels on Homan et al. [55] concluded that with increas-
ing UC2 kernel percentage the FP accumulation at the SiC layer increased leading to higher
SiC-FP interaction failures. This was because as dicarbides rare-earth FPs had the highest neu-
tral gas pressure and mobility. Further, of all the rare-earth FPs Eu is the least stable oxide
readily converting to a carbide with just 15% UC2. Other metals with high oxygen potentials
instead remain as metallic precipitates within the kernel forming a mixed alloy typically of
Mo-Tc-Ru-Rh-Pd [56].
Despite the benefit of retaining rare-earth (+Se, Zr and Nb) FPs better, oxide kernels suffer
certain drawbacks compared to carbide kernels. If a thermal gradient occurs across a coated
particle with an oxide kernel during irradiation carbon mass transport will occur towards the
cooler side of the kernel thereby pushing it up the thermal gradient, the so-called "amoeba
effect", which in extreme cases can result in the kernel coming into contact with the PV layer
[34,57]; European HTGR reactors are generally less prone to this effect compared to US designs
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as fuel compacts are subjected to smaller thermal gradients. Another drawback is the build-up
of CO gas as released O from the UO2 after fission will bond with the surrounding kernel; to
account for this effect oxide kernels are coated with a thicker porous PyC buffer to decrease
the experienced pressure by the PV layer, however this comes at the cost of reducing the core
fissile-atom density.
To try and counteract such drawbacks an attempt to use ZrC as an oxygen getter within
TRISO particles was made by Bullock et al. [33], ZrC was placed within standard SiC-TRISO
particles in two configurations, as a dispersed phase within the buffer and as a kernel over-
coat layer of about 14µm (separated by a PyC seal). Particles were irradiated at 915 ◦C and
1200 ◦C in a 5.8-6.5nm−2 up to a burnup of 26.7-29.1 FIMA, particles irradiated at 915 ◦C
were subsequently annealed at 1500 ◦C for 10 kh. Kernel migration was not observed for both
gettered configurations even when purposely placed in a thermal gradient during the 1200 ◦C
irradiation. Between the two the ZrC overcoat showed a further benefit of reducing kernel di-
ametrical expansion to 1% (over the 10% for ungettered particles) during the post-irradiation
anneal by applying a radial compressive stress counteracting the swelling; this restricted gas-
bubble growth thereby maintaining the kernel at a higher density and prolonging its fission
product retention capabilities.
TRISO particles are expected to act as a primary barrier towards fission product release
during both operation and an accident scenario. As the PV coating of either SiC or ZrC also
acts as the fission product barrier its effectiveness is determined by the chemical behaviour of
its material with the fission products under operation stresses. In the following sections the
retention behaviour of ZrC and release mechanisms for various fission products in ZrC-TRISO
are covered in greater detail; comparisons to SiC-TRISO data have be made where possible to
aid the evaluation of ZrC as a potential PV coating. For the purpose of brevity, as most studies
reported results for various fission products, only the relevant experimental conditions to the
discussion of release mechanisms and retention behaviour will be covered upon first mention.
The important details of experimental conditions have been summarised in greater detail in
Table 1.3 in Section 1.2.2.1.9.
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1.2.2.1.1. Caesium
Caesium is one of the favoured fission products produced in high yield from both U and Pu
bearing fuels (Figure 1.7). Produced mainly from direct fissions of U235 , Cs137 (T1/2: 30.2 yrs)
is the isotope of most concern amongst FP as it is one of the principal heat sources in spent
fuels; also produced are Cs133 (stable), from β decay of Xe134 , which through neutron capture
can convert to Cs134 (T1/2: 2 yrs) [58].
The interaction between ZrC and Cs is still poorly understood though ZrC is considered
to be effective at its retention; the general speculation of the diffusion mechanism is limited
to a macroscopic level. The majority of Cs release is assumed to occur above 1500 ◦C, when
volatility is predominant, by a mechanism of vapour phase permeation through micropores
and cracks either present in the initial microstructure or that develop during operation of the
ZrC-TRISO fuel.
Stark [59] exposed ZrC powders and ZrC coated graphite particles to Cs vapour to measure
Cs diffusion constants, powder composition was ZrC0.98 (sphere coating unknown). The diffu-
sion constant was estimated to be between 3.1× 10−18-1.4× 10−16m2 s−1 over the 1212-1623 ◦C
range however inconsistencies within the made observations prevented determination of the
diffusion mechanism.
Reynolds et al. [42] reported on Cs137 release from (8Th,U)O2 and UC2 kernels coated with
ZrC1.01 (according to previous work [40]) both as the normal TRISO PV layer (between the
IPyC and OPyC) and as a kernel overcoat separated by a thin dense PyC seal. After irradi-
ation particles with a ZrC overcoat on the kernel showed the highest concentration of Cs137
in the PyC layer between the kernel and ZrC as well as a lower concentration in the porous
PyC following the ZrC layer; no Cs was detected within the ZrC. No microstructural features
indicated a chemical interaction between ZrC and Cs and migration was therefore attributed
to diffusion through micropores.
Bullock and Kaae [33] and Bullock [58] used ZrC (unspecified composition) as both a ker-
nel overcoat and a dispersed phase within the buffer PyC (as an oxygen getter) in SiC-TRISO
particles with UO2 kernels. Both types of particles successfully retained all of the Cs
134 and
Cs137 after fast neutron irradiation at 915 ◦C and 1200 ◦C as well as a 10 kh anneal at 1500 ◦C.
This was a marked improvement over the retention of standard SiC-TRISO with either a UO2
or UC2 kernel which showed a 23% and 12% release respectively. Retention of Cs is better in
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carbide kernels as it forms a carbide compound such as CsC10 that is less mobile than its oxide
precipitate [56].
Fukuda et al. [60] studied ZrC as a BISO (kernel + 1 layer) particle coating on UO2 kernels
(separated by a PyC seal). The ZrC composition was reported as ZrC1.3 meaning it was a two-
phase mixture of ZrC0.79 and free carbon. Particles were irradiated at 1260
◦C for 1040h and
then annealed at 1500 and 1600 ◦C for unspecified and 200h respectively. Through step wise
acid dissolution the concentration of Cs137 was obtained; after irradiation it was equal to that
of the kernel and it did not penetrate through the ZrC layer until after the 1600 ◦C anneal.
The diffusion coefficient for Cs137 increased from 6× 10−13 to 4× 10−12m2 s−1 between the two
anneals, this increase was attributed to an enhanced migration by gas phase diffusion through
the pores rather than along pore surface.
Minato et al. [51,52] studied ZrC-TRISO particles (unspecified stoichiometry) with UO2 ker-
nels irradiated at 900 ◦C through post-irradiation anneals at 1600 [51], 1800 and 2000 ◦C [52]
for 4.5, 3 and 0.1 kh respectively. Fractional release of Cs137 only saw a sharp increase to
1× 10−1 at 2000 ◦C with values being similar for the other temperatures at about 5× 10−4.
The calculated diffusion coefficients were between 1× 10−18 and 5× 10−18m2 s−1 and between
2× 10−18 and 1× 10−17m2 s−1 for 1600 and 1800 ◦C respectively. Bullock [58] obtained the dif-
fusion coefficient for Cs134 and Cs137 for the SiC layer TRISO in the 1200-1500 ◦C temperature
range to be 5.6× 10−18-2.9× 10−17m2 s−1; other sources [58,61–63] reported Cs137 diffusion co-
efficients in SiC-TRISO to be about 1 and 3 orders of magnitude greater than those reported
by Minato et al. [51, 52] at 1600 and 1800 ◦C. Of the reported values for ZrC [51, 52, 59, 60],
those by Fukuda et al. [60] with ZrC0.79 showed higher diffusion coefficients suggesting ZrC is
a better barrier for retaining Cs provided that no free carbon is present.
1.2.2.1.2. Silver
The active isotopes for silver are Ag110m (T1/2: 253 d), produced through neutron activation of
Ag109 , and Ag111 (T1/2: 7.5d); these have a low fission/activation yields and very short half-
lives. Nonetheless they are very problematic in graphite based cores of HTGRs as Ag diffuses
at high rate through carbon of the order of 1.5× 10−6m2 s−1 at 1727 ◦C in PyC (Ea=2 eV) [64]
for example. Hence Ag is easily released from the graphite fuel compacts into the HTGR core
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through the helium coolant once it has been released from the coated particles making it the
top contaminant of a HTGR core together with with I131 and Cs134 .
Bullock and Kaae [33] and Bullock [58] found that during the 10 kh anneal at 1500 ◦C ZrC
containing particles greatly improved retention of Ag110m ; particles with a ZrC overcoat re-
tained all Ag while particles with ZrC as a dispersed phase within the buffer PyC layer im-
proved Ag retention over standard SiC-TRISO with either oxide or carbide kernels. The SiC
layer was found tomake some difference to the fuel retention of Ag as particles standard TRISO
with failed SiC layers released more Ag, though particles within the same batch steadily re-
leased Ag after 1.1 kh. Mixed oxide-carbide kernel fuel particles delayed the onset of Ag release
up to almost 8.3 kh.
Chernikov et al. [64] reported diffusion constants for Ag110m in ZrC (unspecified stoichiom-
etry) and SiC over a wide 1155-2360 ◦C temperature range. For both, diffusion showed two lin-
ear regions based on the Ag110m concentration and distribution, the first associated with short-
circuit diffusion paths, the second with grain volume diffusion. For ZrC diffusion through
the short-circuit paths dominated between 1727 and 2227 ◦C with values between 1.3× 10−10
and 4× 10−10m2 s−1 and an activation energy Ea=0.85 eV with bulk diffusion being between
2.5× 10−12 and 4.0× 10−11 and Ea=2.3 eV. For SiC in the same temperature range bulk diffusion
dominate with values between 7.9× 10−12 and 1.3× 10−10m2 s−1 and Ea=2.2 eV. Conversely
Bullock [58] reported diffusion constants for Ag110m in SiC to be between 9.7× 10−18 and
2.4× 10−15m2 s−1 at 1500 ◦C (short-circuit diffusion path dominated region according to [64])
and Ea=4.2 eV for SiC-TRISO without ZrC while for particles containing the ZrC overcoat the
DAg was greater than 5.9× 10−18m2 s−1.
1.2.2.1.3. Europium
Europium is a low yield fission product as it sits in the upper mass range of fission products
(Figure 1.7). There are only 3 active isotopes of concern from U and Pu fission which are Eu152
(T1/2: 13 yrs), Eu154 (T1/2: 8.5 yrs) and Eu155 (T1/2: 4.8 yrs), they are all β emitting radioisotopes
and produce a significant amount of γ radiation.
Scarce amounts of quantitative data could be found in literature for Eu owing to its tendency
to have low diffusivity through carbon materials as it forms a carbide EuC2; its propensity to
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leave the fuel compact in a graphite HTGR core and enter the helium coolant is thus limited
and hence of lesser concern compared to other isotopes. Bullock and Kaae [33] and Bullock [58]
observed that fractional release of Eu was greater (46%) in UC2 than in UO2 (16%) and UO2
with ZrC buffer (9%) SiC-TRISO while particles with a ZrC overcoat retained all Eu at 1500 ◦C.
Its release in standard SiC-TRISO particles was also unaffected by whether the SiC layer was
intact or not, thus pointing to SiC being an ineffective barrier at retaining it. Diffusion coeffi-
cients were given for Eu in SiC to be between 2.7× 10−17 and 1.5× 10−15m2 s−1 and Ea=3.7 eV.
Minato et al. [51, 52] reported fractional releases for 1600, 1800 and 2000 ◦C for Eu154 as
being higher than Cs134 at all temperatures, however no diffusion constant could be obtained
due to lack of accuracy in the readings.
Due to lack of an diffusion coefficients for ZrC it is hard to make a quantitative compari-
son between the effectiveness of SiC and ZrC, though qualitative results suggest ZrC has the
potential for being a strong improvement over SiC as a retention barrier.
1.2.2.1.4. Palladium
Pd is of primary concern within SiC-TRISO particles due to its corrosive reaction with the SiC
layer at high temperatures contributing to the rapid degradation of the layer.
Ogawa et al. [50, 65] compared the reaction of ZrC1.0 with SiC in TRISO particles. ZrC was
found to be inert to Pd vapour in the temperature range 1557 to 1877 ◦C while evidence of
sever degradation of the SiC layer was observed by the same vapours at 1557 ◦C. Conversely
ZrC was susceptible to chemical attack from Pd in powder form suffering partial reaction of the
layer up to 1400 ◦C for 5 h while at 1670 ◦C for 0.5h the ZrC had completely been converted
to ZrPd3 + C; SiC reacted as soon as 1200
◦C for 4 h when in contact with the same powder.
The difference in reactivity between the gas and powder was attributed to a decrease in ac-
tivity of the vapour phase over the powder as it was diluted in an inert He atmosphere thus
reducing its partial pressure. No Pd attack of the ZrC layer in the TRISO configuration was
observed after irradiation at temperatures between 900 and 1600 ◦C in fast fluences (1.0× 1025
to 2.2× 1025 nm−2) in both annular and disk particle compacts.
Through these qualitative observations it can be concluded that ZrC is less susceptible to
Pd attack than SiC though if they come in contact they will react to form a ZrPd3 phase. It
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was pointed out that the phase has a high melting point (about 1780 ◦C) and is less likely to
immediately compromise the integrity of the ZrC layer [65].
Though the reaction has been studied there was no report found for the diffusion of Pd in
ZrC.
1.2.2.1.5. Cerium
Cerium has a relatively high yield (Figure 1.7). Most of the Ce radioisotopes have half-lives
that are less than 4d. The most stable radioisotopes are Ce139 (T1/2: 138 d), Ce
141 (T1/2: 32.5d)
and Ce144 (T1/2: 285 d). Further it can react vigorously with hot water.
Fractional release of Ce144 observed by Minato et al. [51,52] in UO2 ZrC-TRISO (unspecified
composition) was 1× 10−3 after post-irradiation annealing at 1600 ◦C for 4.5 kh. It was higher
than the release of Cs137 ; however diffusion coefficients could not be obtained due to low γ-
ray counts. Conversely in the same particle types (composition ZrC1.3) Fukuda et al. [60] found
that Ce144 release at 1600 ◦C for 200h was less than for Cs137 ; Ce concentrations in the buffer
and OPyC equalised with those in the kernel once above 1500 ◦C, it was concluded that at such
temperatures the oxide compound formed in the kernel (Ce,U)O2-x would decompose thereby
reducing the kernel retention capabilities of Ce. The diffusion coefficient expected to occur
predominantly through grain boundary diffusion with some contribution by volume diffusion
for Ce144 in ZrC was estimated be 2× 10−12m2 s−1. Reynolds et al. [42] also found evidence
of Ce retention by ZrC overcoats as microprobe analysis showed a build-up at the interface
between the PyC seal and ZrC overcoat.
Bullock and Kaae [33] and Bullock [58] observed significant fractional release of Ce144 in
UC2, mixed and UO2 with ZrC distributed in the buffer kernel based SiC-TRISO at 1500
◦C for
10 kh while the UO2 kernel with a ZrC overcoat retained all Ce. The diffusion coefficient for
Ce144 in SiC at that temperature was given to be between 5.3× 10−18 and 5.4× 10−17m2 s−1.
1.2.2.1.6. Strontium
Strontium is a radionuclide of significant biological concern as it is readily taken in and kept by
the body, similarly to iodine. Once ingested it behaves similarly to calcium and accumulates in
the bone through substitution preventing its expulsion, a major concern in a scenario of nuclear
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fallout [66]. The isotope Sr90 (T1/2: 28.8 yrs) has a relatively high yield in U fuels (Figure 1.7).
Only Ogawa and Ikawa [67] and Fukuda et al. [60] reported diffusion coefficients for Sr90 in
ZrC1.0 and ZrC1.3 (ZrC0.79 +C) respectively. Both were from post-irradiation anneals of ZrC-
TRISO particles with UO2 kernels, the former at 1400
◦C for 216h and the latter at 1600 ◦C
for 200h. At 1400 ◦C the fractional release was below the detection limit with a diffusion co-
efficient of 2× 10−18m2 s−1 while at 1600 ◦C the fractional release was the highest amongst all
released isotopes, with the calculated diffusion coefficient being 1.5× 10−12m2 s−1. The frac-
tional release for ZrC was higher than for SiC-TRISO despite DSr being lower in SiC: Fukuda
and Iwamoto [68] provided a diffusion coefficient for Sr89 in SiC to be between 8× 10−12 and
1× 10−10m2 s−1 for the temperature range 1727 to 1854 ◦C with Ea=2.3 eV. Results [60] sug-
gested diffusion was predominantly controlled by grain boundary diffusion in SiC compared
to volume diffusion in ZrC at this temperature range. No chemical interaction between ZrC
and Sr was observed.
There is a need for a much more thorough study of the effect of C and ZrC stoichiometry on
the diffusion of Sr in ZrC given that the results show a wide difference over a small composi-
tional and thermal change.
1.2.2.1.7. Xenon
Both Xe133 (T1/2: 5.2d) and Xe135 (T1/2: 9.1h) have a high fission yield (Figure 1.7) and activity,
they form Cs133 and Cs135 through β decay. Xenon isotopes tend to migrate into bubbles in
the fuel contributing to a decrease in its density, if these bubbles migrate out of the fuel (in
TRISO) they can be a source of Cs that is generated outside the kernel.
Auskern [69] produced ZrC powders of varying compositions from ZrC0.58 to ZrC1.01. By
fission recoil Xe133 was implanted from a uranyl nitride coating during irradiation at a fluence
of 1× 1018 nm−2. The powders were post-irradiation annealed between 1200 and 1850 ◦C for
465 to 791h. At low temperatures and low C content powders release was rapid with release
percentages between 75-85%, the mechanism was inconsistent with volume diffusion, this was
attributed in part to the lattice damage cause by Xe atom recoil. The extensive damage was as-
sumed have produced a large amount of Zr vacancies causing the Xe atoms to be likely located
on the vacant sites as the atomic radii of the two elements are not dissimilar thus leading to a
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mechanism of vacancy diffusion on the metal site. Diffusion in low C content ZrC (ZrC0.58-0.76)
was in line with the metal diffusion model while for higher C content (ZrC0.76-0.92) it correlated
with a covalent bonding diffusion model. The diffusion constants and activation energies for
the various compositions are summarised in Table 1.3, in general low and very high C con-
tent ZrC had low activation energies (3.3 eV) and lower diffusion constants (10−6 - 10−1m2 s−1)
while in-between compositions tended to have the highest activation energies (7.9 eV) and dif-
fusion coefficients (105 - 106m2 s−1) around the ZrC0.83-0.85 composition.
Fukuda and Iwamoto [68] calculated the diffusion coefficient for Xe133 in SiC to be between
2× 10−13 and 7× 10−11m2 s−1 for the temperature range 1650 to 1854 ◦C with Ea=6.5 eV.
1.2.2.1.8. Ruthenium, Barium and Niobium
Ru, Ba and Nb FP are generally highly radioactive with short half-lives. The relevant isotopes
are Ba133 (T1/2: 10.5 yrs), Ba140 (T1/2: 12.8d), Ru
103 (T1/2: 39.3d), Ru
106 (T1/2: 374 d) and Nb
95
(T1/2: 35.0d). Their generally sort half-lives make them very active radioisotopes of which Ba
has the greatest fission product yield in U based fuels followed by Nb and then Ru (Figure 1.7).
Ogawa and Ikawa [67] reported on fission product penetration of the ZrC1.0 layer in UO2
TRISO particles during post-irradiation anneals at 1400 ◦C for 216h. Only Nb95 , Ru103 and
Ba140 were detected within the ZrC layer, of these Nb and Ba penetrated only 20% of the
layer thickness while Ru had penetrated through to the other side. The fast diffusion of Ru
was attributed to Ru having a similar atomic radius to Zr (Ru:Zr atomic radius ratio of 0.836)
allowing it to diffuse by lattice substitution. Estimations of diffusion coefficients in ZrC were
given for Nb, Ru and Ba to be 10−18, 10−16 and 10−18m2 s−1 respectively.
Minato et al. [49, 51, 52] also reported on the fractional release of Ru106 in ZrC-TRISO with
UO2 kernels during post-irradiation anneals being the highest among the other released iso-
topes. The same explanation as above was offered for the observed poor retention. Diffu-
sion coefficients of Ru106 in ZrC were calculated for 3 temperatures: 3× 10−16, 5× 10−15 and
5× 10−14m2 s−1 for 1600, 1800 and 2000 ◦C respectively.
Chernikov et al. [64] reported on both the diffusion constants for SiC and ZrC based TRISO
particles for Ba133 in the 1727 to 2227 ◦C temperature range: for ZrC values were between
3.2× 10−13 and 1.3× 10−11m2 s−1 with Ea between 2.8-3.1 eV, while for SiC they were between
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6.3× 10−13 and 7.9× 10−11m2 s−1 with Ea between 2.1-3.0 eV.
Fukuda and Iwamoto [68] also provided diffusion data for isotopes Nb95 - Zr95 , Ru103 and
Ba140 in SiC: between 1727 and 1854 ◦CDBa was between 7× 10−12 and 1× 10−10m2 s−1 Ea=3.6 eV,
DRu was between 2× 10−11 and 6× 10−11m2 s−1, Ea=3.17 and at 1800 ◦CDNb was 2× 10−12m2 s−1.
1.2.2.1.9. Summary of ZrC Fission Product Retention
Capabilities
All the relevant diffusion and experimental parameters reviewed from Section 1.2.2.1.1 to Sec-
tion 1.2.2.1.8 are summarised in Table 1.3 for ZrC.
In short the reviewed studies show evidence of ZrC outperforming SiC on retention of Cs and
Ba as well as showing improved resistance to Pd attack, qualitative evidence of improved Ag
retention was also demonstrated. However it did not demonstrate great performance against
Ru, Sr and Eu. Chemical interaction between ZrC and FP isotopes was generally inert except
for Pd where it readily converted to ZrPd3.
Overall ZrC shows promise as a viable PV material in TRISO and high temperature op-
eration with good retention capabilities. However it is important to note that the above re-
view illustrates how most studies were performed at different irradiation fluences and post-
irradiation annealing temperatures for locally produced TRISO particles with often little data
offered about the ZrC layer characterisation and compositions. In fact very limited effort was
made to explore the range of possibly achievable stoichiometries and the effect of composition
on the retention capabilities. TRISO particles are complex systems where several factors and
phenomena inevitably interact and can contribute to the ultimate failure of the particle/barrier
layer. The argument for the replacement of SiC by ZrC would require a much more coherent
and targeted set of studies where phenomena affecting the internal coated particle chemistry,
the coating layer quality and irradiation conditions are separated from the diffusion processes
with greater attention offered to the barrier layer microstructure.
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Table 1.3: Summary of fission product diffusion data for ZrC.
ZrC Fission Temperature Irradiation Diffusion Activation Frac. or %
Source
Comp. Product Range (◦C) Fluence (nm−2) Coeff. (m2 s−1) Energy (eV) Releasea
Unknown Ag110m 1727-2227 - 10−12-10−10 0.85-2.3 - [64]
Unknown
Ba133
1727-2227 - 3.2× 10−13-1.3× 10−11 2.8-3.1 - [64]
ZrC1.0 1400 - 10
−18 - BDL [67]
Unknown
Ce144
1600 1.2× 1025 (fast) - - >1× 10−3 [51]c
ZrC1.3
f 1600 1.4× 1021 2× 10−12 - 4× 10−4 (2hh) [60]c
ZrC1.01
Cs137
1200 5× 1021 (fast) - - BDLb [42]
ZrC0.98 1212-1623 - 3.1× 10−18-1.4× 10−16 ∼0.55 - [59]
Unknown 1600 1.2× 1025 (fast) 1× 10−18-5× 10−18 - 2× 10−4 (3 kh) [51]c
Unknown 1800 1.2× 1025 (fast) 2× 10−18-1× 10−17 - 4× 10−4 (3 kh) [52]c
Unknown 2000 1.2× 1025 (fast) - - 1× 10−1 (1hh) [52]c
ZrC1.3
f 1260e 1.4× 1021 6× 10−14 3.3 BDL [60]
ZrC1.3
f 1500 1.4× 1021 6× 10−13 3.3 - [60]c
ZrC1.3
f 1600 1.4× 1021 4× 10−12 3.3 7× 10−2 (2hh) [60]c
Unknown
Eu154
1600 1.2× 1025 (fast) - - 2× 10−3 (3 kh)d [51]c
Unknown 1800 1.2× 1025 (fast) - - 1× 10−2 (3 kh)d [52]c
Unknown 2000 1.2× 1025 (fast) - - 5× 10−1 (1hh)d [52]c
ZrC1.0 Nb
95 1400 - 10−18 - BDL [67]
Unknown Pm147 2000-2585 - 10−14-10−10 3.0-7.2 - [64]
Unknown
Ru106
1600 1.2× 1025 (fast) 3× 10−16 - 1× 10−1 (3 kh) [51]c
Unknown 1800 1.2× 1025 (fast) 5× 10−15 - 9× 10−1 (3 kh) [52]c
Unknown 2000 1.2× 1025 (fast) 5× 10−14 - 9× 10−1 (1hh) [52]c
ZrC1.0 1400 - 10
−16 - BDL [67]
ZrC1.3
f
Sr90
1600 1.4× 1021 1.5× 10−12 - 4× 10−4 (2hh) [60]c
ZrC1.0 1400 - 2× 10−18 - BDL [67]
ZrC0.58-0.64
Xe133
1200-1647 1× 1018 10−6-10−4 2.5-3.4 75% (465h) [69]
ZrC0.58-0.64 1178-1800 1× 1018 - - 84% (791h) [69]
ZrC0.76-0.79 1200-1800 1× 1018 103-103 6.9 30% (698h) [69]
ZrC0.83-0.85 1250-1850 1× 1018 105-106 8.2 30% (764h) [69]
ZrC0.91-0.92 1297-1865 1× 1018 103-104 7.9 23% (767h) [69]
ZrC0.91-0.92 1225-1900 1× 1018 - - 30% (568h) [69]
ZrC1.0-1.01
f 1200-1850 1× 1018 10−6-10−1 3.5-6.3 49% (646h) [69]
aTime at which value of fractional or percent release was taken in hours given in brackets.
bBelow Detection Limit.
cPost irradiation heat treatment study.
dValues reported to have some inconsistency with their accuracy.
eIrradiation temperature.
f Reported composition is ZrC0.79 +C.
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1.2.3. Spent TRISO Reprocessing and Waste Manage-
ment
The majority (∼ 95%1) of commercial reactors are LWR, these operate within the burnup range
between 30 to 60GW/t−HM producing spent nuclear fuel (SNF) with a composition of about
95wt.% U238 , 1wt.% U235 , 1wt.% Pu and 1wt.% FPs such as Cs127 , Sr90 , Tc99 or I129 [70].
Similar spent fuel compositions are expected for the VHTR.
Currently many waste management options for VHTR reactors are being explored and de-
bated as there are still several uncertainties yet to be investigated and researched. As sum-
marised in the introduction to this thesis the first aim of the Generation IV consortium is to
achieve sustainable innovative reactor systems that minimise waste and optimise utilisation of
current nuclear resources [5, 8]. From a fuel cycle perspective the VHTR is currently viewed
to provide several advantages namely the ability to use LWR SNF and Pu as kernel feedstock
as well as be capable of contributing to minor actinides (MA) burning or transmutation. As
of 2008 the US Department of Energy (US-DOE) awarded substantial funding towards "Deep-
Burn" technology R&D as part of the next generation nuclear plant (NGNP) program which
aims to construct a prototype VHTR by 2021. The Deep-Burn program set out to find ways
to destroy the transuranic (TRU) inventory from LWR SNF and reduce US geological nuclear
waste [71] and identified TRISO particles as a key element to achieve this thanks to the gener-
ally higher burnup achievable by a VHTR [72].
Though the VHTR alone was originally assumed to operate on an open once through cycle
(OTC) as a stand alone reactor system, the concept of it being a component of a closed fuel
cycle capable of also operating on LWR SNF was recently reviewed in detail by Chersola et
al. [73]. A system coupling the VHTR and gas fast reactors (GFR) with the LWR was shown to
have a conceptually advantageous synergy with the VHTR-GFR using the LWR SNF with Pu
and Np and depleted uranium (DU). Calculations performed [73] on an infinite lattice pebble
arrangement showed that the VHTR would potentially have good capability in transmuting
Np and Pu creating a dirty Pu composition resistant against proliferation further reinforced by
a constant increase in MA beyond Pu as a function of burnup which reached 530GW/t−HM
after 1062 effective full power days (EFPD) while still critical. The GFR was modelled to use
1 World Nuclear Power Plants in Operation (Jan 2015) http://www.nei.org/Knowledge-Center/
Nuclear-Statistics/World-Statistics/World-Nuclear-Power-Plants-in-Operation
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(U,Pu)C pellets placed between a honeycomb SiC plate matrix and was shown to be capable
of burning virtually all of the U provided that the U, Pu and Np are continuously reprocessed
and separated from Am and Cm. The issues however surrounding the reprocessing of spent
fuel from the VHTR either back into TRISO or GFR fuel form was not tackled and it could be
one of the current stumbling blocks for this concept.
Waste-forms for TRISO are in development and tending towards being tailored around the
coated particle inventories and fuel-form as these could be considerably different based on the
power operation history and original feedstock fuel [74]. Several options are being investigated
to best assess the most effective approach including direct use of the graphite compaction ma-
trix as waste matrix, separation of the particles from the graphite, extraction of the kernels
from the coated particles and glass encapsulation [75–78].
Removal of graphite outer layer can account for up to a 60% decrease in fuel volume for
disposal [76], this is an advisable choice as studies showed that radiolysis of ground water,
which can easily penetrate the interconnected porosity of the graphite, has highly detrimental
effect on the aqueous durability of graphite [79]. Guittonneau et al. [80] showed that clean
separation of non-irradiated TRISO particles from the graphite matrix was possible via the
intercalation of sulphuric acid after oxidation of the graphite using hydrogen peroxide. The
process was carried out at room temperature and the TRISO coated particles were intact.
Extraction processes to recover the kernel have more complications. The outer pyrolytic
carbon layers and SiC/ZrC have been removed via chemical processes such as halogen gas
oxidation (chlorine gas being effective) or decomposition in molten salts [78] though they are
highly corrosive processes. Jet milling and crushing/grinding followed by oxidation of the
carbon are mechanical treatments which are relatively inexpensive though are highly prone to
secondary contamination of the equipment and require treatment of the released fission gases
within the buffer carbon layer [78,81]. Cyclic thermal shock and pyrochemical attack to breach
the SiC layer were shown to have promise by Lee et al. [78].
Encapsulation into a glass or glass-graphite composites using for example alkaline borosili-
cate or soda-lime-silicate glass [82–84]. Finding the right glass composition and technique (as
cast or sintered glass) of encapsulation requires compromise between several properties such
as glass transition temperature, thermal expansion coefficient and wetting properties which
have not yet resulted in an optimal method or glass to be identified. Further complications
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may arise from the process of extraction of the TRISO from the graphite as partially oxidised
OPyC layers from the intercalation process or due to interaction with the glass melt lead to
porosity and weakening of the final glass composite.
In summary the VHTR offers potential for burning of MA and some TRU thanks to its flexi-
bility in possible kernel feedstock and high burnups. The fuel cycle of a reactor system which
includes a TRISO compact based fuel-form has also potential to include thorium [85] provided
that coated particle reprocessing techniques and final disposal are optimised.
1.3. Zirconium Carbide, Non-Stoichiometry and
its Properties
This part of the literature survey will cover all relevant aspects of non-stoichiometric ZrC per-
tinent to the research performed for the thesis, from its properties to processing methods and
various aspects of treating the material.
1.3.1. Fabrication of Zirconium Carbide
There are numerous ways in which ZrC has been successfully fabricated, many have been re-
cently reviewed by Katoh et al. [86]. In this section the literature relevant to the applied pro-
cessing methods will be covered.
1.3.1.1. Carbothermic Reduction of Zirconia
The carbothermic reduction is a process by which a metal oxide is reduced by carbon in the
presence of heat, namely in this case to form a metal-carbon compound. By reducing transition
metal oxides with carbon transition metal carbides can be produced [12]. This term is techni-
cally different from carbo-reduction which is the same process but without heat as defined by
IUPAC2.
2 Definitions of terms relating to the structure and processing of sols, gels, networks, and inorganic-organic hybrid
materials (IUPAC Recommendations 2007) http://goldbook.iupac.org/CT07609.html
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1.3.1.1.1. Discovery and Early Studies
The Acheson process [87] is the earliest commercialised carbothermic reduction process for
making a carbide (SiC) (and graphite) from the reduction of its oxide by carbon. Acheson
was attempting to artificially synthesise diamond from a mixture of clay (Al2SiO5) and carbon
(powdered coke) but instead produced blue crystals of silicon carbide (which he named car-
borundum). The process was refined and the use of clay was replaced by silica (SiO2) sand
with the recommended mixture proportions being 20:25:10 parts (by weight) of carbon, sand
and salt respectively. Excess carbon was required to remove the atmospheric oxygen from the
sand mixture. Carbon monoxide was identified as the main off-gas from the reaction. The re-
sult was a graphitic core surrounded by SiC in turn surrounded by the reaction mixture and
by-products.
The earliest studies that reported formation of zirconium carbide from the reduction of zir-
conia were by Moissan [88] and Troost [89]; Troost having started research on Zr compounds
several years prior [90]. Both were attempting to study the reduction of zirconia in electric arc
furnaces (EAF) in order to produce pure zirconium. Moissan [88] investigated the effects of
high power operation (360A and 70V) finding that pure zirconium would form at the bottom
of the zirconia mixture in a graphite crucible after heating, whereas zirconium carbide would
form if excess carbon was mixed in with the zirconia. This was most likely a low C content
oxycarbide given the average reported carbon content of 4.64wt.%. Troost [89], using a lower
power (30-35A and 70V), attempted to produce pure zirconium by placing pressed mixtures
of zirconia with very fine carbon black discs in a graphite crucible subsequently heated in a
flowing CO/CO2 atmosphere (to prevent any pure Zr from oxidising). The outcome was a fast
reaction the product of which was reported as ZrC2 or carbon rich ZrC+C (not known at the
time).
Three years later Moissan and Lengfeld [91] published the earliest found comprehensive
study on the production of ZrC using a greater mass of zirconia at a high furnace power (1000A
and 50V). They mixed in house produced zirconia (from zircon) with carbon black, com-
pressed the powders into cylinders and heated within a closed graphite tube (to one extremity
where it is hottest) for 10minutes. The reaction was vigorous and the high temperatures caused
part of the zirconia to vaporise or liquefy; lower temperatures were tested but the resulting ZrC
made to contain nitrogen most probably from the sealed atmosphere within the tube. Its re-
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activity was tested with several reagents (as summarised in Table 1.4) and atmospheres. Its
composition was determined from calculated total C, bonded carbon and total metal quan-
tities yielding an average composition of ZrC0.95 proving quantitatively the existence of the
monocarbide phase.
Table 1.4: Summary of various reagent reactions with produced ZrC in study [91]
Reagent Temp. (◦C) Conc. Result
HF RT - Highly aggressive
HCl 250 - Highly aggressive
HBr 300 - Highly aggressive
HI 400 - Highly aggressive
H3O
+Cl– RT to BP Low / High No effect
HNO3
- Low Low reactivity
- High Highly aggressive
H2O & NH3 RT to 700 No effect
H2SO4 & HNO3+3HCl
RT High Low reactivity
Hot High Moderately vigorous
KNO3 - - Energetic attack
KMnO4 - - Energetic attack
KClO3 - - V. energetic/explosive
Wedekind [92] from reaction of natural zirconia with carbon as well as Van Arkel and de
Boer [93] from chemical vapour reactions also confirmed the monocarbide Zr phase; Van Arkel
and de Boer [93] having checked theirs throughDebye-Scherrer X-ray powder photography and
concluded its crystal structure was rock-salt (NaCl) Fm3m. Thus disproving the commonly
accepted formula of ZrC2 as still reported in the International Critical Tables of Numerical
Data [94] (index no. 481) by 1926.
The equilibrium between zirconia and carbon was first studied by Prescott [95] in the form
of pressed pellets (90mg); zirconia produced from ignition of Zr(NO3)4 on Pt foil and Ache-
son graphite for carbon, the central core product from the Acheson process [87, 96]. Through
pressure-time studies at varied pressures for various temperatures (1880-2015K) and subse-
quent X-ray analyses; Prescott determined that the reaction followed Equation (1.1) having an
equilibrium temperature ( ∆G◦ = 0) of 1930K and a heat of formation ∆H298 = 670kJmol−1.
The ZrC phase was confirmed to be face centred cubic (FCC) with lattice parameter a0 = 4.70Å.
Interestingly it was noted that to obtain an observable reaction the furnace had to be baked (de-
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gassed) in order to reduce CO emissions from the adsorbed oxygen on the graphite furnace.
ZrO2 +3C −−−⇀↽−− ZrC+2CO(g) (1.1)
ZrO2 carbothermic reduction global mechanism
1.3.1.1.2. Reaction Mechanism
In the 1950s studies into the mixed systems of carbides, oxides and nitrides with their parent
metals were being conducted; Schönberg [97] reported successfully forming tantalum oxycar-
bide from the carbothermic reduction of tantalum pentoxide and carbon (soot) at 1800 ◦C. The
resulting phase had a tetragonally deformed NaCl structure with estimated composition (from
cell volumes from lattice parameters) Ta2(C,O). A zirconium oxycarbide phase has since also
been reported by several authors [98–105] having a wide range of possible compositions ca-
pable of incorporating high oxygen content into the rock-salt crystal structure of ZrC (up to
ZrO0.55C0.45 confirmed by chemical and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses [98]).
The carbothermic reduction of zirconia was initially hypothesised to be a complex reaction
involving three steps [98, 101, 106]: first the formation of the Zr2O3(s) phase followed by the
formation of ZrO(s) and in a final step its conversion to the carbide. Solid zirconia sub-oxides
have recently been produced as a precursor phase to ZrO2 under chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) conditions [107] but have not yet been otherwise proven to form; the above conclusions
were likely drawn from observations during particular reaction conditions promoting (the now
known to form [104,108]) ZrO gas loss from the reaction. Concurrently, Kutsev et al. [99] had
proposed that the reaction only involved two steps; the formation of an intermediate oxycar-
bide phase ZrO0.08C0.84 that is characterised by its specific composition followed by its reaction
with the remaining carbon to produce the final product.
This turned out to be more accurate than the above-mentioned three step mechanism pro-
cess for forming ZrC; in fact the carbothermic reduction of oxides follows rather diverse mech-
anisms depending on the oxide. Comparing the carbothermal reduction mechanisms of silica,
zirconia and titania, that of silica could be argued to be the most direct (step-wise) mechanism
to forming the carbide, with that of zirconia being intermediate and that of titania being the
most complex. Weimer et al. [109] concluded the silica reduction is mediated by the intermedi-
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ate volatile SiO(g) created initially at contact points between solid SiO2 and C (Reaction (1.3))
and subsequently by CO oxidation (Reaction (1.4)), thus transferring the Si to the C particles
onto which the SiC then grows Reaction (1.5).
SiO2(s) +3C(s) −−−⇀↽−− SiC(s) +2CO(g) (1.2)
Global reaction
C(s) +SiO2(s) −−−⇀↽−− SiO(g) +CO(g) (1.3)
SiO2(s) +CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− SiO(g) +CO2(g) (1.4)
2C(s) +SiO(g) −−−⇀↽−− SiC(s) +CO(g) (1.5)
SiC carbothermic reduction mechanism
Both the carbothermic reductions of titania (either rutile or anatase) and zirconia have been
shown to produce intermediate oxycarbide phases preceding the final extraction of the remain-
ing oxygen; both oxycarbide phases share the same crystal structure as that of the final carbide
(NaCl) [104, 105, 110–113]. The formation of the titanium oxycarbide (Ti2OC) is preceded by
the formation of TiO2 sub oxides, the specific oxide formed depending on the achieved rate
of the reaction; the CO partial pressure (PCO) is related to the reaction rate which is itself
dependent on parameters of reaction conditions and the state of starting reagents [110, 111].
A fast rate promoted the formation of Ti3O5 (Reaction (1.7)) at a reaction advancement of
α < 0.17 (where α = 0 would be the beginning and α = 1 the end of the global Reaction (1.6))
and a slower rate promoted the formation of Ti2O3 at a reaction advancement α < 0.25 (Re-
action (1.8)). Each respectively then continuing to form the same oxycarbide Ti2OC (Reac-
tions (1.9) and (1.10)) and proceeding to convert to the final carbide through a slow diffusional
process exchanging oxygen for carbon (Reaction (1.11)).
TiO2(s) +3C(s) −−−⇀↽−− TiC(s) +2CO(g) (1.6)
Global reaction
3TiO2(s) +C(s) −−−⇀↽−− Ti3O5(s) +CO(g) (1.7)
2TiO2(s) +C(s) −−−⇀↽−− Ti2O3(s) +CO(g) (1.8)
Formation of sub-oxides
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2Ti3O5(s) +13CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− 3Ti2OC(s) +10CO2(g) (1.9)
Ti2O3(s) +4CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− 2Ti2OC(s) +3CO2(g) (1.10)
Conversion of sub-oxides to oxycarbide
Ti2OC(s) +2C(s) −−−⇀↽−− TiC(s) +CO(g) (1.11)
TiC carbothermic reduction mechanism
The kinetics of the solid-solid reaction between high purity (98%) zirconia and carbon black
were studied by Maître and Lefort [104] through XRD and gravimetric analyses of isother-
mally reacted powders between 1623-1823K; they concluded that the carbothermic reduction
of zirconia proceeds in two steps with an intermediate oxycarbide ZrOxOy phase, as previously
proposed by Kutsev et al. [99]. The reacted powder weight loss never exceeded the theoretical
maximum (for Reaction (1.1)) of 35.15% (equivalent to a reaction advancement α = 1), mean-
ing no volatile phases beyond the CO could have been lost; however Berger et al. [114] detected
that CO2 was also given off through mass spectrometric analysis of the gases, the CO:CO2 ratio
was approximately 100:1 at 1400 ◦C for the reduction of TiO2. By observation of the lattice
parameter evolution, which remained practically constant at a value of about 4.688Å until a
mass loss of ≈ 32% (equivalent to α = 0.91) after which it rapidly increased to that of stoichio-
metric ZrC, they proposed that the reaction matured the oxycarbide to a specific composition
before proceeding to its conversion to the final carbide. Thus allowing the global reaction (Re-
action (1.1)) to be described by two separate reactions (Reactions (1.12) and (1.13)) that occur
in succession, the first having a calculated activation energy of 219 ± kJ ·mol−1.
ZrO2(s) +2.78C(s) −−−⇀↽−− ZrC0.84O0.06(s) +1.94CO(g) (1.12)
ZrC0.84O0.06(s) +0.22C(s) −−−⇀↽−− ZrC(s) +0.06CO(g) (1.13)
ZrC carbothermic reduction 2 step mechanism
The study [104] excluded that the reaction between zirconia and carbon was solid-solid, as
the powders were reacted as loose mixtures, and was only able to infer on its possible mecha-
nism. The likelihood of the reaction being mediated by a volatile gaseous oxide was proposed
by Stolle et al. [115] from crystallographic considerations whereby the Zr cations occupy an
eight-fold site in ZrO2 versus a six-fold site in in the final carbide, suggesting the reaction
would be a reconstructive rather than topotactic transformation. A more recent transmission
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electron microscope (TEM) study by David et al. [105] thoroughly examined the complex na-
ture of the reaction and its mechanisms. Samples of mixed zirconia and carbon black were
reacted (at 1600 or 1750 ◦C) and interrupted at various advancement stages and subsequently
structurally (high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) and XRD) and chem-
ically (C and O chemical analysers) characterised; the reaction was found once again to occur
in two separate stages again identifiable by a sharp increase of the oxycarbide phase lattice
parameter at reaction advancement α > 0.8. The most interesting find of the study was that the
reaction occurred neither on the oxide (like that of TiO2) nor on the carbon (like that of SiO2)
but rather as a condensation phenomenon between the ZrO(g) +CO(g) gas phases characterised
by a heterogeneous nucleation within the carbon black phase (Figure 1.8 a)).
Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the reactions involved within the carbothermic reduc-
tion of zirconia from study [105] a) the nucleation and growth of the oxycarbide
phase b) the maturation of the oxycarbide into the carbide.
The condensed nucleation was preceded by the destabilisation of both carbon and zirconia
phases at the early stages α = 0.2− 0.35 which gave rise to the gaseous species that play a fun-
damental role within the reaction. Zirconia crystals, initially spherical, became automorphic
revealing their most compact planes (111), (111), (100), (010), (001) whereas carbon balls,
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initially showing a smooth turbostratic structure rolled about the particle’s centre, displayed
disordered graphitic layers appearing jagged on the surface. The jagged surfaces were the re-
sult of C removal which disrupted the smooth turbostratic / graphitic layering.
Step ledges were observed on the exposed zirconia crystal surfaces suggesting the acquired
automorphic structure was linked to the mechanism of ZrO(g) release from the surface rather
than a surface energy minimisation. The most stable surfaces of the zirconia crystal have been
shown to be (111) and (111) closely followed by (100) [116]. It should be noted however,
that oxygen and zirconium layers, within the zirconia crystal, alternate perpendicular to said
surfaces meaning that the step ledge faces expose both O and Zr lattice sites allowing for their
simultaneous removal. Kinks on the same revealed surfaces also suggested the presence of
generated planar defects within the zirconia crystals. David et al. [105] suggested they were
the result of direct oxygen release from a solid-gas reaction with CO (Reaction (1.14)) causing
ZrO2-x and introducing anioinic vacancies. The kinks representing their elimination through
plane shearing which creates Wadsley defects [117] within the crystal. However these were
seldom observed and proposed to not be intrinsic to the reaction mechanism. According to
volatility diagrams for the stability domains of solid and gas phases within the Zr-C-O system
as a function of CO partial pressure [104] ZrO(g) is the only Zr-enriched gaseous phase present
and thus the reduction of zirconia at the step ledge faces is achieved initially by Reactions (1.15)
and (1.16) and later Reaction (1.17).
ZrO2(s) +CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− ZrO2−x(s) +CO2(g) (1.14)
ZrO2(s) −−−⇀↽−− ZrO(g) +
1
2
O2(g) (1.15)
1
2
O2(g) +CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− CO2(g) (1.16)
ZrO2(s) +CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− ZrO(g) +CO2(g) (1.17)
Zirconia solid-gas reduction reactions
Upon condensation (Reaction (1.18)) the nucleated phase (with diameters < 10nm) was
found to have a core-shell structure, the core being crystalline ZrOC and the shell amorphous.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) anal-
yses showed the amorphous shell has a heterogeneous composition rich in light elements but
also containing some Zr, the O content was however richer in the shell than in the core. The
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particle grows with reaction advancement while maintaining an amorphous shell of the same
thickness until it reaches a diameter of 200-300nm. The role of the amorphous layer has not
been clearly identified but it was proposed it acts as an exchange regulating film with the
gas phases since it remains until there is zirconia present. This core-shell structure was also
recently observed by HRTEM by Xie et al. [118] during the carbothermic reduction of their
sol-gel produced ZrC precursor nano-powders.
ZrO(g) +CO(g) −−−⇀↽−− ZrOxCy +CO2(g) (1.18)
Condensation of oxycarbide phase
C(s) +CO2(g) −−−⇀↽−− 2CO(g) (1.19)
Boudouard equilibrium
The second phase, the oxycarbide maturation, began when the zirconia was consumed (α >
0.8) as this broke Reaction (1.18) arresting further particle growth. At this point the amor-
phous layer became polycrystalline allowing diffusion of light elements between the core and
shell equilibrating their composition and allowing the progressive carburisation to the final
carbide. The external polycrystalline layer is thus reduced via Reaction (1.16). During its
reduction it was observed to convert to a monocrystalline phase grown in epitaxial relation
to the underlying core crystal; David et al. [105] tentatively proposed the mechanism was by
preferential grain growth of crystallised grains with aligned orientation of the core crystal.
In conjunction with previous thermodynamic calculations [110] it was proposed that the
rate limiting step to the carbothermic reaction was in fact the carbon oxidation Reaction (1.19),
specifically the desorption of the formed CO from the carbon surface. This was reinforced by
the observation that the precipitation of the ZrOC phase always happened close to the carbon
phase as the slower removal of CO offered the species little time to diffuse before reacting with
ZrO(g). The reaction’s advancement is thus controlled by the rate of nucleation rather than the
growth kinetics.
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1.3.1.1.3. The Effect of Various Parameters on the Carbothermic
Reduction
The carbothermic reaction has been shown to be sensitive to both intensive (temperature, pres-
sure. . . ) and technological (grain size, crystallinity. . . ) parameters [110–112,119,120], however
not all reductions are equally sensitive to each parameter.
Berger et al. [112,120] characterised the different carbon sources (active, furnace black, acety-
lene black and graphitic) used. Active carbon was characterised by a small particle size having
a large surface area (970m2g−1) due to its mesoporous surface morphology; its purity was
however the lowest of the carbon sources with 13wt.% O and a high (4.3wt.%) ash content.
Furnace and acetylene blacks were found to have rather differing morphologies, furnace black
having a low specific surface area (9m2g−1) but also a low degree of graphitisation (quan-
tity of the carbon structured in graphitic layers, characterised by discontinuities in krypton
adsorption isotherms [121]) and acetylene black the opposite (86m2g−1 and high degree of
graphitisation).
Different carbon sources were found to have an appreciable impact on the reduction of
TiO2 [112,119,120]; active carbon caused the first step of the reaction (Reaction (1.7)) to begin
at a lower temperature compared to carbon black and graphite and furnace black increased the
reaction rate during the second step (Reaction (1.8)). Zirconia also experienced a lower tem-
perature onset to the reduction with active carbon followed by a slower progression, whereas
furnace black and graphite shared an almost identical monotonous reaction with a faster rate.
Silica was largely unaffected by the carbon source. The early reactivity of active carbon was
attributed to its high surface content of partially bonded oxygen functionals that can begin
the regeneration of CO2 into CO. In general a higher activity was attributed to carbons char-
acterised by a low degree of graphitisation and high surface area [120] which explained why
furnace and acetylene black had comparable reactivity, however a comprehensive conclusion
as to why active carbon showed a decreased reaction rate for both ZrO2 and TiO2 has not been
presented. It is of little surprise however that the carbon source had no influence on the reduc-
tion of silica as the reaction is governed by the SiO(g) partial pressure (Reaction (1.5) [109]).
Particle size of the oxide or carbon have been observed to have differing impacts on the reac-
tion depending on its mechanisms [109,111, 119]. The reaction rate for the reduction of silica
increased with finer carbon (mainly at lower temperatures), was independent of silica size and
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was limited by the formation of SiC from the SiO(g) gas Reaction (1.5). For the reduction of
titania the oxide crystal size had a minimal effect on the global reaction rate; it affected the de-
composition rate of the oxide into its sub-oxides (Reaction (1.20)), an increase in the TiO2 grain
size reduced the PCO which dictated the resulting thermodynamically stable oxide (volatility
diagram calculated by [111]). Conversely the reduction was found to be highly dependent on
the carbon grain size with a smaller one positively influencing the reaction rate as the global
reaction is limited by the reaction on the external surface of the carbon grains.
xTiO2(s) + (2x − y)C(s) −−−⇀↽−− TixOy + (2x − y)CO(g) (1.20)
Decomposition of TiO2 into its suboxides
Consequently the oxidation of the carbon via the Boudouard equilibrium Reaction (1.19) is
one of the important parameters to be considered for all carbothermic reductions. The sub-
ject of carbon oxidation has been covered by several authors in the 1960-70s [122–130]. As
outlined in the comprehensive review by Rao and Jalan [131] the forward global oxidation
Reaction (1.19) can be simplified into the following steps:
1. Transport of CO2 to the exterior surface of the carbon.
2. Diffusion of CO2 into the interior of the porous carbon via pore diffusion.
3. Chemisorption of the CO2 on both the internal pore and external surfaces.
4. Surface reactions.
5. Desorption of the CO product gas
6. Outward diffusion of the CO from the interior carbon pore via pre diffusion
7. Transport of the CO gas from the carbon external surface into the bulk gas phase.
with steps 3 to 5 being the chemical aspects to the reaction and steps 1, 2, 6 and 7 being
physical or transport aspects. Extensive experiments were carried out on different forms of
carbon shaped in both granules [123,124,127–129] and pellets [122,125,130,131] using various
oxidising atmospheres of CO2, CO, H2O, N2O and mixtures thereof to determine the reaction
kinetics and mechanisms. For a particular carbon it was found that the reaction was mainly
dependent on the temperature, the pellet size and the partial pressure of CO (PCO). For a pellet
of a given size within an atmosphere of constant PCO, as the temperature increases the kinetics
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of the reaction shift from being chemically controlled to being physically controlled. The shift
was ascribed to the difference in response to temperature changes between the physical and
chemical processes. As temperature increases so does the resistance offered by mass transport;
with the chemical reaction occurring at faster rates transport of CO2 by pore diffusion competes
with its chemical consumption at the pore surface resulting in a CO build up. Eventually
at high temperatures (≈900-1300 ◦C) the chemical reactions occur so rapidly that the pellet
internal atmosphere is mainly CO and its outward transport (step 7) causes a stagnant film
that both reduces CO2 transport to the surface (step 1) and severely limits its penetration into
the pellet (step 2).
Incomplete pore diffusion was analysed by Tien and Turkdogan [125] through the derivation
of a rate equation for the partial internal burning of carbon that accounts for both the chem-
ical reaction on the pore walls and the counter-diffusion of CO2 and CO gases within them.
Their analysis showed that almost complete pore diffusion is achieved at low temperatures
and pressures and small carbon particle sizes. Also carbons with smaller internal pore surface
areas available for oxidation would achieve complete internal burning over a wider range of
temperatures, pressures and particle sizes. This explains the observed decreasing reactivity
with increasing temperature when using active carbon for the reduction of TiO2 by Berger et
al. [112] above 1000 ◦C and for the reduction of ZrO2 by Gruner et al. [119] above 1500 ◦C. It
also explains the increased mesoporosity (pores between 2 and 50nm) of active carbon after
the carbothermic reduction of ZrO2 at 1500
◦C [112] resulting from incomplete pore diffusion
limiting the reaction to the external surface of the carbon and progressively revealing the pore
structure.
Reif [130] proposed a two stage mechanistic for the global oxidation (Reaction (1.19)) which
was reformulated by Ergun [126] as follows:
CO2 + f C
k1−−−⇀↽−−
k
′
1
CO(g) + (O)C (1.21)
Reversible oxygen exchange between gas phase and C surface
(O)C
k2−−−⇀↽−−
k
′
2
CO(g) + f C (1.22)
Transfer of C from solid to gas phase: carbon gasification
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where f C and (O)C denote free and occupied reaction sites on carbon respectively. Ergun
further stated that each form of carbon had a fixed amount of reaction sites denoted by:
[ΣC] = [f C] + [(O)C] = constant (1.23)
where [ΣC] denotes the total number of carbon sites in mole per gram of carbon. The total rate
of the oxidation thus being proportional to the free reaction sites:
rE = k2[(O)C]
Overall oxidation rate according to Ergun [126]
Grabke [123] proposed a similar mechanistic whereby he described Reactions (1.21) and (1.22)
in terms of adsorbed oxygen as he favoured describing the surface site availability in terms of
stationary oxygen activity aO on the surface of carbon. Thus describing the overall oxidation
rate as:
rG = k2aO
Overall oxidation rate according to Grabke [123]
Both the forward and reverse reactions for oxygen exchange (Reaction (1.21)) occur rapidly
thereby establishing an equilibrium between the bulk gas phase and carbon surface. The
forward reaction for carbon gasification (Reaction (1.22)) is rate determining as it is slower;
its reverse becoming significant only when experimental conditions approach equilibrium.
Grabke [123] reported that the reversible oxygen exchange process is virtually in equilibrium
over wide ranges of both total pressure and PCO2/PCO ratios. Rao and Jalan [131] illustrated
in their analysis that the oxygen exchange equilibrium constant Ke is actually independent
of total pressure and as a result so are the oxygen activity (aO) and overall reaction rate (rG)
which are only functions of the PCO2/PCO ratio at a given temperature. The direct propor-
tionality of aO and rG to the PCO2/PCO ratio however only holds for PCO2/PCO < 2 where the
oxygen exchange step is at equilibrium. Rao and Jalan [131] compared various experimentally
obtained values for Ke over 1/T from different carbons and showed that the oxygen exchange
is unaffected by the type of carbon.
The inhibiting effect of CO on the oxidation reaction is accounted for through the reverse of
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Reaction (1.21); with increasing PCO the fraction of surface reaction sites covered by oxygen
decreases. Turkdogan and Vinters [128] investigated the effect of PCO on the oxidation of sev-
eral carbons (coke, electrode graphite and coconut charcoal) using gas mixtures of CO2 and CO
at varying temperatures. At atmospheric pressure and temperatures below 900 ◦C the equilib-
rium CO2 partial pressures (PCO2)e varied greatly for the different carbon types at equivalent
temperatures. However (PCO2)e tended to values of only a few percent at temperatures above
1200 ◦C for all carbons; at PCO2 < (PCO2)e the reverse reaction occurs. Removal of CO is hence
key for the rapid advancement of carbon oxidation and thus the advancement of any carboth-
ermic reduction to produce carbides.
1.3.1.2. Densification: Methods and Mechanisms
Transition metal carbides, like other nonoxide highly refractory ultra-high temperature ceram-
ics (UHTCs) (transition metal nitrides and diborides) are renowned for being hard to sinter due
to the nature of their strong covalent bonds coupled with low self-diffusion rates at practically
achievable temperatures [132]. Sintering generally occurs by atom diffusion, the harder to
break covalent bonds hinder both dislocation slip and diffusion of atoms within the lattice;
densification, or a reduction in interparticle distance, is only achieved by transport of material
from the grain boundary to the neck or by bulk transport to the neck [133], as schematically
represented in Figure 1.9.
Cobble [134, 135] described the various densification stages during hot pressing that can be
identified with respect to relative density during a sintering process. At the initial stages the
powder compact can achieve up to around 50% RD through particle rearrangement; particle
fracture occurs if the particle size of a low yield stress material is large and a high pressure has
been applied. This is followed by neck formation where interparticle contact area increases
to ∼ 20% of particle cross-sectional area, accounting for ∼2-3% increase in RD. Neck growth
by one of the mechanisms illustrated in Figure 1.9 increases both the neck cross-sectional area
and the dihedral angle between the particles and pore volume. Once the neck is large enough
grain boundary motion is no longer inhibited, as a slight movement in its position will not
require a large (energetically costly) change in neck area, at this point coalescence occurs. The
intermediate stage of densification up to ∼93% RD is characterised by the shrinkage of the in-
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terconnected pore channels that form in-between the particle necks along 3-grain edges due to
their non-constant size as well as Rayleigh’s surface instability [136]. Pore channels are eventu-
ally pinched off creating isolated pores, mainly at triple grain boundary junctions, marking the
final stage where shrinkage of the pores together with grain growth occur. The predominant
transport mechanisms in operation during the final stage are dependent on the material and
sintering environment. If the material’s yield stress is low and the applied pressure is high
at a low temperature, complete densification is achieved through plastic flow. Whereas for a
material with moderate to high yield stress at a low applied pressure and high temperature,
grain boundary and lattice diffusion mechanisms govern the final stage.
Figure 1.9: Three particle sintering schematic showing both densifying (capable of reducing
interparticle distance L) and non-densifying diffusion paths from the grain bound-
ary (GB), bulk and surface to the neck, the development of a 2D pore and capillary
pressure difference associated with surface curvature (reproduced from [137]).
Several additives have been also used to aid the sintering process falling into three distinct
categories, metals (Mo, Nb, Zr, V and Ta), silicides (MoSi2, TaSi2 and ZrSi2) and carbon or other
carbides (B4C and VC). Added transitionmetals eventually form a cermet which promotes den-
sification through the formation of a melt, which however decreases corrosion resistance and
high temperature strength due to excess grain boundary segregated metal. Silicides decom-
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pose with temperature leading to liquid-phase sintering though this can lead to a core-shell
microstructure and in cases of high oxide impurity have strongly limited densification. Car-
bon can reduce surface oxygen contamination whereas other carbides are thought to enhance
mass transfer due to the difference in M:C ratio with the main phase. The topic was thoroughly
covered by Sciti et al. [132].
1.3.1.2.1. Pressureless Sintering
As summarised by Ramqvist’s early review [138] on hot pressing theories and covered by Cas-
tro [139], energy minimisation is the global driving force for sintering whereby both particle
surfaces and interfaces (grain boundaries) have an associated energy that tends to be min-
imised throughout the process. The local driving forces associated with the microscale motion
of atoms appear as differences in bulk pressure, vacancy concentration and vapour pressure
(parallel phenomena) due to differences in particle curvature; these induce different paths of
material transport depending on the dominant mechanism active, as summarised in Figure 1.9.
During early pressureless sintering studies Bulychev et al. [140] achieved highly dense (up
to ∼99%) zirconium carbide samples at temperatures of 2400-2600 ◦C in Ar, H2 and under
vacuum over 2-3 h dwell periods. The starting powder was produced via carbothermic reduc-
tion with composition ZrC0.99 (2 at.% O contamination and 0.15wt.% free C). The resultant
microstructures were comparable for all atmospheres having equiaxed grains with an average
size of ∼10 and ∼18µm for sintering temperatures of 2400 and 2600 ◦C respectively. Similarly
Ordan’yan et al. [141] pressurelessly sintered ZrC of varied compositions between ZrC0.68 and
ZrC0.99 (produced via direct self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) of Zr and C
under vacuum) at temperatures from 1700 ◦C to 2100 ◦C. An enhanced shrinkage rate was ob-
served at all temperatures by a departure from stoichiometry due to the increase of intrinsic
vacancies capable of contributing to densifying mass transport.
1.3.1.2.2. Pressure Assisted Sintering
The commonly used consolidation methods that employ pressure assistance are hot pressing
(HP), which employs uniaxial pressing using moderate pressures (20-50 /MPa) and high tem-
peratures, and hot isostatic pressing (HIP), which uses an inert gas to act on an encapsulated
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powder compact at much higher pressure (up to about 300MPa). Gas pressure sintering (GPS)
is a variation of HIP usually employing pressures under 10MPa, used mainly to make possible
the sintering of materials with a high vapour pressure such as Si3N4 [133]. In general sintering
kinetics of ceramics are positively affected by an increase in both applied pressure and temper-
ature and a decrease in starting powder particle size [139]. Mechanically an applied external
pressure directly affects particle re-arrangement and breaks up agglomerates (particularly for
nanometric powders). Intrinsically it enhances the sintering pressure due to capillary action
and results in a direct increase to the densification driving force and kinetics; this allows for
a reduction in sintering time and temperature. The effect of pressure is only dominant when
dealing with particles above a critical size and its contribution decreases with decreasing par-
ticle size, as was demonstrated in a study on the sintering of nanosized (6 nm) pure zirconia,
Skandan et al. [142] found only pressures higher than 35MPa had any effect of the final RD of
the powder. Increasing temperature enhances diffusion processes and grain growth, however
opting for the highest sintering temperature does not yield maximum densification as noted
by Ramqvist [143]. If temperature enhanced grain growth outpaces densifying mass transport,
grains may surpass the their limiting size for being pinned by pore inclusions and break away
from them leading to intra-granular pores and effectively preventing maximum densification.
Particle surface area has a high energy associated with it making them unstable, the use of
nanosized particles 40-130nm from solution methods by Sacks et al. [144] allowed complete
pressureless densification (98-99%) to be achieved at lower temperatures 1900-1950 ◦C.
It has been widely demonstrated [145–147] that for metals and ceramics the dominant model
for sintering under an applied load is power-law creep rather than plastic yielding, viscous flow
or diffusional process.
Hot pressed ZrC samples within graphite die and punches have been prepared under var-
ious conditions. Ramqvist [143] and Spivak [148] produced highly dense pellets using both
high temperature and pressure but low dwell times: Ramqvist obtained 100% RD using start-
ing powders with 4.9µm mean particle size sintered at 2760 ◦C with 40MPa applied pressure
for 20min whereas Spivak used a similar starting powder ZrC0.92 (0.2wt.% O, 0.35wt.% N
contamination) with 4-5µm mean particle size sintered between 2400-2600 ◦C with 20MPa
applied pressure for 30min but only obtained 93-94% RD. Samsonov et al. [149] used a tem-
perature of 2350 ◦C, a moderate applied pressure of 16MPa for very short dwell times be-
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tween 5-7min for a variety of carbides over a range of compositional stoichiometries; six
ZrCx compositions (0.65 < x < 1.0, no free carbon detected but unspecified O contamination)
prepared by SHS with particle sizes 10-18µm were sintered. High carbon content samples,
ZrC0.9-1.0 achieved lower densities (91-92% RD) than more non-stoichiometric compositions
which achieved up to 98% RD. Barnier et al. [150] obtained 96% RD at the lower tempera-
ture of 2000 ◦C for a 1 h sinter at 40MPa with densities of 98% RD obtained by 2300 ◦C (same
parameters). The powder used was commercial H.C. Stark composition ZrC0.96 (0.10wt.% O,
0.25wt.% N contamination and 0.28wt.% free C).
1.3.1.2.3. Electric Current Assisted Sintering
Electric current activated/assisted sintering (ECAS) is a class of consolidation methods that
employ combined mechanical pressure with electric and thermal fields to directly enhance
interparticle densification. As explained in a review by Grasso et al. [151], ECAS is a sub-
class within the broad family commonly referred to by both industry and research as field-
assisted/activated sintering techniques (FAST) [152]; FAST spans a wider range of fields (grav-
itational, magnetic, microwave etc. . . ) than pertinent to ECAS alone. The first patent on pure
direct current (DC) resistance sintering (RS) was attributed to Bloxam3, the technology’s pi-
oneering to D’Adrian4 in 1922 and the first developed RS unit combining a capacitor bank,
transformers and special switching devices to Taylor5 in 1933 [151, 153]. The early process
technology was researched in the USA over the 1950s. But it wasn’t until research was pursued
in Japan in the 1960s that the backbone to existing ECAS technology was developed by Inoue6
in 1966. The new basic sintering principles at the time with current waveforms were combined
into a single process named electric-discharge sintering (EDS) or spark sintering (SS). Interest
has grown exponentially over the past two decades with the majority of today’s literature pub-
lished after 2002 [154] and 399 patents filed between 2000-2008 [151] with the vast majority
being published/filed in Japan, the country that has made the largest efforts to commercialise
the method [153, 154]. This peak in interest brought several different approaches to the tech-
nique and with it a wide variety of terms, below is a summary of the most prominent organised
3 A. G. Bloxam, "Improved Manufacture of Filaments of Tungsten or Molybdenum for Electric Incandescence
Lamps," GB Patent 09020, Dec 13 1906.
4 D. D’Adrian, "Article of fused metallic oxide and process of producing the same," US Patent 1430724, Oct 3 1922.
5 G. F. Taylor, "Apparatus for making hard metal compositions," US Patent 1896854, Feb 7, 1933.
6 K. Inoue, "Electric-discharge sintering," US Patent 3241956, Mar 22 1966.
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with respect to the applied current waveforms according to Grasso et al. [151]:
Fast ECAS: Discharge times >0.1 s and imposed current density <1kAcm−2
– Direct current: RS, electro-consolidation.
– Pulsed current 102-108Hz: EDS or SS, pulsed electric current sintering (PECS)
[155], plasma-assisted sintering (PAS)7, spark plasma sintering (SPS).
Ultrafast ECAS: Discharge times <0.1 s and imposed current density >10kAcm−2
– Single pulse current of about 101 kJ: electric discharge compaction (EDC), high en-
ergy high rate (HEHR), capacitor discharge sintering (CDS), flash sintering (FS).
The chief benefit offered by these techniques is the enhanced sintering capabilities over
short times through the possible high heating and cooling rates for both conductive and non-
conductive solids (for all fast ECAS listed above). Lower power consumption, control of poros-
ity and densities of specific regions, particle surface cleaning [156] leading to cleaner grain
boundaries [157] and near-net-shape capabilities are some of the establised advantages of ECAS
techniques over HP [151, 153]. Materials thus consolidated generally have improved mechan-
ical properties as the high heating rate and fast consolidation times minimize grain Ostwald
ripening meaning that the initial powder grain size or nanostructure is largely preserved.
High density zirconium carbide has been consolidated using SPS in several studies as a
monophase [158–160], oxycarbide ZrOC [161,162] as part of a ZrB2-ZrC-SiC composite [163–
167] or ZrC-SiC composite [168]. During SPS a high DC pulsed current is applied through the
uniaxial pressing cylinders and spacers down to the punches, die and sample, a schematic of
typical SPS or ECAS process is shown in Figure 1.10. The spacers, punches and die are typically
made of graphite which conduct the applied current from the electrodes, this produces Joule
(or resistive) heating which is the heating source for the technique. Joule heating can occur
within the sample as well as the die if it is conducting. Since the early developed processes the
current has also been assigned the role of creating a plasma and a discharge, as suggested by
the words "spark" in SS and SPS and "plasma" again in SPS or PAS. However the nature of the
sparks or plasma being intrinsic of the process or directly responsible for its improved sinter-
ing capabilities is doubted and no unambiguous conclusion has yet been presented [151–154].
7 D. Kumar and S. Kumar, "Plasma-assisted sintering," US Patent 20060057016, Mar 16 2006.
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This is also the reason why so many alternative process names avoid including the above two
terms.
Figure 1.10: Schematic of an ECAS process with a cross-section view of the die, punches and
sample.
Current is nonetheless recognised to play a key role in enhancing mass transport though it is
not clear through which of the following likely mechanisms it occurs: either an electron “wind”
(or electromigration) effect, an increase in point defects or a decrease in the activation energy
for defect migration [169–171]. A study by Garay et al. [171] on current enhanced diffusion in a
Ti-Ni-Ti sandwich concluded by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) observation that the
applied current increased the annealing rate of point defects compared to thermal annealing
alone. Enhanced diffusion due to electron wind effects is a complicated phenomenon to isolate
in SPS as temperature and current are dependent variables. Anslemi-Tamburini et al. [172] also
investigated the effect of current on mass transport for a Mo-Si-Mo sandwich with contrasting
results; the imposed current significantly enhanced the Mo-Si reaction at the interface while a
kinetics analysis of the growth rate showed that activation energies with and without current
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were within experimental error of each other. Furthermore current direction had no influence
on the formed MoSi2 layer suggesting that enhanced mass transport was possibly due to either
a change in defect concentration of an enhanced mobility of the intrinsic defects.
Several studies adopting a combined approach of finite element modelling (FEM) with ex-
perimental validation were conducted to investigate current density and stress-temperature
distributions within the punch, die and ceramic sample. Insulating versus conductive samples
were examined: Vanmeensel et al. [173] compared conductive TiN with insulating 3Y-ZrO2,
Dobedoe et al. [174] compared SiC(40 vol.%)-TiB2 and submicrometre grain Al2O3, Anslemi-
Tamburini et al. [175] also compared insulating Al2O3 with Cu and Räthel et al. [176] com-
pared WC with insulating Si3N4. The modelling results, in good agreement with experimen-
tal, showed that the applied current would flow primarily through the die when the sample
was insulating and through the sample and die when it was conducting. The sample to die
current density was suggested to be a function of the relative conductivities of the sample and
die [153].
In all studies temperatures were validated through measurements at different locations in-
side the punch-die-sample assembly to confirm the agreement with themodels. These included
the outer and inner die diameters and within the hollow of the punch (millimetres from the
sample). Insulating samples were shown to carry no current density in both the vertical and
radial direction, a further implication for the concept of plasma or discharge within SPS. All
insulating samples were effectively heated by the current heated graphite die making them
colder at the centre whereas conducting samples were hotter at the centre corresponding with
the high current density distribution through them. As shown by Vanmeensel et al. [173] in-
sulating samples show a greater homogeneity in their temperature distribution because of the
die, effectively acting as a close contact heating element both heats and shields the sample
from radial radiative heat loss. Typically the graphite die is not insulated allowing achievable
cooling rates up to 300Kmin−1 [174] in an SPS. This is an important factor in the case of a con-
ductive sample having the highest current density through its centre leaves the die at a lower
temperature and effectively uninsulated to the radial radiative heat loss. Consequently con-
ductive samples are found to be subjected to much steeper thermal gradients from the centre
radially outwards than insulating. Taking a gradient to be arbitrarily positive from the centre
to the pellets maximum radius if the temperature increases over said distance, then at 1500 ◦C
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the conductive TiN sample was measured to have a radial thermal gradient of −80K versus one
of 25K for 3Y-ZrO2 in a 40mm diameter pellet after 15 s at full load [173].
Modelling results from a similarly combined (experimentally validated FEM) study by An-
tou et al. [177] on the SPS consolidation of ZrCxOy showed that at 1950
◦C the thermal gradi-
ent from the sample centre to die inner wall (for a 2 cm diameter pellet) was of −120 ◦C with
a subsequent linear gradient across the die of −250 ◦C. It is hence often standard practice to
incorporate an insulating graphite felt to aid in reducing the effect of radiative heat loss for
conducting samples, it is worth noting however that the study [177] did include and insulating
felt layer.
Vertical thermal gradients are also present within the punch-sample column, as shown by
both Antou et al. [177] and Anslemi-Tamburini et al. [175] the highest current density is found
at the spacer-plunger transition due to the sudden reduction in conduction cross-sectional area.
In the FEMmodelling for ZrOC [177] the sample core was calculated to be about 500 ◦C colder
than the plunger-spacer interface. Depending on the sample conductivity and geometry (thick-
ness/diameter) the temperature distribution can take several seconds to homogenise across the
sample once at temperature, Anslemi-Tamburini et al. [175] showed calculations predicted a
uniform temperature distribution would equilibrate after 100 s in a 3mm (40mm diameter)
Al2O3 pellet. This can be of importance when dealing with reactive sintering processes such as
the direct synthesis of MoSi2-SiC composites by Heian et al. [178]. The mode of reaction for the
synthesis was calculated to have a sample size dependence due to the nature of the resulting
current and temperature distributions over time; the smaller 20mm diameter sample under-
went a volume reaction over about 60 s whereas the larger 80mm diameter sample underwent
a waveform (SHS) reaction from the centre towards the outer radius over about 110 s.
A lack of attention towards the thermal gradients and method of temperature detection for
the ECAS process have been criticised by Dobedoe et al. [174] and others [153, 177] to lead
studies to erroneously conclude that other favourable mechanisms are in operation providing
enhanced sintering capabilities at lower temperatures. It is hence important to consider the
above-mentioned sample and die dependent temperature distributions when considering how
to measure the temperature seen by the sample.
The temperature gradients for the SPS modelled process for ZrOC [177] were found to be
much inferior compared to radial and angular stress gradients in the radial axis of the sample.
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Due to the higher coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of ZrOC compared to the graphite die
the thermal expansionmismatch was found to be the dominant contribution to the stress distri-
bution; the radial and angular stress gradients from the centre to maximum radius of the pellet
increased by 20% (500 to 600MPa at 2100 ◦C) and 100% (300 to 600MPa at 2100 ◦C) respec-
tively whereas the vertical stress remained almost uniform (100MPa), all stresses compressive.
The higher resultant radial stresses (modelled considering the coupled effects of thermal ex-
pansion mismatch and Poisson-type expansion) offer the dominant sintering force during the
SPS process, with the coupled steep thermal and stress gradients potentially responsible for
heterogeneity in a final microstructure.
A series of experimental follow-up studies to the modelling [177] were performed by Gen-
dre et al. [161, 162] investigating the sintering mechanisms and effects of oxygen content on
consolidated ZrCxOy. Firstly a high C content powder, prepared by carbothermic reduction
of zirconia, with a chemically quantified composition ZrC0.94O0.05 and particle size 1-5µm
was consolidated under varying dwell temperatures (2155-2460K), dwell times (2-20min) and
pressures (25, 50 and 100MPa). The onset of densification was found to be 1500K with maxi-
mum densification rate at 2315K but maximum densification could only be achieved at 2460K
when 50MPa were applied over a 20min dwell (100Kmin−1 heating rate). When consolidated
below 2460K, 50MPa and 2min dwell the average grain size remained about 1µm up to a 96%
RD, any further dwell time caused rapid grain growth to about 22µm possibly due to pinned
grain boundaries separating from the pores. Pressure was also shown to have a large impact
with a 10% and 12% increase in RD from 25-50MPa and 50-100MPa respectively (up to 89%
RD at 2215K). However the final grain size was only shown to be sensitive to dwell time (at
the higher temperatures). A power-law (rather than plastic yielding or viscous flow) analyt-
ical model was applied and good agreement with the data was established. Two main creep
mechanisms were identified with respect to different resulting stress exponents: a low stress
exponent (n≤2 for 25MPa) intergranular controlled creep mechanism, a high stress exponent
(n≥3 for 100MPa) dislocation glide controlled creep mechanisms and a mixed mechanism in-
between. TEM bright field (BF) and dark field (DF) micrographs of samples consolidated at
100MPa revealed a high density of pinned dislocations within the grains forming dislocation
walls across which the grains presented a slightly domain disorientation. Sub-grain forma-
tion under high temperature and pressure were also observed in TiCx [179] and single crystal
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ZrCx [180]. Instead samples consolidated at 25MPa had a low density of heterogeneously dis-
tributed free dislocations though wall formation was already initiated. The apparent energies
Ea associated with both processes were close to that of Zr lattice diffusion (about 720 kJ ·mol−1)
suggesting that both the low pressure intergranular glide and high pressure dislocation glide
creep mechanisms are limited by the Zr self-diffusion.
The effect of oxygen was investigated [162] using three similarly prepared powders having
the following quantified compositions: ZrC0.94O0.05, ZrC0.89O0.07 and ZrC0.79O0.13. Higher
oxygen content powders began sintering and reached maximum densification rates at lower
temperatures. Using a heating rate of 100Kmin−1 to 2460K with 50MPa applied pressure
over a 5min dwell the high O sample reached full density by 1min of the dwell, whereas the
low O sample required the full dwell. The improved densification behaviour with increasing
oxygen content was attributed to both a weakening of the Zr-C bond strength as well as an
increase in C vacancy population with increasing O content.
1.3.2. Material Properties
The following literature segment treats a range of material properties associated with zir-
conium carbide over its compositional range. Thermal, thermodynamic mechanical, elec-
tric and magnetic properties are not covered as they were not pertinent to the undertaken
studies. Exhaustive reviews of such properties for ZrC have been published by several au-
thors [12,86,101,181–184] and are referred to for specific data in following chapters.
1.3.2.1. The Zr-C System and ZrC
It took almost 70 years from the first published report in 1893 of the ZrC phase by Moissan
[88] and Troost [89] for a study to attempt producing a comprehensive Zr-C system phase
diagram. The first study to do so was by Sara and Doloff [186] in 1962; zirconium hydride
and carbon powders were dry mixed, cold-pressed and pre-sintered into pellets with a drilled
central hole by which they were suspended in a furnace for final SHS reaction. Differential
thermal analysis (DTA), high temperature XRD (up to 2100 ◦C) and metallographic methods
were used to various heat treatments. The result was a phase diagram with 7 phases (all except
the α-Zr+ZrC from Figure 1.11) rather close to our modern version. A temperature invariant
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Figure 1.11: Zr-C phase diagram as assessed by Guillermet [185].
ZrC homogeneity range between 39-50 at.% C and with a melting temperature of 2400 ◦C was
established. A later continuation of the study by Sara et al. [187,188] focused on the β-Zr+ZrC
and ZrC+C solidus temperatures as well as the ZrC1-x melting point determining them to
be 1860 ◦C, 2850 ◦C and 3420 ◦C at about 46 at.% C respectively. Chemical compositions of
samples were determined by chemical analysis using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for Zr
and CO2 absorption (as explained in Section 2.2).
Additions were continually made since to refine the phase diagram. Adelsberg et al. [189]
contributed data on low carbon (1.36-16.8 at.% C) liquidus line through ceramographic obser-
vations of C-Zr diffusion couples. Rudy et al. [190] prepared several mixtures using combina-
tions of graphite, Zr, ZrH2 or ZrC producing several data points for the Zr+ZrC and ZrC+C
eutectic lines, ZrC melting and ZrC high temperature solidus at low C content. Methods of
DTA, ceramography and Pirani furnace melting8 were used, chemical analysis for both total
and free carbon determination was performed for sample composition, reported to be accurate
8 A method applying resistance heating to a bar with a central black body hole to determin the temperature at
which liquid forms within the hole, as described by Rudy and Progulski [191] to be very accurate for isothermal
transformations.
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to ± 0.05wt.%. Storms [102] presents an improved phase diagram, within a book dedicated
to refractory carbides, showing carbon solubility within both the α and β Zr+ZrC phases as
well as a Zr+ZrC eutectic reported to have an unclear compositional range. Storms also re-
ported in his review of several authors that the ZrC compositional range was between ZrC0.55
and ZrC0.98 with its maximum melting temperature of 3500
◦C at a composition of ZrC0.78.
Storms and Griffin [192] performed vaporisation studies within a Knudsen effusion cell on 38
ZrC phase compositions produced by arc-melting of reactor grade Zr with pure graphite rods;
the lower phase boundary at 1827 ◦C was reported at ZrC0.565 and expected to slowly move to
higher compositions with decreasing temperature from the behaviour of the observed partial
enthalpy. Zotov and Kotel’nikov [193], similarly to [190,191], subjected ZrC bars with a black
body hole to resistive heating in order to determine the solidus melting temperature over the
ZrC phase range (also called rupture method with the samples fracturing the instant the hole
melted); results showed the maximum solidus melting temperature was at composition ZrC0.88
and a temperature of 3537 ± 70 ◦C.
Guillermet [185] re-evaluated the zirconium-carbon system using the CALPHAD9 software
combining experimental data on thermochemical properties with various applied thermody-
namic models to produce what is generally considered the most up-to-date Zr-C phase dia-
gram, shown in Figure 1.11. The diagram shows congruent melting of the ZrC phase at the
maximum temperature 3427 ◦C and a composition of ZrC0.85. The lower boundary of the ZrC
phase varying between 35.9 and 39.1 at.% C (ZrC0.56-0.64) between 227 and 1850
◦C.
More recent work by Jackson et al. [194, 195] and Manara et al. [196] reported a series of
laser melting analyses on ZrC and ZrC+C samples to provide data for the poorly documented
ZrC to ZrC-C eutectic phase regions. In a first study Jackson et al. [194] used SPS consolidated
commercial powder with composition ZrC0.96 (0.51wt.% O and 0.16wt.% N contamination),
whereas in the second study [195] several compositions were made: ZrC (32.1-50.3wt.% C)
from the carbothermic reduction of ZrO2, two commercial ZrC powders (48.6, 48.2wt.% C)
and ZrC from arc melted Zr+C (unspecified composition). Time-temperature thermograms
were obtained with a two (wavelength) channel optical pyrometer [194, 195] through which
thermal arrests and inflections during melting and freezing processes were attributed to eutec-
tic, solidus and liquidus phase transitions. The technique [194, 195] was limited when above
9 Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and Thermochemistry
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3027 ◦C to an uncertainty in the true temperature of ± 50 ◦C due to an emittance uncertainty
of ±0.05. The results showed temperatures for solidus, liquidus and eutectic phase transitions
consistent with the Guillermet [185] phase diagram, however they were consistently 50-80K
lower in the high temperature liquidus and eutectic regions. This was attributed [195] to the
levels of impurities (Hf, N, and O) present in the system while effects of heterogeneity and
nonequilibrium solidification were mitigated through repeated melting [195].
Figure 1.12: High temperature solidus, liquidus and eutectic data from laser melting of ZrC,
ZrC+C experiments Jackson et al. [194, 195] with eutectic ZrC-C temperature as
reported by Hartmann [197] superimposed upon the Zr-C phase diagram as as-
sessed by Guillermet [185].
It is possible that the ZrC-C eutectic temperature in Guillermet [185] is too high and the
actual temperature is closer to that reported by Hartmann [197] of 2927 ◦C; drawing the data
from Jackson et al. [194, 195] and the eutectic temperature from Hartmann [197] (green line)
onto the phase diagram by Guillermet [185], shown in Figure 1.12, offers better consistency
between the data sets.
Manara et al. [196] used a fast multi-channel spectro-pyrometer to collect normal spectral
emissivity (NSE) data for solid and liquid ZrC between 41-72 at.% C. Using the eutectic ZrC-
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C temperature as reference (2927 ◦C) it was found that liquid ZrC seemingly interacts with
electromagnetic radiation in a more metallic manner and a considerable increase in NSE with
increasing carbon content is observed. Such data combined with the use of the eutectic point as
a high temperature reference above 1085 ◦C, as also suggested by Hartmann [197] in his review
of high temperature measurement pyrometry, radiometry and thermometry (the current ITS-
9010 only covers defined calibration points up to 1085 ◦C) and with high purity ZrC samples
further more accurate high temperature points could be produced. Unfortunately the Zr-C
phase diagram will favour such measurements mainly in the ZrC to C region as 2 reference
temperatures could be used, the eutectic and ZrC1-x melting point, but in the Zr-ZrC region
there is no other eutectic to use at the present time.
1.3.2.2. Crystal Structure
From its early discovery the zirconium carbide phase was thought to have a formula ZrC2
(Troost [89]) and was still reported as such in the International Critical Tables of Numerical
Data [94] (index no. 481) by 1926. However, X-ray powder photography in the Debye-Scherrer
configuration by Van Arkel and de Boer [93] in 1925 had already showed the crystal structure
of the intermediate phase to be FCC rock-salt (NaCl) or the B1 structure Fm3m, space group
225 with a composition ZrC.
The crystal arrangement conforms with the empirical rule regulating crystal structures for-
mulated by Hägg [198] based on the atomic radius ratio between metal and nonmetal atoms;
summed up if the atomic radius ratio in ZrC rZrC = rC /rZr was 0.23 ≤ rZrC ≤ 0.41 then C
would be accommodated in the tetrahedral interstitial site, if 0.41 ≤ rZrC ≤ 0.59 the C would
instead be accommodated in the octahedral site. Using values by Toth [12] for the atomic radii
rZr = 1.6 Å and rC = 0.77 Å gives a ratio of 0.48. Hence, as shown in Figure 1.13, the C atom
occupies the octahedral interstitial site between the Zr atoms, effectively making them two
inter-penetrating FCC structures. The parent metal α-Zr (room temperature) has an hexagonal
close packed (HCP) structure which changes to FCC once enough carbon is being accommo-
dated in the interstitial sites available.
10 International Temperature Scale of 1990
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Figure 1.13: A zirconium carbide Fm3m crystal unit cell highlighting the carbon octahedral
site (green = Zr, brown = C).
1.3.2.3. Atomic Bonding and Electronic Structure
The octahedral coordination of the carbon in ZrC also arises from the geometry of atomic
orbitals participating in bonding. The bonding nature is a non-trivial mixture of ionic, covalent
and metallic. Both Zr and C contribute 4 electrons to the valence band and have an electronic
configuration of [Kr]5s24d2 and [He]2s22p2 respectively.
The band structure and density of states (DOS) for stoichiometric ZrC are presented in Fig-
ure 1.14 as calculated by Schwarz et al. [199]. From the DOS in Figure 1.14 three distinct
regions are marked relating to different bands. It is worth pointing out that most Group IV,
V and VI NaCl type MeX (X = C or N) compounds share very similar band structures and
DOS hence much of the information covered extends to several other compounds and has been
addressed more generally when not only applicable to ZrC.
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Figure 1.14: Zirconium carbide band structure (left) and density of states (DOS) (right) from
self-consistent non-relativistic augmented plane wave calculations performed by
Schwarz et al. [199], indicated on the DOS are Fermi energy levels for various va-
lence electron concentrations (VEC) of stoichiometric NaCl transition metal car-
bides/nitrides.
In region I the lowest energy band (band 1) contains 2 states arising primarily from the
carbon 2s orbital with a small degree of hybridised Zr 4d states [200]. As expected the majority
of charge is in the C sphere; C is more electronegative and thus has a higher capacity to attract
electron density due to its poor electron shielding of its nucleus [199]. The 1st band is separated
by∼3 eV from the next bands, this suggests both that the 2s orbital is not involvedwith bonding
and that the carbon atom does not form sp3 hybrid orbitals [199–201] like many other carbon
compounds.
Region II, just under the marked Fermi energy (EF) for ZrC, comprises of 3 bands (2-4) and 6
states arising mainly from hybridised C 2p and Zr 4d orbitals that form a strong covalent bond.
The C 2s and Zr p orbitals also offer a minor contribution to these bands [199]. This region is
associated with the bonding states (later explained) in NaCl type transition-metal-nonmetal
compounds and corresponds to the highest filled bands for ZrC (at absolute zero).
Between region II and III is a minimum in the DOS coinciding with a valence electron con-
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centration (VEC) per unit formula of 8, and in the case of ZrC its Fermi energy. Approximate
positions of the Fermi energies for NaCl typeMeX compounds with higher and lower VEC have
been shown (using various sources [200,202,203]) on the DOS graph in Figure 1.14. Group IV
carbides all have a VEC of 8 while carbides made from Group V transition metals that have an
extra electron have a VEC of 9; substituting C for N that has an extra electron also increases
the VEC by 1 so ZrN would have a VEC of 9. The minimum in DOS has a non-zero value
as at point Γ1; the peak in bands 2-4 associated with the metal-nonmetal pd states overlaps
the trough of the metal d state bands 5+. This makes transition metal carbides and nitrides
metallic conductors.
Finally region III comprises of 5 bands (5-9) and 10 states arising from the metal d orbitals
(4d in the case of Zr) corresponding to anti-bonding states [200]. As can be seen from Fig-
ure 1.14 metal carbides and nitrides with VEC > 8 have the Fermi energy fall in the anti-
bonding region (III) of bands while those with a VEC < 8 have it fall in the bonding region (II)
of bands.
The various bonding configurations are illustrated in Figure 1.15. For zirconium only the
4d orbitals with eg symmetry, dx2 and dx2−y2 , are oriented in the ⟨100⟩ directions, i.e. towards
the corners of the octahedron and nearest neighbouring atom. These can overlap with the
carbon orbitals px, py and pz, also oriented in the ⟨100⟩ directions, to form pdσ bonds; the 4th
band (Figure 1.14) is associated with these bonds. Bands 2 and 3 are mainly associated with
carbon p orbitals forming pdπ bonds with the zirconium 4d orbitals of symmetry t2g , dxy , dxz
and dyz, which are oriented in the ⟨110⟩ directions, i.e. towards the octahedron edges and 2nd
nearest atom. The higher bands (5+) are associated with the metallic ddσ bonds involving the
4d orbitals of symmetry t2g [200–205].
The aforementioned non-trivial mixture of bonding in ZrC can be hence summarised as
follows: the predominant strong covalent component derives from the C-Zr pdσ bonds (bands
2-4) while the metallic component of the 5th band is associated with the parent metal Zr-Zr
ddσ bonds. The observed charge transfer from metal to carbon indicates that the bond also has
a partial ionic character [201–203].
Study of transition metal carbides and nitrides to exploit their technological value with re-
spect to their high melting temperatures and hardness has highlighted the connection between
their electronic structure and their high cohesive strength as well as thermodynamic stability.
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Figure 1.15: Bonding configurations in zirconium carbide along the (100) plane showing over-
lapping of p and d orbitals forming Zr-Zr ddσ , C-Zr pdπ and C-Zr pdσ bonds as
illustrated by Blaha and Schwarz [206].
Below are discussed a series of properties that have been linked to the electronic nature of
transition metal carbides and nitrides.
The relative cohesive strength of carbides and nitrides can be described in terms of the fill-
ing of the bonding (region II) bands versus the filling of the anti-bonding (region III) bands.
Electrons in the lower band of pd orbitals (region II) populate the space between the metal and
nonmetal atoms contributing to the stability of the predominant covalent bond. Conversely
electrons in the anti-bonding bands that are in a higher energy state are repelled from the
nodal region of the bond to an adjacent space where the local electron density is low; filling
these states disrupts and weakens the bonding of the lower pd bands [202, 207]. The bond
order, or difference between the number of electrons in bonding against anti-bonding orbitals,
determines the stability and strength of the bond. Group IV carbides having a VEC per unit
formula of 8 fill bands 1 through 4 (at 0K) and thus have the highest bond strength and sta-
bility [202, 207–210]. A deviation from this VEC value by replacing the metal or nonmetal
(O and N increase the VEC) from a different group will result in a general decrease in bond
strength relative to Group IV carbides. Extra d electrons from transition metals higher than
Group IV will predominantly participate in strengthening the weaker Me-Me ddσ bonds, this
is considered as contributing to anti-bonding.
Removing carbon from a transition metal carbide has the result of reducing the quantity of
metal-carbon bonds in region II (Figure 1.14). The liberated metal electrons act as a source
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of electrons to fill the d Me-Me (ddσ ) bonding states in region III. Within the vacancy there is
hence a local increase in electron density between the 6 metal atoms coordinated around the
vacancy The void left by the vacancy acts as a sink for region III metal d states, calculations
report this shows as peaks in the partial DOS around the Fermi energy, for a VEC of 8, that
increase with increasing non-stoichiometry [200,202,207]. In a sense vacancies can be thought
of as increasing the anti-bonding states by diminishing the bondingMe-C states available. This
is however a welcomed effect in carbides with transition metals above Group IV that have the
Fermi energy falling in the anti-bonding (region III). The vacancies mitigate the effect of the
extra d electrons by depopulating the anti-bonding orbitals thus decreasing the VEC [208] and
effectively stabilising the covalent bonds.
Vanadium carbide is the only B1 NaCl carbide between Group IV and V for which the max-
imum bond stability at composition VC0.88 coincides with its high carbon phase boundary; it
is presumed additional carbon destabilises the FCC VCx structure [211, 212]. For the other
carbides (that have an upper phase boundary at MeC1.0) in the groups a composition MeC0.8
coincides with the highest melting point [213,214]. The same composition also coincides with
a maximum in hardness for Group V carbides [215]. Band structures and shear moduli for
transition metal carbide, nitride and carbonitride compounds generated from ab initio calcu-
lations by Jhi et al. [204] indicated that hardness is maximised for compounds having a VEC
of 8.4; this was achieved by substituting N into TiC or Nb into ZrC to form TiC0.6N0.4 and
Zr0.6Nb0.4C. Band structure comparison between the relaxed and shear strained lattice re-
vealed that the highly directional pdσ bonds in the 4th band are highly resistant to shear strain
while conversely the ddσ bonds in the 5th band are highly sensitive to it.
1.3.2.4. Lattice Parameter and Density
All group IV and V transitionmetal carbides exhibit a compositional monocarbide range which
can accommodate carbon vacancies. The removal of carbon from its sublattice has a direct
effect on the lattice constant. A quick observation through the comprehensive book on carbides
by Storms [214] shows that the lattice parameter variance tends to not exceed more than 1%:
for ZrC the maximum value is ∼4.702Å at ∼46 at.% C (C/Zr ∼ 0.83) while the minimum is
∼4.693Å at the lower ambient phase boundary (according to Guillermet [185]) of ∼39 at.% C
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(C/Zr ∼ 0.64); however some samples have been reported with low impurity levels to have
remained single phase ZrC at a composition ∼33 at.% C (C/Zr ∼ 0.5) as can be seen from
Figure 1.16.
Figure 1.16: Zirconium carbide lattice constant over the ZrC and ZrC-C phase range from re-
ported data sets with chemical analyses. Sources: [98,101,149,187,188,192,195,
216,217]. Eq 1: Equation (1.24), Eq 2: Equation (1.25).
Figure 1.16 has been constructed using data from the mentioned sources factoring in a cor-
rected C atomic fraction for quoted impurity levels, only data points with impurities below
2 at.% were selected. The tendency towards a maximum value between 80-90 at.% C is com-
mon amongst interstitial monocarbides. As explained by Pierson [218] and Ramqvist [217] as
the Zr lattice accommodates more carbon in its octahedral interstitial site it rapidly expands,
as all interstitial sites fill out the bond strength increases creating a contraction. However va-
cancy ordering throughout the sample can play a significant role as covered in Section 1.3.2.5.
It is also commonly accepted [182] that the scatter within literature data is due to the diffi-
culty of preparing pure samples and fully characterising both ordering effects and chemical
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composition (as discussed in Section 2.2), as carbides readily absorb and incorporate O and N
impurities.
Equations to predict the lattice parameter have been proposed, Katoh et al. [86] published
the following equation for a theoretically perfect lattice parameter:
aZrCx =
(
4M
d ×NA
)1/3
(1.24)
where: a : lattice parameter.
M :molecular weight for a ZrC pair.
d :mass density.
NA : Avogadro constant.
while Mitrokhin et al. [219] used impurity data from [188] and established the following ana-
lytical equation for the dependence of the ZrC lattice constant on C and N/O impurities:
aZrCx(ON )y = 4.5621− 0.2080x2 +0.3418x − 0.80y(1− x) (1.25)
The predicted lattice parameters by these equations are displayed in Figure 1.16.
The variable lattice parameter directly reflects into a variable density over the compositional
range. Figure 1.17 shows density data corrected for porosity by Storms and Wagner [216]
as well as low porosity ZrC-C data from ZrC+C CVD coatings deposited via the bromide
process by Ikawa and Iwamoto [220]. Maximum density is yielded towards stoichiometric
ZrC at ∼6.61 gcm−3 though according to Mahday et al. [221] the theoretical density of ZrC is
6.59 gcm−3. The following equations given by Katoh et al. [86] can be used to approximate the
density for pure and hyper-stoichiometric ZrC:
d(g/cm3) = 6.05+0.24x +0.32x2 (0.6 ≤ C/Zr = x ≤ 1.0) (1.26)
d(g/cm3) = 2.00− 2
x
+
6.61
x
(C/Zr = x ≥ 1.0) (1.27)
(1.28)
In an attempt to better illustrate the above-mentioned tendency of ZrC to incorporate O and
N impurities into its sublattice and how this affects the lattice constant, the substantial amount
of available literature was filtered and high quality data points were combined in Figures 1.18
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Figure 1.17: Zirconium carbide density over the ZrC and ZrC-C phase range from reported
data sets with chemical analyses. Sources: [216,220]. Eq 1: Equation (1.26), Eq 2:
Equation (1.27).
and 1.19. Literature lattice constants from samples including quantified chemical composi-
tions but also calculated to have a vacancy concentration were fitted to separate Zr oxycarbide
and carbonitride pseudo-ternary phase diagrams (Figure 1.18). Compositions containing a va-
cancy/Zr ratio below 0.05 were fitted to a Zr oxycarbonitride pseudo-ternary in Figure 1.19;
temperature dependent phase boundaries for 1600 and 2000 ◦C were also included from stud-
ies by Constant et al. [100], beyond these it was found that oxygen rich compounds separated
into multiple phases upon cooling. Phase boundaries were not included in Figure 1.18 as it
is unknown what the true limit of vacancy concentration that can be accommodated together
with impurities. However it is worth noting that compositions above vacancy/Zr close to 0.5
are highly unlikely at room temperature. Figure 1.18(a) shows with greater clarity than other
diagrams found in literature ( [104] for e.g.) how oxygen impurity can be misinterpreted as
carbon vacancies and vice-versa from lattice constant calculations and how this makes it an
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unsuitable material property to rely on for composition determination (as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2).
Figure 1.18: Lattice parameter variation displayed in a pseudo-ternary with contours for the
a) carbon, oxygen and C/O vacancy system b) carbon, nitrogen and C/N vacancy
system. Data points were calculated from literature that provided quantitative
chemical data. Sources: [98,100,103,162,192,216,222–225].
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Figure 1.19: Lattice parameter variation displayed in a pseudo-ternary with contours for the
zirconium oxycarbonitride system, all data points shown provided chemical com-
position data suggesting a low vacancy concentration. Compositions with high O
beyond the temperature boundaries were observed to be multi-phase suggesting
unstable phases [100]. Sources: [98,100,195,222,223,225].
1.3.2.5. Defects and Defect Structures in ZrC
The predominant point defect within most Group IV and V transition metal carbides and ni-
trides is a structural nonmetal vacancy which accounts for the capability for such ceramic ma-
terials to exist over a wide compositional range, as previously covered for ZrC Section 1.3.2.1
[226]. Metal vacancies also occur in a more limited population as composition conserving
Schottky metal-nonmetal defect pair [227, 228]. During irradiation, due to atom collisions
several other types of defects have been predicted to occur including defect clusters and dislo-
cation loops [229]. When considering defects it is important to consider their ease of formation
and their impact upon the crystal lattice but also their interaction with other defects of the
same or different type. Below are covered the above mentioned topics for ZrC addressing first
the predominant defect of the carbon vacancy and its ordering.
Interactions between defects will lead to order/disorder effects especially when their concen-
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trations are rather high. Depending on the degree of interaction and conditions under which
the defect population is created there can be either a short or long-range ordering effect. The
origins of both short and long-range order and their relation to non-stoichiometry are still not
yet fully understood though they have been shown to play a role in affecting certain prop-
erties such as lattice parameter, electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility [184, 227].
Within the same composition both a short and long-range ordering can be achieved (even to-
gether [230]) depending on the heating route, long-range order gives rise to superlattices with
differing lattice symmetries from the perfect and disordered crystal. These superlattices are
however not part of the common Me-C phase diagrams for the low temperature regions below
1000 ◦C (Figure 1.11) due to them not being fully understood as well as many of the applica-
tions of interest for carbides to reside within the high temperature region.
Carbon and zirconium form an interstitial solid solution with independent sublattices (as
shown in Section 1.3.2.2). We can thus consider the system as a static host matrix of metal Zr
atoms around which C and vacancies rearrange. On the carbon sublattice vacancies (VC) and C
atoms are effectively components of a binary substitutional solution. Short-range order is de-
fined as the radial non-random distribution of atoms or vacancies around a given site/defect; a
defect could for example attract a set of atoms while repelling another, or it could attract/repel
other defects. The short-range aspect refers to the distance over which the defect exerts these ef-
fects being limited a given coordination sphere. Coordination spheres refer to groups of atoms
at an even distance around a given site within a crystal structure, in the FCC structure of ZrC
each coordination sphere is made entirely of a specific type of atom (either Zr or C) as shown
in Figure 1.20; around a carbon site (for example) the nearest neighbouring atoms are 6 zirco-
nium atoms in the ⟨100⟩ directions followed by 12 carbon atoms in the ⟨110⟩ directions. The
limited range of short-range interactions means that a specific type of ordering occurs around
defects beyond which the crystal returns to normal, conversely long-range ordering is when
the interactions affect far enough to always interact with the neighbouring defects forming a
periodic non-random distribution of species throughout the entire lattice/sublattice, this leads
to a new lattice symmetry called a superlattice; long-range order can also be viewed as periodic
short-range order.
Short-range order has been studied by employing various techniques such as nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) to probe the coordination environment of NMR active transition metal
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Figure 1.20: Coordination spheres of atoms in an FCC interstitial carbide plotted with respect
to distance from the initial defect/atom site as a fraction of lattice parameter, also
plotted are the number of atoms in that coordination sphere and the type of atom,
so if Type A was C then Type B would Zr in a ZrC perfect crystal.
carbides ( V51 , Nb93 or Ta181 , not Ti or Zr) [230, 231]. Diffraction techniques using X-rays,
neutrons and electrons have been used to identify short-range order as 3D regions of diffuse
scattering in k-space [232]. Between the three, X-ray incident radiation is the least useful as it
yields mainly reflections from the metal atoms while electrons and neutrons have C and Me
atoms yielding more comparable scattering intensities as explained in Section 2.2.
Two NMR studies by Froidevaux and Rossier [231] and Rempel et al. [230] on NbC0.75-0.995
[230] and VC0.66-1.0 [230, 231] showed that carbon vacancies coordinated around metal atoms
in a non-random manner depending on composition. By comparing results against the sta-
tistically expected outcome it was observed that as carbon content decreased the amount of
vacancies distributed around metal atoms increased: at composition VC0.84 metal atoms had
0 or 1 vacancy whereas at VC0.66 they were surrounded by 2 or 3 [231]. The same result was
confirmed for NbC [230] with the proportion of Nb atoms with 1 neighbouring vacancy being
greater than those with none.
Information on the carbon sublattice was obtained from neutron and electron based dif-
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fuse diffraction experiments of various substoichiometric carbides: NbC0.73-0.83 and TiC0.64-0.76
[233–235], VCx [236] and ZrC0.8 [237]. All studies indicated that a higher population of va-
cancies surrounding another carbon vacancy was found in the 3rd nearest neighbouring site
while a lower was found in the 1st and 2nd on the carbon sublattice (6th, 2nd and 4th spheres
in Figure 1.20 respectively) than would occur in a random distribution. Thus suggesting that
vacancies interacted repulsively and if in low enough concentrations they would avoid being
1st and 2nd neighbouring vacancies on the C sublattice.
The above address the substitutional aspect of short-range ordering, the static displace-
ments a vacancy causes to the surrounding atoms were also investigated by the same meth-
ods. In TiC and NbC it was found that the 1st nearest metal to a vacancy experienced an
outward displacement between 0.03 and 0.12Å at high (∼25%) and low (∼5%) VC concentra-
tions respectively while the 2nd nearest metal experienced a lesser outwards displacement at
the same low VC of the order of 0.03Å while at high VC concentrations the displacement was
inwards of about 0.02Å [233, 234, 237–239]. From the same, the 1st and 2nd nearest carbon
atoms experienced much smaller inwards displacements no greater than 0.02Å at all compo-
sitions [233, 234, 237, 239, 240]. At low enough concentrations vacancies have been shown to
induce quantitatively detectable static lattice displacements up to the 3rd nearest neighbours
for both metal and non-metal atoms, a distance equivalent to about 1.22 the lattice parame-
ter [232].
As shown in Section 1.3.2.4 the lattice parameter for ZrC, and similarly other Group IV
carbides, increases to a maximum at about MeC0.8-MeC0.9 and then decreases, meaning that
the initial vacancies cause an increase in the lattice parameter followed by a contraction. The
mechanism associated with this relationship was framed in 2 different ways: Ramqvist [217]
proposed that the initial expansion was due to a decrease in Me-C bond strength with a low
vacancy population, while the subsequent contraction was due to a reduction of volume re-
quired to accommodate the C in its interstitial site with the assumption that the bonding force
was non-linear with composition. Gusev et al. [232] proposed that the effect was associated
with the interaction between the disturbance regions surrounding the vacancies; when in low
concentrations the disturbance regions were small enough to not interact but as concentra-
tion increased overlap would become more probable. The overlap would cause a cancelling of
the outward first nearest metal atom and a lattice contraction would result from the smaller
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inward contractions of the C sublattice and more distant Me atoms.
Diffuse scattering techniques were also used to reveal long-range order, as carbon atoms and
vacancies on the C sublattice arrange in a periodic non-random distribution they effectively
become two separate sublattices of their own and as a result diffuse scattering intensities of
superlattice reflections increase [232, 241]. It has also been detected as order-disorder trans-
formations through discontinuous property changes with temperature such as electric resistiv-
ity [242,243] magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity [244].
Table 1.5: Resulting superlattices from experimentally observed long-range ordering effects in
Group IV carbides.
Superlattice
Space Group Source
Composition
Ti2C
Fd3m [237,242,245–249]
R3m [242,247,249–251]
Zr2C
Fd3m [237]
R3m [250,252]
Ti3C2 C2221 [234,242,247,248]
Ti6C5 Monoclinic [253]
Depending on the number of vacancies several different long-range superlattices can be
obtained depending on the the final distribution, these include Me2C. Me3C2, Me6C5 and
Me8C7 [254]. For Group IV only long-ranged ordered structures of type Me2C2 and Me3C2
have been observed to date as summarised with the respective space groups in Table 1.5. Long-
range ordering was observed to cause a slight increase in lattice parameter over a disordered
state [230,247,248]. The disordered state can be considered as a vacancy cluster spanning the
entire lattice where the overlap of lattice disturbance regions is maximised, ordering breaks
the infinite cluster into smaller periodic (long-range order) reducing the amount of overlap
throughout the crystal.
To supplement experimental investigations a number of ab initio studies have been per-
formed on ordering of carbides. Both Eibler [255] and Hugosson et al. [256] performed density
functional theory (DFT) calculations on several superlattices of TiC1-x concluding that com-
position Ti2C with space group R3m was the lowest energy configuration while Fd3m was the
highest. Hugosson et al. [256] demonstrated that the enthalpy of formation for TiC1-x was neg-
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ative over the entire compositional range with values between -0.68 and −0.89 eV per atom,
with the lowest energy of formation towards the stoichiometric composition. Hugosson [200]
similarly showed that the same was true for ZrC with the energy of formation for Zr2C being
−0.63 eV and that of Zr1C1 −0.91 eV. All non-stoichiometric structures in both studies were
also shown to be more stable than a two-phase mixture of MeC and Me; it was also pointed out
that the incorporation of atomic relaxation in the calculation lowered the formation enthalpy
per formula unit by up to 0.04 eV per atom. In both studies the supercells used were no bigger
than 32 atoms and varying degrees of vacancy order were not accounted for in the calculations.
To incorporate the effects of vacancy ordering, a difficult task in DFT calculations as they
require larger supercells and several configurations to be individually calculated causing the
computational time to be prohibitively high, the DFT ab initio electronic structure methods
have been combined with statistical mechanics to perform cluster expansion calculations. Such
calculations were performed for TiC by Hart et al. [257], these predicted 5 ground state com-
positions Ti8C7, Ti7C6, Ti4C3 and Ti3C2. The ordered configurations formed rows of 1
st near-
est neighbour vacancies along the ⟨211⟩ direction being oriented parallel to each other on
each (111) plane changing direction perpendicularly on alternating stacked (111) plane thus
forming rows of alternating vacancies in the ⟨110⟩ directions. At low vacancy concentrations
vacancies were preferentially 4th nearest neighbours (Ti8C7) along the ⟨110⟩ directions; with
increasing vacancy concentration the row motif in the ⟨211⟩ direction persisted with the rows
packing into 3rd and then further 1st nearest neighbour to avoid being on either side of a Zr
atom (2nd nearest neighbours). These results were in agreement with the previously mentioned
experimental results and also suggested that beyond the first nearest neighbour vacancies be-
came attractive.
Carbon diffusion is an important parameter for order-disorder transitions as carbon and car-
bon vacancy diffusion are inherently linked. Early (1960s) studies on several carbides (Groups
IV, V and some VI) performed in Russia showed some inconsistencies with later studies; the
studies suggested there was a linear relationship between the heat of formation of the car-
bide (∆Hf ) and the activation enthalpy for carbon diffusion (∆HC ) for all carbides. Through
an analysis of later studies (1970s) Matzke [227] pointed out that the linear relationship be-
tween ∆HC and ∆Hf (for near-stoichiometric) was specific for each group of carbides (IV and
V) showing that higher ∆Hf correlated with higher ∆HC . Van Loo et al. [258] made diffusion
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couples between metal and carbon as well as carbide + metal with carbide + carbon for TiC
and ZrC permitting analysis of the carbon diffusion coefficient DC over a wide compositional
range; DC was found to be composition dependent increasing with non-stoichiometry while
the activation energy was independent and of value 3.5 and 3.1 eV for TiC and ZrC respec-
tively. By tracer diffusion techniques Sarian [259] found that ∆HC for TiC was almost constant
at stoichiometries below TiC0.8 with ∆HC for TiC0.970 and TiC0.887 being reported as 4.1 and
4.6 eV respectively. By the same method Sarian and Criscione [260] obtained ∆HC in ZrC0.97
as 4.9 eV for volume diffusion while for short-circuit enhanced diffusion paths it was 3.9 eV.
Results from Adlesberg et al. [189] gave a ∆HC in ZrC of 3.4 eV associated with grain boundary
enhanced diffusion meaning the results by Van Loo et al. [258] may have had microstructural
defects that enhanced diffusion thus lowering ∆HC . Kohlstedt et al. [261] also found a high
value for ∆HC of 4.2 eV in single TiC0.84 crystals and also showed through electric field influ-
enced diffusion in TiC0.9 single crystals [262] that C diffuses as a positively charged ion with
an effective charge Z∗ ≈ 1.
The decrease in ∆HC observed by Sarian [259] in TiC led to the conclusion that there was
only one diffusion mechanism in operation for C diffusion: direct octahedral migration in the
⟨110⟩ direction. Yu and Davis [263] studied C14 diffusion in NbC0.766-0.868 and observed a
lower ∆HC for low carbon content samples of 3.3 eV compared to that in high carbon content
being 4.3-4.6 eV. Two further mechanisms of C diffusion were proposed (beyond the aforemen-
tioned octahedral path): a tetrahedral mediated transition where the carbon migrates briefly
through the tetrahedral interstitial between the Nb atoms allowing enough time for thermal
equilibrium to occur before moving to the next vacant site, and a divacancy mechanism where
the C atom migrates through a transient Nb vacancy that becomes momentarily associated
with the C jump. From electron charge density and lattice geometry strain considerations it
was concluded that the octahedral mechanism required a much higher strain energy to move
the Nb lattice atoms than did the tetrahedral mediated path and both mechanisms required
more energy than the enthalpy of forming a temporary Nb vacancy; thus it was concluded that
the low carbon content diffusion path was by the divacancy mechanism and the high carbon
content by the tetrahedral mediated migration mechanism for NbC.
Metal vacancies are present within carbides, typically in much smaller populations than
carbon vacancies (increasingly so with non-stoichiometry), they are formed as composition
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conserving Schottky defects where 1 VMe forms with 1 VC [227]. Sarian [264] diffused Ti
44 in
TiC0.67-0.97 finding that compared to C diffusion in earlier work [259] metal diffusion rates were
independent of stoichiometry and uncorrelated to C diffusion. The self-diffusion coefficient of
Ti was several orders of magnitude lower than for C with a ∆HT i of 7.6 eV, the mechanism was
consistent with single vacancy self-diffusion and the explicit form of the diffusion equation
D =D0 exp
(
− QRT
)
was given as:
DC =fC a
2
0 ν
0
C(1− x) exp
(
∆SmC
R
)
× exp
(
−∆H
m
C
RT
)
(1.29)
DT i =fT i a
2
0 ν
0
C(1− x) exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∆S fT i +∆SmT iR
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠× exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−∆H fT i +HmT iRT
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1.30)
where: f : correlation factor for tracer diffusion (fC = 0.78− 1.0 and fT i = 0.78).
a0 : lattice parameter.
ν0 : fundamental vibration (phonon) frequency for C or Ti.
(1− x) : carbon content.
∆S : activation entropy.
∆H : activation enthalpy.
wherein for C mobility only defect migration enthalpy and entropy (∆Sm and ∆Hm) terms are
given (Equation (1.29)), whereas for that of Ti both defect formation (∆S f and ∆H f ) and mi-
gration entropy + enthalpy terms are needed to describe diffusion (Equation (1.30)). Activation
energies for Zr diffusion in ZrC were reported as 7.5 eV [227], similar to Ti in TiC.
Razumovskiy et al. [265] showed through ab initioDFT calculations that the proposed single-
vacancy mechanism gave activation energies twice those reported by the above-mentioned lit-
erature. This study was later furthered by the same Razumovskiy et al. [228] using density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) and 9-image nudge elastic band (NEB) calculations to
show that formation and migration energies of multi-vacancy clusters better matched the ex-
perimental activation energies formetal diffusion in TiC and ZrC. The∆H f for the formation of
a dissociated Schottky pair (VC and VMe) separated by the maximum allowed distance in a 128
atom primitive supercell was between 1.3 and 1.4 eV higher than for the formation of the same
pair when placed as 1st nearest neighbours meaning it is favourable for them to form a bound
pair. The diffusion mechanism of a simultaneous Me-C jump into the vacancy pair was com-
pared with that of consecutive Me and C jumps and found to have a higher activation barrier
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∆Hm; combining ∆H f and ∆Hm for the divacancy and consecutive jumpmechanism, following
the rationale of Equations (1.29) and (1.30), gave activation energies ∼2 and 3 eV higher than
experimental values for TiC and ZrC respectively. The possibility of a multi-vacancy cluster
(1VMe + multiple VC) was thus investigated. The ∆H
f was calculated to decrease with increas-
ing surrounding VC around a VMe up to 6 (a full 1
st coordination sphere of VC) lowering ∆H
f
by ∼50% to 3.01 and 2.92 eV for TiC and ZrC respectively. Together with the computed ∆Hm
for all consecutive jumps for a multi-vacancy cluster the activation energies for Me diffusion
were brought to 6.83 and 7.46 eV in good agreement with experimental values.
Irradiation induced defects in ZrC were investigated simulating a displacement cascade at
300K by classical molecular dynamics (MD) by Van Brutzel and Crocombette [229] using the
empirical potential derived by Li et al. [266] in order to incorporate thermal properties. To
initiate the cascade a Zr atom was projected at 50 keV into a box of 683 ZrC supercells. Dur-
ing the initial ballistic phase several collisions occurred producing (as the energy dissipated)
several defects. As collision based displacements ended after 1.5ps the predominant defects
were carbon and zirconium interstitials with equal concentrations of the order of ∼2× 105 (in
a volume of ∼2.5 M atoms); significantly less antisites defects were also created ∼2000 in equal
quantity on both sublattices. At the end of the cascade 3000 displaced atoms (per sublattice)
had relaxed/recombined onto a lattice corresponding to their species. The predominant re-
maining defects were interstitials with around 430 per sublattice as well as 7 antisite defects
for Zr. Isolated C interstitials were found (about 20) at the periphery of the cascade while
most other C interstitials relaxed as ⟨111⟩ and on fewer occasions ⟨110⟩ dumbbell pairs; Zr
interstitials relaxed only to ⟨111⟩ dumbbells. The core of the cascade had about 12 defect clus-
ters involving between 20 and 200 defects, some comprised of VC and VZr while others were
formed by an equal number of interstitials from each atom stacked in the (111) plane that
formed a dislocation loop with a normal vector in the ⟨010⟩ direction.
Kim et al. [267] tested the energetics of the dumbbell and antisite defects in various con-
figurations within a 64 atom ZrC supercell by DFT. The C interstitial (Ci) was placed in the
⟨100⟩, ⟨110⟩ and ⟨111⟩ directions within the lattice (Figures 1.22(a) to 1.22(c)). Upon relax-
ation the ⟨100⟩ Ci formed a C-C dumbbell symmetric to the C lattice site, the ⟨110⟩ Ci formed
a straight C-C-C trimer while the ⟨111⟩ Ci took an off-center tetrahedral interstitial position
shifted equidistant from 3 C atoms rather than all 4 as shown in Figures 1.22(a) to 1.22(c). Of
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Figure 1.21: Formation energies for various defects in ZrC as calculated by Kim et al. [267],
each series denotes the use of different chemical potential descriptions for Zr and
C species.
the three the ⟨110⟩ dumbbell had the lowest defect formation energy (DFE) (just after that for
a VC) and the ⟨100⟩ had the highest. Similarly for Zr atoms the lowest energy interstitial was
formed by a Zr in the ⟨111⟩ position which relaxed to form a centred double (Zr+C) tetrahe-
dral structure. The formation energies for each defect are detailed in Figure 1.21 for different
chemical potential descriptions for the Zr and C atoms.
Zhang et al. [268] also investigated the energetics of defect formation energies in ZrC but
focused also on the transition energies between carbon interstitial defects. Additional carbon
dumbbell and trimer configurations were investigated atop the same done by Kim et al. [267],
namely a bent (139°) carbon trimer, an 8° off-axis (from the [100]) C-dimer and another dimer
in the {111} direction. The same defects as tested by Kim et al. [267] were simulated as well as
3 further Ci configurations: a ⟨111⟩ C-dimer, an off-axis ⟨100⟩ C-dimer and a bent C-trimer as
shown in Figures 1.22(d) to 1.22(f). All the carbon interstitial defects were found to have simi-
lar DFE and were the second most stable defects after VC. Among these the C-trimers had the
lowest DFE followed by the tetrahedral site and then the C-dimers, as summarised in Table 1.6.
The calculated formation energies were in good agreement with those performed by Kim et
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Figure 1.22: Summary of stable carbon interstitial defects (Ci) in ZrC from DFT calculations
by Kim et al. [267] and Zhang et al. [268] with included relaxed bond lengths and
angles, a) ⟨100⟩ C-dimer, b) straight ⟨110⟩ C-trimer, c) off-centre tetrahedral C
interstitial the black bond (also in enlarged view) is longer than the red bonds as
the C atom sided preferentially towards 3 atoms of the tetrahedron, d) ⟨111⟩ C-
dimer, e) off-axis ⟨100⟩ C-dimer and f) bent ⟨110⟩ C-trimer (brown atoms are C
and green are Zr).
al. [267] and Li et al. [266]. The migration barrier for C transition between the lowest 3 types of
Ci defects (namely the bent C-trimer, tetrahedral Ci and off-axis C-dimer) was computed using
climbing image-NEB, a method that alters the position of the centre image to align with the
saddle point of the transition. The migration barrier between different tetrahedral positions
was only 0.08 eV, transitions between neighbouring dimer and trimer defects were compara-
ble (0.26 and 0.35 eV respectively); the transition barriers from the tetrahedral Ci or trimer to
the dimer were high (1.02 and 1.29 eV) and energetically unfavourable, while that from the
trimer to the tetrahedral Ci was much lower (0.35 eV) but still energetically unfavourable. The
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Table 1.6: Defect formation energies for intrinsic point defects in ZrC as calculated by Zhang et
al. [268], reported values are for C and Zr bulk chemical potentials and the PAW
method with GGA-PBE exchange correlation function.
Defect DFE (eV)
VC 0.95
Ci – bent C-trimer 3.51
Ci – straight C-trimer 3.52
Ci – tetrahedral 3.78
Ci – off-axis C-dimer 4.12
Ci – ⟨100⟩ C-dimer 4.39
Ci – ⟨111⟩ C-dimer 4.52
VZr 8.81
ZrC 9.65
CZr 12.97
results suggest that given the opportunity a carbon interstitial atom, produced potentially by
fission recoil [229] would attempt to take the configuration of a ⟨110⟩ trimer with a bend; more
importantly they also suggests that the C atom might have a travel path with a low energetic
barrier through the Ci tetrahedral positions.
Motta et al. [269] studied Zr and C Frenkel pairs (ZrFP and CFP respectively) using a com-
bination of ab initio MD for the identification of the migration paths followed by climbing
image-NEB to obtain the migration barriers. Firstly the diffusion barriers of Zr and C vacan-
cies and Frenkel pairs were assessed. The bent ⟨110⟩ C-trimer (Figure 1.22(f)) was used as the
Ci defect while for the Zr it was unspecified though their graphics suggest the same type as the
Ci. The diffusion barriers for the following different interstitial diffusion paths were calculated
for C and Zr (with included calculated activation barriers):
Ci diffusion paths:
1. Straight hop to the nearest neighbouring interstitial (1 to 2 in Figure 1.23): 0.01 eV.
2. Turning hop to the second nearest interstitial (1 to 3 in Figure 1.23): 0.27 eV.
Zri diffusion paths:
1. Zr interstitialcy mechanism where Zri kicks out a Zr atom from their site: 0.47 eV.
2. Zr interstitial mechanism, straight hop to nearest interstitial position: 0.92 eV.
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Figure 1.23: Schematic of the 2 possible Ci hops for a C-trimer defect, from 1 to 2 is a straight
hop between nearest neighbouring C-trimer positions while 1 to 3 is a turning hop
to the second nearest C-trimer position (brown atoms are C and green are Zr).
3. C kick-out by Zr interstitial: 1.41 eV.
Thus the most favourable diffusionmechanisms appear by straight hops for Ci and by the inter-
stitialcy mechanism for Zri. Both mechanisms were shown to have higher diffusion coefficients
over the respective vacancy diffusions for Zr and C. Moving onto Frenkel pairs the binding
energy of CFP was negative and increased with the closeness of the Ci and VC (binding energy
of −0.98 eV for them being 2nd nearest neighbours), the same decrease with closeness occurred
for ZrFP though the binding energies were positive. The CFP recombination energy landscape
had the highest migration barrier between the 2nd nearest neighbouring configuration and the
recombined state with a value of 1.66 eV meaning that the Ci may be trapped at that location
than rather recombine if no energy is provided thermally. The ZrFP did not have this barrier
and recombination had a recombination barrier of 0.61 eV, not dissimilar to that for the migra-
tion of Zri defects making recombination easy. The presence of VC lowered the barrier for CFP
recombination to 0.2 eV through an alternative diffusion path.
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If you know the enemy and you
know yourself you need not fear
the results of a hundred battles.
(Sun Tzu)
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Introduction
The purpose of the following chapter is to present and outline the experimental techniques
used to characterise various samples and study the results presented within this experimental
part of the thesis. In the first part of this chapter are explained the characterisation compli-
cations associated with carbides. After that a brief yet detailed outline of each technique is
given, highlighting how information can be extracted from the analysis, together with instru-
ment details and the procedure used during the undertaken studies. The final part of the
chapter focuses on the powder processing and preparation methodology for powders used in
the following Chapter 3.
2.2. The Problem of Characterisation
Fully characterising a carbide or nitride sample can be rather challenging and depending on the
presented study the lack of a full characterisation can potentially render assumptions mean-
ingless. The difficulty arises when confronted by the problem that in many instances it might
not be possible to fully characterise a sample. This was described as the problem of characteri-
sation by Toth [12]; the author’s solution is for experimentalists to have an intimate knowledge
of the problem and make judicious decisions about what characterisations are pertinent to the
undertaken experiments.
In the text [12] the author highlights the following factors that can affect the properties in
both carbides and nitrides
1. Crystal structure.
2. Lattice constants.
3. Chemical composition including free and bonded carbon and nonmetal-to-metal ratio.
4. Impurity concentrations.
5. Vacancy concentration and defect structure.
6. Grain size and porosity.
7. Sample homogeneity.
and recommends that it should be routine to characterise, of the above, crystal structure, lat-
tice parameter, chemical composition, nonmetal-to-metal ratio, impurity concentration and
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sample homogeneity for all experiments.
The use of the Bragg-Brentano geometry for X-ray diffraction (XRD) is common and fit for
confirmation of phase presence within carbides and nitrides as most crystal structures are ex-
tensively documented; however it is unsuitable for impurity detection or determination of
sample homogeneity as shown by Henney and Jones [98] who reported considerable changes
in impurity content (O in ZrC) not reflecting in an appreciable change in cell parameters. The
Debye-Scherrer geometry is better suited to determining these though impurity detection is
limited and cannot detect impurities that readily form a solid solution on the C sublattice such
as oxygen, carbon or hydrogen.
Replacing X-rays with electrons or neutrons from synchrotron radiation (SR) poses many
advantages since the scattering is dependent on different properties for each one. The elas-
tic scattering intensity for X-rays is roughly proportional to the square of the atomic number
and hence will greatly favour scattering of the metal over the nonmetal atoms. This allows for
analysis of structural changes in the metal sublattice but not the nonmetal one as little to no
information can be extracted from the reflections. For both electron and neutron techniques
the diffracted intensities depend on both electrons + atomic nuclei, and just atomic nuclei re-
spectively meaning that the scattering amplitudes of the metal and nonmetal atoms become
comparable and unambiguous determination of ordering for both metal and nonmetal atoms
can be accomplished. Preparation of electron transparent samples is generally tricky due to
the brittle and porous nature of the materials leading to neutron diffraction being the ideal
candidate for characterisation of minor trace phases, estimation of strain and crystallite size as
demonstrated in this paper [270] evaluating the potential of BIGDIFF a Debye-Scherrer syn-
chrotron radiation diffraction (SRD) instrument. The extent to which this technique can detect
impurities that occupy vacancies on the nonmetal site would be relative to the displacements
they cause to the regular lattice.
Chemical composition analysis is generally restricted to destructive techniques in order to
quantify C, N, O and H. It is not commonly necessary to quantify the transition metal explic-
itly as the synthesis techniques usually result in little loss of the metal, unlike for the above-
mentioned constituents/impurities which can vary significantly during processing. When
analysing carbon, especially in carbon rich carbides, not all will be bonded, hence it is of-
ten necessary to perform analyses to measure the total carbon followed by analyses to measure
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the free carbon.
Since the 1950s total carbon quantification has relied on combusting carbide samples in
flowing oxygen by using additive aides (such as Sn, Fe, Cu) that form a high temperature
metal-bath. The released CO2 and CO gases from the combustion were analysed by either
titration after absorbtion in a known amount of barium hydroxide solution (Ba(OH)2) [271]
or by gravimetric analysis in an Ascarite (NaOH) tube [272]. An alternative method used for
quantifying total CO2 released from the combustion was Coulometric titration [273] whereby
CO2 is measured by the quantity of electricity (coulombs) required to generate OH
– ions to
titrate the acid formed by passing CO2 in ethanolamine (C2H7NO); the end point of the reac-
tion is detected by a photometer set at 612nm that detects the colour change to deep blue from
clear of thymolphthalein (C28H30O4) once all CO2 has been removed. This method was used
for sea water CO2 quantification [274] and was successfully used to determine total carbon in
carbides [275–277]. Modern analysers1 generally use non-dispersive infrared (NDIR)2 detec-
tors and can achieve measurement accuracies down to 1 ppmw within minutes of analysis.
In a comprehensive study [272] into the characterisation of carbides, nitrides and borides
the ignition temperatures were studied (also in prior sources [278]) for several carbides both in
the presence and absence of fluxes (such as lead chromate PbCrO4 or tin powder). The recom-
mended combustion temperature range for ZrC was 1150-1200 ◦C for sample loads between
150-200mg.
Free carbon is determinable thanks to the solubility of most carbides in mixtures of nitric
(HNO3) and hydrofluoric (HF) acids and the insolubility of graphitic (non-amorphous) carbon
[91]. Once dissolved the free carbon can be neutralised, dried and weighed. The exact solution
to be used should be a mixture of HF, H2O and HNO3 which depends on the metal-nonmetal
ratio. Furthermore the same solution is recommended as etchant to reveal the grain size; often
no more than 10 seconds are necessary [12].
Determination of total metal in carbides and nitrides can be performed using thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) by heating the sample in flowing air or oxygen in order to oxidise it;
provided the sample is not contaminated by non-volatile impurities, it is stated [272] to be
accurate. Simultaneous determination of carbon content is also possible but prone to higher
1 Horiba EMIA-V2 series http://www.horiba.com/uk/scientific/products/elemental-analyzers/
carbonsulfur/
2 J. Y. Wong, "NDIR gas sensor," US Patent 5444249, Aug 22, 1995.
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errors than combustion. An early study [91] reported a more complex chemical route for de-
termining the Zr content by dissolving the produced ZrC in a mixture of molten potassium
hydrate (KHO3) and nitrate (KNO3), the product was placed in water to which H3O
+Cl– was
added, zirconia was precipitated in ammonia (NH3), calcined and weighed.
Nitrogen chemical analysis was originally carried out using the Kjeldahl technique [279],
used for the determination of nitrogen in protein; it relies on dissolving the analyte in acid
(typically sulphuric H2SO4) to liberate the nitrogen as ammonia (NH3) that can be then deter-
mined by back titration. The process typically requires long digestion times and is much better
suited to biological tissues [280] as carbides and nitrides prove only to effectively dissolve in
nitric and/or hydrofluoric acid/acid mixtures meaning. The technique proved inconvenient,
unreliable and unstable [12], and the Dumas technique was favoured [281]. The Dumas tech-
nique consists in combusting the sample at high temperature in the presence of flowing oxygen
leading to the release of N2 together with CO2 and H2O vapour that need to be removed from
the gas stream. Constant et al. [100] found that when analysing mixed transition metal com-
pounds (oxi-carbo-nitrides) the Kjeldahl technique resulted in N losses, however when the gas
was flowed through a hot copper oxide oxidiser the Dumas technique performed optimally. At
the time oxygen determination was not possible from the Dumas exhaust gas as oxygen was
used as the carrier gas; other techniques were available such as the capillary trap method [282].
Modern analysers3 rely on an adaptation of the Dumas technique replacing the flowing oxygen
by flowing helium also allowing the CO2 release to yield oxygen quantification and the H2O
hydrogen content with accuracies of 0.02 ppmw for O/N and 0.04 ppmw for H analyses.
Alternative techniques that are suitable to determine quantitatively C, O and N concen-
trations would be secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and electron microprobe analysis
(EPMA) provided that reference monolithic samples of ZrC and/or ZrN, ZrCN, ZrOCN (etc.)
are used with known compositions and/or implanted impurity doses are produced. Unfor-
tunately the problem of a lack of material standards for carbides, nitrides and borides be-
yond silicon has persisted since these publications [12, 272] in the 60s-70s, where even the
reported National Bureau of Standards (NBS) (now National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST)) sample 112 for SiC is no longer produced4 and now only offers a SiN standard.
3 Horiba EMGA series http://www.horiba.com/uk/scientific/products/elemental-analyzers/
oxygennitrogenhydrogen/
4 https://www-s.nist.gov/srmors/browseMaterials.cfm?subkey=12&tableid=87
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One of the very few other companies which produces standards, LGC Standards5 also only
offers one standard, SiC.
2.3. Characterisation Techniques
In this section the characterisation techniques used throughout the presented experimental
studies are outlined and explained.
2.3.1. XRD: X-Ray Diffraction
Phase analysis of powders and pellets was performed using XRD analysis in the Bragg-Brentano
geometry (1D XRD). Bragg’s law given by Equation (2.1) is the criterion that describes the an-
gles at which X-rays will either scatter coherently or incoherently for a given crystal lattice. As
illustrated in Figure 2.1 the path difference between X-rays scattered from atoms on different
lattices with separation dhkl is given by 2× dhkl sinθ, if the result at a given θ angle is equal to
a positive integer multiple of the incident wavelength λ then coherent scattering occurs.
nλ = 2dhkl sinθ (2.1)
where: n : positive integer.
λ : incident X-ray wavelength.
d : interplanar spacing.
hkl :Miller indices of the Bragg plane causing scattering.
θ : scattering angle between the incident X-rays and scattering lattice.
Lattice parameters within crystal systems can be obtained from the 2θ peak positions of a
diffraction pattern. Systematic absences need to be taken into account as certain hkl planes
produce forbidden reflections for certain Bravais lattices, however in the case of a cubic system
the lattice parameter (a) is given by the following relation:
dhkl =
a√
h2 + k2 + l2
(2.2)
This can be substituted back into Equation (2.1) to solve for the lattice constant (a).
5 http://www.lgcstandards.com/epages/LGC.sf/AU_en/?ObjectPath=/Shops/LGC/Products/BAM-S003
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Figure 2.1: Bragg’s law for X-rays scattered by atoms in a crystal, illustrated is the phase shift
between two X-ray photons scattered by atoms on different lattices with separa-
tion dhkl producing constructive interference and hence coherent scattering for the
given θ angle of incidence.
Various effects lead to errors within the measurement of θ during acquisition of a spectrum
such as off-centring of the sample, its geometry (powdered versus pellet), X-ray absorption by
the sample or beam divergence. These need to be accounted for when calculating the lattice
constant for a given phase; the error in the measurement of sinθ (required to solve for a)
decreases as the value of θ increases. When θ = 90◦ the error in d from Equation (2.2) is
zero, however it is not possible to observe reflections at this angle. The Nelson-Riley function,
given in Equation (2.3), was used as an extrapolation function allowing a to be plotted against
cos2θ to produces a linear regression using reflections at angles approaching θ = 90◦. As cos2θ
tends to zero in Equation (2.3) the first term and second terms approach 01 and
0
90 respectively
resulting in δθ ≈ 0. Thus fitting a linear regression back to the intercept (θ = 90◦) yields the
true value of the lattice parameter a0 [283].
δθ =
cos2θ
sinθ
+
cos2θ
θ
(2.3)
A PANalytical (Netherlands) X’Pert Pro unit was used applying a 40 kV acceleration volt-
age between the filament and Cu target achieving a 40mA current, a Ni-filter absorbs the Kβ
wavelengths generated from theMII electron shell of Cu leaving incident X-rays of wavelengths
λKα1 = 1.54051 Å and λKα2 = 1.54433 Å.
Bulk samples were mounted on a sample holder and aligned with its surface using a table
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press and putty ensuring all samples were the same height, bulk samples were spun at 150 rpm
during scattered X-ray detection. Powdered samples were placed in disc sample holder with
a shallow centre, the powder was compacted and excess was scraped off using a glass slide to
ensure the powder was aligned with the surface. Peak positions are accurate to 0.02◦θ giving
an uncertainty in lattice parameter calculations of ±0.001 Å.
Phase identification was done by indexing XRD patterns using crystallographic information
files (CIF) from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) associated with the appropri-
ate powder diffraction files (PDF) from the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) in
CrystalDiffract (Ver. 6.0.5), peak resolution was performed by fitting Gaussian function (of the
form e−x2). The used PDF and associated CIF for each phase are listed in Table 2.1; when a PDF
was not available a CIF from a reputable publication on the subject was used. All λKα2 were
stripped for reported XRD patterns using the PANalytical X’Pert Highscore Plus (Ver. 2.2.5)
software supplied with the PANalytical X’Pert3.
Table 2.1: CIF used to index X-ray diffraction (XRD) data from the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database (ICSD).
Phase Space group Crystal system PDF code and source ICSD code
m-ZrO2 P121/c1 Monoclinic 01-087-0047 [284] 60900
t-ZrO2 P42/nmc Tetragonal 01-079-1769 [285] 66787
c-ZrO2 Fm3m Cubic 07-081-1550 [286] 72955
ZrC Fm3m Cubic 00-035-0784 [287] 159874
ZrC0.79O0.13 Fm3m Cubic none available 181842 [162]
Graphite(2H) P63/mmc Hexagonal 01-075-1621 [288] 31170
Graphite(3R) R3m Rhombohedral 01-075-2078 [289] 31829
Y2O3 Ia3 Cubic 01-082-2415 [290] 78581
2.3.1.1. Rietveld Refinement
Rietveld refinement method was developed by Rietveld [291] primarily to extract maximal
information from 1D XRD patterns obtained in Bragg-Brentano diffractometers. The main
obstacle to accessing the full gamut of information in a diffraction pattern was peak overlap
in complex structures with low symmetries. It was first developed for neutron diffraction and
later applied with similar efficacy to X-ray diffraction [292].
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The Rietveld method is a least square refinement procedure to refine a line profile produced
from a parameter dependent function until it matches the measured XRD pattern. It is not an
ab initio technique and as such requires several details to be known prior to commencing such
as the present phases and their crystal structures as well as instrument (diffractometer) param-
eters for the performed acquisition. Not all parameters need to be known with exactitude, a
reasonably close estimation helps converge the refinement to the desired results faster.
A line profile spectrum is produced using the classical intensity equation:
I calci = SF
N.phases∑
j=1
fj
V 2j
N.phases∑
k=1
Lk |Fk,j |2Sj (2θi − 2θk,j )Pk,jAj + bkgi (2.4)
where: I calci : calculated spectrum intensity at a 2θ point i.
SF : beam intensity.
fj : phase volume fraction.
Vj : phase cell volume.
Lk : Laurentz-polarisation factor.
|Fk,j |2 : generalised structure factor including multiplicity of k reflections
and temperature factor.
Sj : phase scale factor.
Sj (2θi − 2θk,j ) : profile shape function.
Pk.j : texture or preferential orientation function.
Aj : absorption factor.
bkgi : background polynomial function.
this is a function containing several factors that can be expanded into complex functions that
will not be covered. However this function encompasses all the parameters for both sample
and instrument that can be refined during a Rietveld refinement process. Refinement occurs
by minimising the following function:
WSS =
N∑
i=1
wi(I
exp
i − I calci )2 (2.5)
where: WSS : weighted sum of squares.
wi :
1
I
exp
i
I calci : calculated spectrum intensity at a 2θ point i.
I
exp
i : experimental spectrum intensity at a 2θ point i.
by varying a given set of allowed parameters until a converged result is obtained through an
iterative process. Sets of parameters are refined and then locked in a progressive manner. The
order of parameter refinement is key as allowing the program to refine every parameter at the
same time will yield an incorrect answer.
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To achieve high quality spectra the PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer unit set-up was
modified by decreasing the Soller slit angle from 0.04 rad to 0.02 rad; the Soller slits are located
before and after the incident beam hits the sample and limit the axial divergence. A higher
Soller slit angle greatly reduces the acquisition time required as it allows more X-rays through,
however it causes the peak shape to be distorted having a less symmetric shape, by decreasing
the angle acquisition times were extended but the peak quality was increased. Each spectrum
acquired for Rietveld refinement was done over a period of 1 h between 20 and 100 2θ with
steps at 0.017 2θ intervals.
The followed method firstly refined the background polynomial and phase scale factors.
Subsequently peak positions were adjusted by refining the lattice constants for each phase.
Then peak shapes were fitted using instrument parameters and refining crystallite sizes, finally
the temperature factors B (part of the generalised structure factor). The Rietveld refinement
was carried out in the TOPAS-Academic (Ver. 4.1) software.
2.3.2. SEM: Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an electron microscopy (EM) technique within which
an accelerated beam of electrons is focused to a spot size (of variable diameter) that is scanned
across the area of interest of the sample being analysed in a raster pattern; the scattering inter-
actions between the beam and sample give rise to several signals that can be analysed to obtain
both morphological and compositional information of the sample. A schematic representation
of a typical SEM column is pictured in Figure 2.2. Electrons are generated in the electron gun
at the top of the column, the beam is typically thermionicially emitted from a tungsten or lan-
thanum hexaboride (LaB6) filament cathode. If a field emission gun (FEG) is used as electron
source a much brighter (higher current density beam) can be produced [293], this is achieved
by applying an electric field to the cathode tip, typically made from a sharpened single tung-
sten crystal, that enhances thermionic emission by lowering the energetic threshold; such an
electron source allows for a smaller spot size resulting in increased resolution as well as greater
brightness at low acceleration voltages.
The generated electron beam is converged and focused by passing through a series of electro-
magnetic lenses (condenser and objective) as shown in Figure 2.2. Two pairs of scanning coils
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) column, showing the
location of backscatter electron (BSE) and secondary electron (SE) detectors.
control the spot location and raster the beam across the chosen area of interest. Once electrons
make contact with the sample surface they scatter within the solid. As shown in Figure 2.3 a
portion of the electrons make it back out of the surface and are collected by two detectors that
give rise to two types of contrast. Electrons that are inelastically scattered by atoms transfer
energy to electrons within their orbitals often liberating them producing secondary electrons,
these typically have a low kinetic energy and hence a rather short mean free path; by having
an electron detector placed laterally at an angle from the surface (detector marked SE (sec-
ondary electrons) in Figure 2.2) allows detection of these secondary electrons originating from
the top most ∼10nm of the sample yielding topographic information. An annular detector
placed above the focused electron beam spot (detector marked BSE (backscatter electrons) in
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Figure 2.2) allows the capture of principally elastically backscattered electrons from a depth
of ∼1µm. The quantity of backscattered electrons is a function of the atomic number (Z) of
the specimen and in fact so is the interaction volume, a sample with a high Z number has a
smaller interaction volume thus increasing the number of electrons that are backscattered and
will appear brighter than a sample with a low Z. This is referred to as Z contrast and yields
compositional information on the sample.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the various interaction volumes for different signals produced when
an incident electron beam interacts with a solid.
When observing a polished (devoid of noticeable topographic details) crystalline sample
with multi-oriented grains in backscattered electron imaging (BSE) mode, a further contrast
can be observed called channelling contrast. If the atomic lattice of the grain happens to be
aligned with the incident beam the gaps or channels between the atoms facilitate further pen-
etration of the electron beam into the sample as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Electrons that pene-
trate deeper within the sample have a lower backscattering coefficient and therefore produce
a darker contrast as fewer electrons are returned to the detector [294]. Channelling contrast is
very useful for observing the grain structure of conductive samples without having to resort to
aggressive techniques to topographically reveal the grain boundaries, to achieve this contrast
a small spot size is required. Grains with different orientations with respect to the incident
beam will have differing backscattering coefficients resulting in a contrast difference across
grain boundaries.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of electron beam scattering from two grains of differing orientation, the
beam almost aligned parallel to the atom lattice (left) results in the beam penetrat-
ing deeper into the sample.
Inelastic scattering interactions of incident electrons can also produce characteristics X-rays
to be emitted from the various atoms within a specimen. When an incident electron is scattered
inelastically by an atom’s electron cloud its energy loss can transfer to a low energy electron
allowing it to be excited to a higher orbital state and subsequently relax back to a lower energy
state releasing X-ray photons of a discrete energy. Each different element gives of a finger-
print pattern of characteristic X-rays of varying energy and intensity that allows for qualita-
tive chemical composition analysis, the process is called energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). Such fingerprints may be detected provided there is a sufficiently high elemental con-
centration for the emitted X-ray photons to have a greater intensity than the Bremsstrahlung
background radiation produced by X-ray photons emitted by other inelastic deflections of in-
cident electrons.
Powdered samples were deposited on carbon tape adhered onto metal stubs. Fractured or
cut samples were mounted on a metal stub using carbon tape, to view the fracture surface the
samples were mounted vertically rather than horizontally. To observe the transverse and longi-
tudinal cross sections of a pellet the sample was cut in half with a diamond saw and mounted
in epoxy resin, one half was mounted held vertically by a metal clip while the other half was
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mounted flat; to clarify anything referred to as a transverse cross section indicates a cross
sectional cut parallel to the pressing direction while conversely perpendicular is a cut perpen-
dicular to the pressing direction. Once the epoxy mould was set the samples were ground and
polished to reveal microstructural features, the sample was ground enough to remove about
half of its thickness for the longitudinal cross section to coincide with the half thickness of the
pellet. The sample was then polished as explained below. To observe non conducting powders
such as ZrO2 a gold coating was applied, none were required for ZrC/ZrOC samples.
Samples were ground and polished by hand using Struers MD Piano metal discs for the
grinding and a Struers MD-Nap disc with Diapro nap polishing cloth using various diamond
suspensions and lubricant for the polishing. Below are summarised the grinding and polishing
process steps:
1. 220 grit to flatten and clean a surface to be polished for no more than 2min.
2. 600 grit for 4min if the previous grit was required to flatten the sample, otherwise if this
was the starting grit only 2min.
3. 1200 grit for 4min.
4. 4000 grit for 4min.
5. Polishing cloth with 3µm diamond suspension for 3min.
6. Polishing cloth with 1µm diamond suspension for 3min.
Microstructure characterisation of sintered pellets was performed in a JEOL JSM 6400 SEM
using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a working distance of 15mm; EDS was carried
out using an INCA polymer ultra-thin window detector at 20 kV. Peak finger print matching
in EDS was performed within INCA using a Co standard for reference calibration. Powder
analysis was performed in a LEO Gemini 1525 FEG-SEM using 5 kV of accelerating voltage,
non conductive powders were coated in an Emitech K550 coater applying 20mA current for
1.5min equating to a Au coating of 6 nm.
2.3.3. TEM: Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an EM technique where an accelerated beam of
electrons is focused by electromagnetic lens onto the sample being analysed similarly to SEM;
electron generation can be achieved through either thermionic from a W of LaB6 filament or
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Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional view of a typical transmission electron microscope (TEM) column
(left) showing the location of various electromagnetic lens and apertures, (right)
schematic of the electron ray paths when in image mode with both the objective
and intermediate (selected field) apertures removed [295].
by field emission from a FEG just as explained for SEM in Section 2.3.2. The sample is required
to be thin enough to allow the converged electron beam to pass through. The electron beam
is scattered by either the charge of the shell electrons or of the atom nuclei resulting in either
elastic or inelastic scattering. The higher the atomic number (Z) of the atoms causing the
scattering the higher the number of electrons scattered by the atom resulting in a darker Z
contrast in the projected image. Contrast is however also created by the thickness of a sample
region as well as other stacking effects that create Moiré fringe patterns. These contrasts are
generally visible when viewing the imaging plane in a TEM or high-resolution transmission
electron microscope (HRTEM), the ray paths for this mode is shown in Figure 2.5. The (2D)
diffraction pattern caused by any crystal lattices can be seen by viewing the image produced in
the back focal plane.
The conventional viewing modes include bright field (BF) and dark field (DF) whereby the
objective aperture only allows the central transmitted beam or a diffracted beam respectively,
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the intermediate aperture (also referred to as the selected field aperture) is removed and the
image plane is viewed. Regions that cause a specific diffraction appear bright when the ap-
propriate diffracted beam is selected in DF, whereas the same features appear dark in BF; this
is called diffraction contrast and can be used to reveal defects within crystals. Kikuchi bands
can be viewed when having the objective aperture removed and viewing the back focal plane.
Diffraction patterns produced can be viewed in the back focal plane in selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) mode with the objective aperture removed and the intermediate (or selected
field) aperture in place. This projects onto the screen diffraction peaks in 2D reciprocal space
that can be used, once the pole orientation has been determined (provided the crystal structure
is known), to calculate the lattice constants of the crystal causing the diffraction [295]. Diffrac-
tion can be observed from a selected area of your sample by using the intermediate aperture to
block the unwanted part of the transmitted beam, this produces a selected aperture diffraction
pattern (SADP). All SADP were colour inverted for easier visualisation.
Powdered samples were prepared by grinding in a mortar with a pestle (borosilicate glass or
agate), then dispersed in distilled water, a supernatant droplet was extracted with a pipette and
placed onto a Cu grid laid upon Teflon tape to dry under an IR lamp. Upon evaporation of the
water the grid was inspected by light microscopy to ensure particle deposition was successful.
A 3mm diameter cut out was taken from pellet samples using an electric discharge machine
(EDM) wire cutting and adhered with thermal adherent to a metal SEM stub to be ground
down to a thickness of ≈100µm using 1200 grit SiC paper. The stub and sample was then
further ground on a tabletop Gatan dimple grinder using 3 and 1µm polishing wheels until the
inner thickness was ≈30µm. To achieve electron transparency a Gatan precision ion polishing
system (PIPS) at 4-5 keVwas used. Using a FEI Nanolab 600 dual beam having both an electron
and an ion beam sections were prepared for TEM analysis. By using a Ga+ focused ion beam
milling (FIB) trenches were milled either side of a sample lamella of thickness ≈10µm. A layer
of Pt was deposited to protect the lamella from ions, using a FEI Omniprobe the lamella were
lifted from the sample and attached to a support grid.
All TEM analysis was performed in a JEOL 2000FX with a LaB6 filament electron source
and an acceleration voltage of 200 kV, any HRTEM analyses were performed in a JEOL JEM-
2100 with the same parameters. All SAED patterns were indexed by matching the diffraction
peaks with calculated fits from crystal structures using the SingleCrystal software package
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(Ver. 2.2.9). Any indexed pattern with measured dhkl values were compared to the reference
dhkl values from the CIF reported in Table 2.1. Any presented SADP pattern is shown with
inverted colours for clearer visibility.
2.3.4. Archimedes’ Method: Density and Porosity
When a solid is immersed in a liquid it experiences a force of buoyancy equal to the weight of
the liquid displaced by its volume. The object will hence feel lighter by an amount equal to
the weight of water its volume displaces once submerged. The buoyant force experienced by a
submerged sample is defined as:
FB = (m1 −m2)× g = ρwater(T )×Vwater × g (2.6)
where: m1 : dry mass of sample.
m2 : water submerged mass of sample.
ρwater(T ) : temperature dependent water density.
Vwater : volume of water displaced by solid.
g : acceleration of gravity.
Equation (2.6) tells us that the mass difference between the dry and submerged mass of the
sample (m1−m2) gives us the mass of water displaced. As we can obtain the density of distilled
water based on the temperature at which the measurement is taken we can thus directly obtain
the volume of water displaced and since Vwater = Vsolid thus the volume of a given sample is:
m1 −m2
ρwater(T )
= Vsolid
and by dividing our dry mass (m1) by the above Vsolid we obtain a density measurement (ρsolid ):
ρsolid =
m1
m1 −m2 × ρwater(T ) (2.7)
This density measurement (ρsolid ) is referred to as the apparent density which describes the
density of a specimen including closed porosity. As shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.6
when taking a value for the submerged mass (m2) waster is unable to penetrate the closed
porosity as it is sealed off and is thus included as a volume term for the specimen.
A more useful density term when considering the sintering of ceramics is the bulk density
(ρbulk). The bulk density includes both the open and closed porosity as part of the volume of
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the three masses measured of the sample (green) being
analysed to obtain its density values using Archimedes’ principal: m1 is the dry
mass in air, m2 the submerged mass with water infiltrated open porosity and m3
the wet mass with open porosity filled with water.
the specimen. To do this a wet mass (m3) has to be measured and included, the bulk density
can then be calculated using the following equation:
ρbulk =
m1
m3 −m2 × ρwater(T ) (2.8)
The included open porosity as the volume relates the bulk density to the degree of sintering
achieved within a ceramic sample. In effect when ρsolid = ρbulk the sample will have no open
porosity. The apparent porosity (πa) of the analysed specimen can be calculated as a % by
dividing the mass of water within the open porosity (m3 −m1) by the mass of water displaced
by the sample and its open porosity (m3 −m2):
πa =
m3 −m1
m3 −m2 × 100 (2.9)
Thus the apparent porosity refers to the volume % that the open porosity occupies of the total
volum (including open porosity) of the specimen.
The Sartorius (YDK01LP) density kit was used to measure the various masses m1, m2 and
m3. To obtain the dry mass m1 samples were placed in an oven at a temperature of 110 ◦C for
∼2h then weighed on the Sartorius dry pan. To obtain the submerged mass all samples were
water infiltrated in a Buehler Cast N’ Vac Vacuum System using the following procedure:
1. Vacuum pump the dry sample to a pressure of 2.5 kPa for 15min.
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2. Introduce immersion liquid (distilled water) at a slow enough rate that it will cover the
sample over 3min. Then hold under vacuum for 30min.
3. Return immersed sample in beaker back to atmospheric pressure (still submerged) and
allow 30min of resting time.
once infiltrated the submerged mass m2 was measured on the immersed scale of the Sartorius
kit. Finally the wet mass m3 was measured by removing the sample from the beaker of dis-
tilled water, lightly sponging the surface dry and weighing in the Sartorius dry pan. Room
temperature stabilised distilled water was used for the submerging bath and it’s temperature
was recorded at the time of the measurements in order to use the correct water density value
using the Sartorius density kit manual.
Reported values of density and apparent porosity are averages of three measurements and
the error is taken as their standard deviation. The systematic error of the instrument is given
as ±0.2% which is smaller than the error given by the standard deviation. The above procedure
is in accordance with the British Standard BS EN 623-2 [296].
2.3.5. LDA: Laser Diffraction Analysis
The interaction of light with spherical surfaces can be used to gather information on a sus-
pension of particles diffracting an incident laser source. The process is called laser diffraction
analysis (LDA).
When an incident light beam is shone on a surface (of a particle in this case) there are 4
main interactions that occur: reflection, refraction, absorption followed by reradiation and
diffraction, these are illustrated in Figure 2.7. The complexity of these interactions depends
on the ratio of the particle diameter (D) and incident light wavelength (λ), also illustrated in
Figure 2.7. When the D is 5 to 6 times greater than λ scattering can be approximated by the
Fraunhofer diffraction theory, however when D is 10 times smaller or more than λ the Fraun-
hofer theory can no longer be used and instead the Rayleigh scattering [297] approximation is
much more reliable for particle size measurement. Modern LDA units use the Mie scattering
theory [298] that offers a much more exact approximation for scattering when D and λ are
of similar dimensions. The Mie scattering theory includes terms for both the Fraunhofer and
Rayleigh scattering [299].
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Figure 2.7: Scattering phenomena during laser diffraction analysis (LDA) on spherical parti-
cles, (a) the four different types of interaction between light and a surface, (b) spa-
tial distribution of scattered light depending on the ratio of the particle size to the
wavelength of the incident laser; Fraunhofer and Mie scattering both scatter more
light ahead of the interaction whereas during Rayleigh scattering light is scattered
almost evenly ahead and behind the interaction.
For particles larger than 20µm the majority of incident light is scattered through diffraction
at relatively low angles from high intensity light and hence does not benefit from the use re-
fractive index information of the analysed material to accurately interpret refracted light. On
the other hand for particles smaller than 20µm the refracted light becomes increasingly im-
portant as the scattered light is of relatively low intensity (and scattered at wide angles). For
these the use of the material’s refractive index increases the accuracy of the analysis.
In order for an LDA unit to correctly interpret the size distribution of a given dispersion of
particles (within a fluid) the corresponding light intensity distribution patterns with respect to
a given particle size must be known in advance. These are stored as a parameter database to
compute readings from all detectors during a run into a distribution curve.
Particle measurements were performed on a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 which employs two
light sources: a red HeNe laser and a blue solid state LEDwith wavelengths 638nm and 466nm
respectively. A schematic of the instrument’s layout is shown in Figure 2.8. Particles were
dispersed in distilled water and added to the flowing stream once a background reading had
been taken. To avoid agglomeration of particles the rate of flow through the laser cell was
3000 rpm. Refractive indices were used for both carbon and ZrO2 powders as reported in
Table 2.2 from various sources.
As distilled water was the only fluid allowed for particle circulation any carbon containing
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of a laser diffraction analysis (LDA) instrument [299].
powders were not measured by LDA as carbon is hydrophobic and agglomerated into large
lumps that could not be broken by circulation. No additives were required to disperse the
zirconia as a suspension of the particles within water was directly obtained, this was also con-
firmed through comparison of LDA results by SEM observations.
Table 2.2: Refractive indices used for laser diffraction analysis (LDA) of powder particle size.
Material Wavelength λ (nm) Refractive index n Source
ZrO2
466 2.1902
[300,301]
638 2.1510
C (amorphous)
466 1.7871
[302]
638 1.8873
2.3.6. QCA: Quantitative Chemical Analysis
As explained in Section 2.2 when dealing with carbides the nonmetal sites are of great impor-
tance as they can either hold a carbon atom or be a vacancy, O and N will also relatively readily
be absorbed (from atmosphere) or retained on the nonmetal site as well. Characterisation us-
ing XRD and EM techniques that also perform EDS analyses, are suitable only to qualitatively
or semi-quantitatively detect their presence and, in the case of EM techniques, to compare rel-
ative concentrations between areas. Dissolution methods such as inductively coupled plasma
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Table 2.3: Technical specifications of Horiba chemical analysers.
Parameter
C/S Analyser O/N/H Analyser
EMIA 320 V2 EMGA 830
Sensitivity (ppm) 0.1 0.001
Accuracy (ppm) C/S: 2
O/N: 0.020
H: 0.040
Furnace type Induction Impulse
Detection range∗ (wt.%)
C: 0-6
S: 0-1
O: 0-6
N: 0-3
H: 0-0.25
Carrier gas Pure O2 Pure He
∗Stated range applies to 1g of total sample.
optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) or mass spectrometry (MS) are not suitable for de-
termination of light elements such as C, N, and O. To obtain fully quantitative information
combustion based quantitative chemical analysis (QCA) methods were used during the course
of these studies.
The early available techniques include the Dumas [281, 303] and modified Kjeldahl [279]
methods for N analysis, vacuum fusion [304] and vacuum capillary trap [282] methods for O
analysis and the oxidation combustion [305] method for C analysis. Compared to modern anal-
ysers these techniques could take up to several hours whereas today it is possible to perform
these within minutes and can simultaneously analyse multiple elements.
Carbon analysis follows the same principal of combustion today, the carbon containing sam-
Figure 2.9: Carbon determination by combustion analysis in flowing O2, (left) illustration of
combustion reaction detailing released combustion gases, (right) schematic of gas
flow.
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Figure 2.10: Oxygen/nitrogen/hydrogen determination by inert gas fusion (IGF) analysis in
flowing He, (left) illustration of fusion reaction detailing released combustion
gases, (right) schematic of gas flow.
ple is placed in a jar and heated in flowing oxygen to release CO2 that is then quantified to
back calculate the C. This was generally done by titrimetric methods, modern analysers rely
on NDIR detectors tuned to detect CO2 absorption wavelengths. A Horiba EMIA 320 V2 car-
bon/sulphur analyser was used for carbon quantification with pure O2 as the carrier gas, the
unit’s specifications are listed in Table 2.3. To induce heating within the non conducting jar
granulated metal powders referred to as accelerants are added such as W, Cu, Fe or Sn. These
are generally added above the sample once it has been weighed so as to form a metal bath
upon heating by the induction coil. The EMIA 320 V2 uses 4 NDIR detectors 3 of which are
dedicated to quantifying C from is gas compound having 2 CO2 detectors, one tuned for high
concentrations and one for low, together with an additional CO detector. A diagram of the gas
flow after combustion is shown in Figure 2.9. For each run 1 g of Fe and 1 g of Cu accelerants
were added to samples of masses between 20 and 150mg within alumina jars pre-fired in a
muffle furnace at 1000 ◦C before being stored in a clean desiccator in order to reduce carbon
contamination. A current of 300mA was applied over 5 s and then held for 30 s to bring the
combustion to completion.
Nitrogen and oxygen analysis techniques, namely the Dumas and vacuum fusion methods,
have been combined by using an inert flowing gas allowing modern analysers to simulta-
neously analyse O, N and H. Though this method also involves subjecting the specimen to
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Table 2.4: Standards for calibration of combustion and inert gas fusion (IGF) techniques.
Element Standard Material Standard Type Element wt.% Code
O
Y2O3 High O 21.256 36815-14
Metal Low O 0.176 SS-3-50
Metal Low O 0.0011 JSM-M-401-10
N
Metal Low N 0.0174 JSS 604-9
SiN High N 38.98 JCRM R 006
SiN High N 39.13 JCRM R 007
SiN High N 38.46 JCRM R 008
H TiH2 High H 4.041 12857
C
WC High C 6.154 BCS-CRM 352/1
Metal Low C 3.75 HOR-007
heat in order to release the elements of interest as gases it is referred to as inert gas fu-
sion (IGF) since there is no oxygen present to cause combustion. A Horiba EMGA 830 oxy-
gen/nitrogen/hydrogen analyser was used for oxygen and nitrogen quantification with pure
He as the carrier gas, the unit’s technical specifications are listed in Table 2.3. Heat is transmit-
ted to the sample by applying a current through a graphite jar clamped between two electrodes.
Powdered samples are weighed into a Ni capsule that is compressed into a small pellet using
a bench press. The Ni from the capsule and extra extra Ni pellet (referred to as flux) form a
metal bath upon heating of the jar, the function of the metal bath is to liberate C from the jar
walls to make it available for reaction with O within the sample.
The fusion releases CO, CO2, H2 and N2 gases as shown in Figure 2.10. The gas stream is
firstly passed through a NDIR detector for CO followed by a hot oxidiser comprised of CuO
gauzes followed by a final Cu gauze; this oxidises all CO to CO2 as well as H2 to H2O and N2
to NOx. The exhausted gases pass through the CuO gauzes, the final Cu gauze reverts all NOx
back to N2. Next the gas stream is flowed through CO2 and H2O NDIR detectors, absorbents
remove CO2 followed by H2O from the gas stream leaving N2 and He that is flowed through
a thermal conductivity detector. See Figure 2.10 for the complete gas flow diagram. The CO
and CO2 detectors yield the O weight fraction, while the H2O and N2 yield the H and N weight
fractions respectively. For every run the mass of sample used was between 20 and 150mg
placed into the Ni capsule. A 0.5 g flux was also added with the sample. A total of 50 s out
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gassing of the jar applying a discharge power of 6 kW was performed prior to dropping in the
sample, for fusion a discharge power of 5 kW over 75 s was used.
For the above quantitative techniques to yield accurate results the signals must be calibrated
with respect to standards with known quantities of each element required for analysis. Gen-
erally two standards are preferable (though not crucial), one with a high and one with a low
concentration of the element being calibrated. The calibration follows a linear relationship
y = a(x−c)+bwhere a is the gradient, c the blank offset correction and b the intercept. The avail-
able standards used when calibrating C, O, N or H analyses are given in Table 2.4. Each run
was preceded by a either a calibration or calibration check using 3 combustions per standard
after 3 blanks, presented results are the average of 3 readings with their standard deviation
given as error.
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2.4. Powder Preparation
Three different powder mixtures were used throughout the experiments in Chapter 3 that were
part of an iterative process to improve the powder mixture with respect to the experimental
goal of achieving a rapid synthesis process for producing ZrC pellets. Analysis of the starting
materials will be followed by a brief explanation of each iteration together with a brief ongoing
discussion covering the reasons for the change of strategy from characterisation observations.
To produce ZrCx pellets of varying stoichiometric composition carbothermic reduction was
selected as the most appropriate method for producing bulk quantities of samples with respect
to safety, available laboratory equipment and documentation. The mixing andmilling method-
ology starting point was taken from the results of Jackson [306]. The commercial powders used
throughout the iterations to produce ZrO2 +C mixtures are listed in Table 2.5, Sigma Aldrich
was selected as the provider for ZrO2 as it was found to be the higher grade powder [306] from
a selection of providers.
Table 2.5: Properties of as-received starting powders.
Property
Powders
Undoped ZrO2 Carbon
Manufacturer Sigma Aldrich1 ABCR2
Description Coarse Fine Acetylene carbon black
Product No. 230693 544760 AB119801
Mean Particle Size (µm) 5 <0.1 0.04
Surface Area (m2g−1) - ≥ 25 80
Molecular Weight (gmol−1) 123.22 12.01
Density (gcm−3) 5.89 0.100
Boiling Point (◦C) 2700 3652
Melting Point (◦C) 5000 4200
1Sigma Aldrich, The Old Brickyard, New Road, Gillingham, UK
2ABCR GmbH, Im Schlehert 10, Karlsruhe, Germany
As explained in Section 1.3.1.1 the global reaction to produce ZrC through the carbothermic
reduction is given in Reaction (1.1), in order to achieve a different stoichiometry (ZrCx) less
carbon should be added making the reaction as follows:
ZrO2 + (3−y)C −−−⇀↽−− ZrC1−y +2CO(g) (2.10)
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where y is the amount of moles required to achieve the 1− y = x final ZrCx desired stoichiom-
etry. The resulting mixture quantities used throughout the experiments are summarised in
Table 2.6 for a series of possible target stoichiometries. All commercial powders were anal-
ysed and characterised in their as-received state by SEM, TEM, XRD, LDA and QCA where
appropriate.
Table 2.6: Pre-reaction powder mixture quantities for different target ZrCx stoichiometries.
Stoichiometry Powder Quantity (wt.%)
(x) ZrO2 C
1.00 77.37 22.63
0.95 77.67 22.33
0.90 77.96 22.04
0.85 78.26 21.74
0.80 78.56 21.44
0.75 78.86 21.14
0.70 79.16 20.84
0.65 79.47 20.53
0.60 79.78 20.22
0.55 80.09 19.91
0.50 80.40 19.60
2.4.1. As-Received Powders
The coarse Sigma Aldrich ZrO2 was viewed by SEM and TEM (Figures 2.11 to 2.13) and was in-
dexed as monoclinic ZrO2. Its chemical composition, determined by QCA, is given in Table 2.8
showing that it has a composition ZrO2 and low contamination of N and C (H and S below the
detection limit). No noticeable defects were observed by TEM Figures 2.12(c) and 2.13, the few
diffraction points observed in the SADP of Figure 2.13 were attributed to a nearby crystal not
excluded by the intermediate aperture. This analysis was repeated, but not reported, for the
fine Sigma Aldrich ZrO2 powder revealing crystallites as shown in Figures 2.12(a) and 2.12(c).
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Figure 2.11: SEM inspection of coarse as-received ZrO2 powders, a) high magnification of ob-
served hard agglomerate about 5.5µm in diameter (insert) LDA analysis of the
powder, b) low magnification view of powder showing several hard agglomerates
dispersed throughout the powder.
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Figure 2.12: TEM images of ABCR acetylene carbon black powder, (top) low magnification im-
age showing a soft agglomerate of carbon particles next to a ZrO2 particle, (bot-
tom) highmagnification view of the carbon turbostratic structure of carbon layers.
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Figure 2.13: TEM diffraction pattern produced by as-received ZrO2 powder with Table 2.7 re-
ported calculated interplanar spacings, a) selected area for diffraction, b) SADP
Table 2.7: SADP indexing for Figure 2.13
ZrO2 Monoclinic P21/c1 (PDF 01-087-0047)
Peak separation Calculated dhkl Reference dhkl Plane
(nm−1) (Å) (Å) (hkl)
1.947 5.136 5.085 (100)
2.728 3.665 3.695 (011)
3.110 3.215 3.163 (111)
3.472 2.880 2.841 (111)
Table 2.8: Chemical analysis of Sigma Aldrich coarse as-received ZrO2 powder.
Sigma Aldrich ZrO2 (coarse)
Element wt.% at.%
O 25.705 ±0.50 66.3
N 0.0073 ±0.01 0.02
C 0.0154 ±0.01 0.05
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Figure 2.14: Annular TEM diffraction pattern produced by as-received acetylene carbon black
powder with Table 2.9 reported calculated interplanar spacings, a) selected area
for diffraction, b) SADP
Table 2.9: SADP indexing for Figure 2.14
Graphite Rhombohedral R3m (PDF 01-075-2078)
Peak separation Calculated dhkl Reference dhkl Plane
(nm−1) (Å) (Å) (hkl)
2.900 3.448 3.347 {111}
4.782 2.091 2.080 {001}
5.823 1.717 1.674 {222}
8.203 1.219 1.228 {011}
The only difference between the fine and coarse Sigma Aldrich ZrO2 powders was that the
coarse had a high quantity of hard agglomerates as seen by SEM and indicated in Figure 2.11.
These were made of submicron densely sintered grains of up to 10µm in diameter. Particle
analysis by LDA (Figure 2.11(a) insert) shows that agglomerates do not constitute the bulk of
the powder but are nonetheless a significant quantity, ∼ 49% of particles Ø > 5µm and ∼ 30%
of particles Ø > 10µm of total particle fraction (by LDA plot area integration), with the mean
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particle size being of 2µm.
The ABCR acetylene carbon black was analysed by SEM and TEM though only the TEM
is reported (Figures 2.12(a), 2.12(b) and 2.14) as it was too small to be studied by SEM. The
carbon was made from rolled up disorganised graphitic layered (turbostratic carbon) balls with
a diameter <100nm often forming soft agglomerates as the one visible in Figure 2.12(a); the
graphite layers were clearly visible by BF contrast in Figure 2.12(b). Indexing of the carbon
annular SADP matched interplanar spacings of rhombohedral graphite Figure 2.14.
With the above observations it was decided that it would be necessary to reduce the pro-
portion of hard agglomerates to prevent them impacting the carbothermic reduction process
negatively due to a reduced surface area of interaction with the gas phase. Note that the fine
ZrO2 powder was only used later in the experimental procedure.
2.4.2. Iteration 1: Dry Milling
For all powder milling tetragonal zirconia polycrystal (TZP) milling beads, or tetragonal zir-
conia stabilised with 5.4wt.% yttria, with diameters of 2.5, 5 and 10mm were used. As a first
approach the zirconia was placed in a 250ml high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bottle with a
1:1 weight ratio mixture of 10 and 5mm Ø beads in a 1:3 powder to milling media weight ra-
tio. Milling was performed for 24 h on a rotary tabletopmill (Capco 1601-VS-A) at high enough
rpm to cause the milling beads to cascade.
After milling the zirconia was removed and mixed with carbon depending on the desired
end stoichiometry then the mix was placed back into a HDPE bottle as above and mixed at the
same spinning rate for another 12 h for each composition.
This strategy was unsuccessful as the rotary table top mill was better suited for mixing pow-
ders, as shown in Figure 2.15 the more time was allowed for milling the powder the more ag-
glomerates were compacted creating 10µm particles detected by LDA. The choice of a 250ml
HDPE bottle was inappropriate as it had a cap neck into which some of the powder would
compact and not be milled or mixed.
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Figure 2.15: LDA results of dry milling coarse Sigma Aldrich ZrO2 for 12 h and 32h.
2.4.3. Iteration 2: Wet Milling in Zirconia Jar
Awet milling in ethanol approach was used employing a Retsch PM-100 high energy planetary
ball and ZrO2 lined jars stainless steel. A 500ml ZrO2 lined jar with a 1:5 powder to milling
media weight ratio load was used, the milling media mixture was 1:1 weight ratio of 5 and
10mm Ø. The powders were loaded as already combined ZrO2 +C mixtures so as to both mix
and mill at the same time. Once milling media and powders were loaded no more than 100ml
of ethanol was added, enough to cover the mixture and beads, as more was found to evaporate
too slowly upon completion of the milling procedure causing the two powders to separate
to some degree through sedimentation. The milling program was for 4 h at 400 rpm (10min
clockwise milling + 5min rest + 10min anti-clockwise milling). Upon completion the slurry
was poured into an aluminium pan and placed to dry in an oven at 130 ◦C for at least 12 h.
The method was much more successful compared to Iteration 1, as can be seen from the
SEM micrograph in Figure 2.16 though there may be some micron sized soft agglomerates the
powders are well dispersed and thoroughly milled, no hard agglomerates could be observed.
However duringmilling it was found that a non negligible amount of zirconia was being eroded
from the jar lining as shown in Figure 2.17. By drying, washing and accurately weighing the
jar and lid during a series of mills it was found that about 2.7 g would be eroded per hour of
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Figure 2.16: SEM of wet milled ZrO2 +C powder.
Figure 2.17: Weighed mass loss of ZrO2 lined planetary mill jar per hour of ball milling.
milling thus increasing the zirconia content of the powder with tetragonal stabilised zirconia.
This was accounted for when mixing powders however it prompted a change of jar.
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2.4.4. Iteration 3: Wet Milling in Nylon Jar
Due to the erosion of the ZrO2 jar lining by the milling media using the planetary mill, a
smaller nylon 250ml jar was used instead. A weight ratio of 1:10 of powder to milling media
was used with a 1:1 weight ratio of 2.5 to 5mmØmilling beads, the total powder load for each
mill was of 40 g; powders were milled in ethanol for 4 h at 400 rpm. Drying of the powders was
done by pouring the slurry in an aluminium pan and drying in an oven at 130 ◦C for at least
12 h. All powder loads were again a pre-weighed mixture of ZrO2 +C.
The result was visually identical to Figure 2.16 however this time themass loss of the jars was
found to be negligible. This method was used for all subsequent powder mixtures containing
either coarse or fine Sigma Aldrich zirconia.
2.4.5. Conclusion
The use of wet milling and increased milling media weight fraction produced positive results
over dry milling allowing the hard agglomerates present in the coarse Sigma Aldrich ZrO2
powder to be reduced to below micron size.
Powders produced in Iteration 2 were only used for a limited number of preliminary ex-
periments due to the included zirconia from the jar lining. Neither stabilising elements from
the eroded zirconia were detected within the powders by EDS or XRD, nor was a secondary
non-monoclinic phase.
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the most discoveries, is not
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3.1. Introduction and Aims
As covered in Section 1.3 there are several ceramic fabrication processes available for ZrC that
have been researched in great detail such as the carbothermic reduction or self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS), however they tend to have drawbacks such as high oxygen
contamination, long processing times or being constrained to producing only thin films.
The objective was to develop a process to produce ZrC bulk ceramics of consistently high
quality (high bulk density, purity and homogeneity) in a short amount of time. Jackson [306]
focused on producing ZrC via the carbothermic reduction of ZrO2 but also reported an attempt
to produce a sample via a reactive sintering process within a spark plasma sintering (SPS)
furnace. Three samples had been produced by this route and only one showed X-ray diffraction
(XRD) peaks of just the ZrC phase; the rest were partially reacted and showed C, ZrO2 and ZrC
peaks. The reported reactive spark plasma sintering (RSPS) process required about 1 h and
both reacted and subsequently sintered the ZrO2 +C powder mixture into a final ZrC pellet.
This was a vast improvement over the common 4-8 h of normal reaction time for the same
powder in a hot press followed by another 1-2 h to then sinter the powder into a pellet.
The RSPS process also offered the potential and attractive benefit of reducing the oxygen
contamination; given that the reacted powder would be immediately sintered and assuming
that the reaction is brought to completion, this would limit the potential intake of oxygen dur-
ing extraction from the furnace and storage. Oxidation kinetics studies of ZrC by Rama Rao et
al. [307] showed that oxidation of ZrC initiates at temperatures close to 550K in low (1-50 kPa)
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oxygen partial pressure atmospheres. In a review by Katoh et al. [86] various publications are
mentioned stating that oxidation does not affect ZrC at room temperatures. However there is
no evidence that oxygen is not absorbed into the ZrC crystal matrix over time. As covered by
Sciti et al. [132] surface chemistry of transition metal borides and carbides is very sensitive to
both powder processing and atmospheric exposure to oxygen prior to sintering. Oxygen con-
tamination was shown to result in reduced sinterability of the powders. Though not covered
in any literature oxygen contamination was also suspected to affect the final chemistry of the
produced ZrC.
In collaboration with Queen Mary University London an investigation into the RSPS process
was undertaken. During the investigation Sun et al. [308] published a report of the same pro-
cess being performed with success for both HfC and ZrC. Their report was however limited
to XRD and physical characterisation and did not focus on the chemistry of the final product.
This further motivated the research of the process.
3.2. Experimental
The study of the RSPS process was performed over a series of different experiments each build-
ing on the knowledge of the previous so this experimental section will present several con-
nected studies.
All reactions were performed in an FCT Systeme GmbH - Spark Plasma Sintering Furnace
type HP D 25 using 20mm Ø graphite die and punches (unless stated otherwise) with an
additional graphite insulation blanket wrapped around the die to minimise radial heat loss.
Graphite paper of 0.5mm thickness was used to line the inside of the die as well as the ends
of the punches between which the powder was pressed. All powders were pressed up to 1MPa
in the die and punches prior to being placed into the SPS; it was made certain that the powder
was located symmetrically within the die axis. For each sample a mass of precursor powder
mixture equal to 8 g was measured out (unless stated otherwise). The entire assembly of die-
punches-sample and furnace is shown schematically in Figure 1.10.
All temperature readings were measured using a pyrometer aimed down the pressing axis
of the die-punch assembly, the punches were hollow meaning the pyrometer would read the
temperature of internal hollowed section which was 5mm distance from the sample itself. The
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minimum temperature the pyrometer could detect was 400 ◦C while the minimum force it
could exert axially was of 5 kN equivalent to a pressure of ∼16MPa. All reactions within the
SPS were performed at a vacuum pressure of 0.03hPa(unless stated otherwise); this is classed
as medium vacuum pressure.
During every run the SPS recorded several details in real time, the following were graphed
together to study the reaction: normalised (to the starting point of the reaction) relative piston
travel, power demand for heating and vacuum pressure.
The reader is reminded that various powder preparation routes were utilised throughout
these studies each improving on the previousmethod based on the outcome of the experiments;
thus in some cases the lesser optimal powder was used as the experiment was performed earlier
in the study. Furthermore in some cases, for the sake of clarity, some experiments are not
presented chronologically but rather based on the information they provide to help build a
coherent picture of the study progression. Many samples will be presented and the reader
is encouraged to make use of Section 3.2.6 to compare the experimental conditions over the
entire study.
3.2.1. Preliminary Process Parametrisation
To begin studying the RSPS technique identifying acceptable parameters with respect to both
heat and pressure was required. The first step was to decide a suitable heat treatment to test
that would allow for both the reaction and subsequent sintering of the powder. In Jackson’s
Figure 3.1: Graphical comparison between heat treatment used by Jackson [306] and that
adopted in this study.
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study [306] the used RSPS program consisted of an initial low temperature (1600 ◦C) high pres-
sure (80MPa) reaction phase followed by a high temperature (2100 ◦C) low pressure (38MPa)
sintering phase were used as shown in Figure 3.1(a). This heat treatment was deemed to re-
strict gas removal in the reaction phase due to the high pressure applied; thus the heat treat-
ment sequence chosen for these studies consisted of a single heating step up to a maximum
dwell temperature maintaining pressure at a minimum until the sintering phase, as shown in
Figure 3.1(b).
3.2.1.1. Temperature Dependence of the Reaction
Determining the temperature above which the reaction would occur at a favourable rate within
the SPS die-punch assembly was done by using a carbon deficient powder mixture with target
composition ZrC0.5; this was prepared by the wet milling method (Section 2.4.3). From the
powder 3 samples were reacted for 1 h at differing temperatures using a 100 ◦Cmin−1 heating
rate and minimum load of 5 kN (16MPa). Given that the forward reaction for the carbothermic
reduction of zirconia becomes favourable at temperatures above 1657 ◦C [95] the samples were
reacted at 1700, 1800 and 1900 ◦C; the produced samples will be referred to as P01, P02 and
P03 respectively (P standing for preliminary).
The quality of the reaction was judged from the SPS data log for vacuum pressure which
decreased as gas was released during the reaction, the samples were also analysed XRD. The
X-ray diffraction patterns were acquired with modified Soller slit divergence angle in order to
perform a Rietveld refinement analysis of the final present phases in the samples as explained
in Section 2.3.1.1.
3.2.1.2. Sintering Pressure
The pressure-heat treatment (Figure 3.1(b)) was tested producing two samples using different
dwell times and pressure sequences, these samples will be referred to as P04 and P05 (P stand-
ing for preliminary). The samples were produced using a ZrO2+C powder mixture with target
final composition ZrC0.9 prepared by the dry milling method (Section 2.4.2). Both samples
were heated to a dwell temperature of 2100 ◦C at a heating rate of 100 ◦Cmin−1; sample P04
was kept at the maximum dwell temperature for 10min and a high (38MPa) sintering pres-
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sure was applied for the final 2min of the treatment; P05 was instead kept at the maximum
dwell for 17min and a same high sintering pressure was applied for the final 05:45min, also
the pressure steadily increased over 01:45min from its minimum value (16MPa).
Sample P04was not analysed due to its incomplete reaction as later viewed from the SPS data
logs and later explained in the results. Sample P05 was analysed by XRD and then mounted
in epoxy resin to observe both transverse and longitudinal cross-sections by scanning electron
microscope (SEM); the composition of both the starting powder and final pellet were analysed
by quantitative chemical analysis (QCA).
3.2.2. Different Powder Compositions
Following the preliminary investigations a standard heat-pressure treatment was decided upon
and maintained throughout most subsequent experimentations. The program involved a heat-
ing rate of 100 ◦Cmin−1 up to a dwell temperature of 2100 ◦C for 22min; after 10min at the
dwell temperature the pressure would be increased over 2min to 38MPa (from 16MPa) and
maintained for the final 10min of the thermal dwell.
Two target compositions of lower stoichiometry (ZrC0.5 and ZrC0.7) were investigated. At
this point in the experimentation a shift from the dry milling powder preparation method
(Section 2.4.2) to the wet milling method (Section 2.4.3) was made as results suggested dry
milling was not effective at adequately mixing the powders; refer to the observations reported
in Section 2.4, and Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4 for further details. To both test the reaction with
powders of lower stoichiometric target compositions and compare the impact of the two pow-
der preparation methods 4 samples were prepared: 2 using the dry milling and 2 using the
wet milling preparation methods; for each preparation method a sample of target composition
ZrC0.5 and one of target composition ZrC0.7 were made.
The samples produced by the dry milling method of target composition ZrC0.5 and ZrC0.7
will be referred to as C01 and C02 respectively (C standing for composition) and similarly for
the wet milling method they will be referred to as C03 and C04.
The density of the final pellets was measured by the Archimedes’ method using water in-
filtration once the samples were cleaned of the graphite (see Section 2.3.4). Samples were
mounted in epoxy as done for the previous samples and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
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(EDS) was performed while characterising the microstructure by SEM. QCA was later per-
formed on both the samples and starting powders.
3.2.3. Effects of Heating Rate and Pressure
The next step was to investigate how heating rate and pressure affected the RSPS process and
final products. To achieve this samples were reacted following two different heat-pressure
treatments at various different heating rate; all samples were brought to a dwell temperature
of 2100 ◦C. The first heat-pressure treatment consisted of a thermal ramp to 2100 ◦C main-
tained for 20min with the minimum pressure of 16MPa applied throughout, samples created
using this treatment will be referred to as the 1st set. The treatment for the 2nd set of samples
consisted of a thermal ramp to 2100 ◦C maintained for 22min with a high pressure of 38MPa
applied for the last 10min of the dwell; the pressure was increased over the extra 2min from
16MPa. For each treatment 4 separate heating rates of 20, 50, 100 and 200 ◦Cmin−1 were
tested. All reaction conditions are summarised in Table 3.1 as well as in Table 3.4.
Powders were prepared using the wet milling in a nylon jar method (Section 2.4.4) using the
fine ZrO2 powder as it had a more homogeneous particle size distribution over the coarse ZrO2
Table 3.1: Heating rate and pressure investigation produced samples RSPS conditions detailing
pressure and high temperature dwell times.
Sample
Target Heating rate Pressure Dwell Temp.
Composition (◦Cmin−1) (MPa) (◦C)
(1st set) Constant low P, 20min dwell
RP-20-16 ZrC0.9 20 16 2100
RP-50-16 ZrC0.9 50 16 2100
RP-100-16 ZrC0.9 100 16 2100
RP-200-16 ZrC0.9 200 16 2100
(2nd set) Low P for 10min then high P for 10min of dwell (+ 2min application time)
RP-20-38 ZrC0.9 20 16-38 2100
RP-50-38 ZrC0.9 50 16-38 2100
RP-100-38 ZrC0.9 100 16-38 2100
RP-200-38 ZrC0.9 200 16-38 2100
RP0.5-100-38 ZrC0.5 100 16-38 2100
RP0.7-100-38 ZrC0.7 100 16-38 2100
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used for the other powder preparation methods. The target composition selected was ZrC0.9;
2 further samples were also prepared with lower stoichiometric target compositions of ZrC0.5
and ZrC0.7; these samples were reacted using the same pressure conditions as samples in the
2nd set with a 100 ◦Cmin−1 heating rate as summarised in Table 3.1.
The samples produced will be referred to by the following abbreviated name denotation:
RP-X-Y (RP standing for heating rate and pressure) where X and Y refer to the heating rate and
maximum applied pressure, respectively, used to produce the sample during the RSPS. The
two samples of differing target stoichiometry are denoted with a subscript next to the RP tag
matching the new target stoichiometry (see Table 3.1).
As each powder batch produced consisted of ∼20 g up to two samples of 8 g could be pro-
duced leaving ∼4 g of precursor powder for QCA analysis. It was thus possible to analyse the
chemical composition of both the starting powders and final samples by QCA. The pellets were
also characterised using XRD, SEM and density measurements.
3.2.4. Alternative RSPS Conditions
The RSPS process was also attempted using other conditions that were investigated to a lesser
extent but still provide valuable insight into the reaction. Covered in this section are the fol-
lowing alternative conditions: RSPS in an Ar atmosphere at almost atmospheric pressure, pres-
sureless RSPS and the RSPS at an extreme temperature.
To investigate the effect of vacuum pressure on the reaction samples were reacted in an ar-
gon atmosphere kept at 900 hPa as opposed to the medium vacuum value of 0.03hPa for all
Table 3.2: RSPS conditions for samples reacted in Ar atmosphere and under pressureless con-
ditions.
Sample
Target Heating Rate Pressure Dwell Temp Dwell Time
Composition (◦Cmin−1) (MPa) (◦C) (min)
Ar01 ZrC0.5 100 16-38 2100 22
Ar02 ZrC0.5 100 16-38 2250 22
Ar03 ZrC0.5 100 16-38 2400 22
X01 ZrC0.5 200 16-38 2400 10
P01 ZrC0.7 100 0 2000 45
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other mentioned samples within this study. The vacuum was not left equal to atmospheric
pressure to promote a minimum of gas removal from the die-punch assembly as it is an essen-
tial component to drive the reaction forwards. The programs used consisted of a 100 ◦Cmin−1
ramp to the maximum dwell temperature which was held for 22min with the first 10min at
16MPa followed by 2min over which pressure was increased to 38MPa and a further 10min
at that pressure before cooling. As summarised in Table 3.2 3 samples were produced at dif-
ferent dwell temperatures of 2100 ◦C, 2250 ◦C and 2400 ◦C, the thus produced samples will be
referred to as Ar01, Ar02 and Ar03 respectively. The powders were prepared using the wet
milling in a zirconia jar method (Section 2.4.3) with a target composition of ZrC0.5.
To test whether there were any significant benefits to using a much higher temperature a
sample was produced at an extreme dwell temperature of 2400 ◦C using a heating rate of
200 ◦Cmin−1. The dwell temperature was also selected to compare the result with the above-
mentioned sample Ar03 produced at 2400 ◦C. A powder of target composition ZrC0.5 was
prepared by the wet milling in a zirconia jar method (Section 2.4.3). The produced sample will
be referred to as X01 (X standing for extreme).
A pressureless reactive sintering process was also attempted in the SPS using a special
graphite die and punch assembly illustrated schematically in Figure 3.2 that impeded the
punches from pressing the powder once they made contact with the die; the die was 10mm
in diameter and 50mm in height. The powder was prepared using the wet milling in a zirco-
nia jar method (Section 2.4.3) with a target composition of ZrC0.7. The die was filled with as
much powder as could be poured and slightly pressed by hand by compressing the punches
Figure 3.2: Pressureless RSPS die-punch and powder schematic,
the inner diameter of the die was 10mm.
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to ensure the tips of both punches made contact with the powder; the total powder load was
of 2.30 g. The inside of the die and punch extremities had been lined with graphite paper as
previously done. The sample was produced after a 45min dwell at 2000 ◦C as summarised in
Table 3.2; the produced sample will be referred to as P01 (P standing for pressureless).
3.2.5. Comparison Between RSPS and Reactive Hot
Pressing
Three samples were reactively sintered in a hot press as a comparative study with the RSPS. A
graphite lined and graphite element heated FCT Systeme GmbH vacuum hot press was used
together with the same die and punch geometry lined with graphite paper as in the SPS. The
powder was prepared by wet milling in a nylon jar using coarse ZrO2 (Section 2.4.4) with target
composition ZrC0.5.
The samples produced in this comparative study will be referred to using the abbreviated
name HPX (HP standing for hot press) where X is a numerical identifier.
The maximum dwell temperature possible at the time of the experiment was 2000 ◦C with
a heating rate of 20 ◦Cmin−1. It was suspected that the reaction within the hot pressing (HP)
would proceed at a reduced rate compared to within the SPS, thus two samples were created
applying the same minimal pressure of 16MPa but the first was maintained at the dwell tem-
perature 60min while the second for only 10min (HP1 and HP2 respectively). A final sample
with no applied pressure throughout the heat treatment was produced making it a pressure-
less reactive sinter; the powder was compacted by hand within the 20mm Ø die before being
placed into the furnace. All powder charges were of 8 g and the powders were pressed and
Table 3.3: Reactive hot pressing conditions.
Sample
Target Heating Rate Pressure Dwell Temp Dwell Time
Composition (◦Cmin−1) (MPa) (◦C) (min)
HP1 ZrC0.5 20 16 2000 60
HP2 ZrC0.5 20 16 2000 10
HP3 ZrC0.5 20 0 2000 10
Reference RSPS sample
HPRef ZrC0.5 20 16 2000 10
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centred within the die as done for the RSPS procedure.
Using the same powder as the HP samples a reference sample was reacted in the SPS (re-
ferred to as HPRef) at the same 2000
◦C dwell for 10min as HP2, see Table 3.3 for reaction
conditions for all the samples.
The samples were characterised and analysed by SEM, XRD and at a later date by QCA; the
powders were exhausted during the experiments and could not be retrospectively analysed by
QCA for a before and after reaction comparison.
3.2.6. Summary of Experimental Conditions
As this study spans various investigations and sample sets a summary of the reaction condi-
tions under which each sample was created is presented in Table 3.4. The samples in Table 3.4
are organised following the order in which they are presented throughout Section 3.2.
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Table 3.4: Summary of reactive sintering conditions for all reported samples including details
about the thermal ramping and pressure application regimes. Low press. refers to
the minimum pressure applied at all times whereas the high press. refers to the high
sintering pressure applied at the end of the thermal dwell time; the press. app. time
is the time over which the high pressure was applied.
Sample
Target
Comp.
Heating Dwell Dwell Low High Press. Pressure
Rate Temperature Time Press. Press. App. Time Time
(◦Cmin−1) (◦C) (min) (MPa) (MPa) (min : sec) (min : sec)
Preliminary Parametrisation Expt.
P01 ZrC0.5 100 1700 60 16 0 - -
P02 ZrC0.5 100 1800 60 16 0 - -
P03 ZrC0.5 100 1900 60 16 0 - -
P04 ZrC0.9 100 2100 10 16 38 00:05 01:55
P05 ZrC0.9 100 2100 17 16 38 01:45 05:45
Different Powder Composition Expt.
C01 ZrC0.5 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
C02 ZrC0.7 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
C03 ZrC0.5 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
C04 ZrC0.7 100 2100 22+8
a 16 38 02:00 18:00a
Heating Rate and Pressure Expt.
RP-20-16 ZrC0.9 20 2100 20 16 0 - -
RP-50-16 ZrC0.9 50 2100 20 16 0 - -
RP-100-16 ZrC0.9 100 2100 20 16 0 - -
RP-200-16 ZrC0.9 200 2100 20 16 0 - -
RP-20-38 ZrC0.9 20 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
RP-50-38 ZrC0.9 50 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
RP-100-38 ZrC0.9 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
RP-200-38 ZrC0.9 200 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
RP0.5-100-38 ZrC0.5 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
RP0.7-100-38 ZrC0.7 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
Alternative RSPS Conditions Expt
Ar01 ZrC0.5 100 2100 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
Ar02 ZrC0.5 100 2250 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
Ar03 ZrC0.5 100 2400 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
X01 ZrC0.5 200 2400 22 16 38 02:00 10:00
P01 ZrC0.7 100 2000 45 0 0 - -
Comparison Between RSPS and HP Expt.
HP1 ZrC0.5 20 2000 60 16 0 - -
HP2 ZrC0.5 20 2000 10 16 0 - -
HP3 ZrC0.5 20 2000 10 0 0 - -
HPRef ZrC0.5 20 2000 10 16 0 - -
aDwell extended by 8min due to poor sintering rate observed in-situ.
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3.3. Results
Below are covered the results for each respective set of experiments.
3.3.1. Preliminary Process Parametrisation
3.3.1.1. Temperature Dependence of Reaction
During each RSPS reaction the computer logged data of various parameters from the SPS ma-
chine including relative piston travel, power and vacuum pressure; these were useful to un-
derstand the RSPS reaction. By viewing the logged data for the reactions of samples P01 to
P03 (Figure 3.3) it is immediately apparent that P03 (Figure 3.3(c)) released a greater amount
of gas than P01 and P02. The area under the vacuum pressure curves displayed in the fig-
ures is not a reliable measure of the reaction advancement but if more gas is released for the
same amount of powder over the same heat treatment time it does infer that the reaction will
have progressed further. This observation is confirmed by the XRD Figure 3.4; the pattern for
P03 Figure 3.4(c) shows significantly less intense ZrO2 peaks than P01 and P02 whose XRD
patterns are dominated by the monoclinic ZrO2 peaks.
QCA analyses (Table 3.5) also show that the carbothermic reduction for P03 reached the
greatest reaction advancement of the 3 samples. However, both XRD and QCA results point
to P02 having reacted less effectively than P01 despite P02 having been reacted at a higher
temperature; more intense ZrC phase peaks are visible in Figure 3.4(a) than Figure 3.4(b) and
the O/Zr ratio for P01 is slightly lower than for P02.
Table 3.5: QCA for P01 to P03, values for S, H and N are not given as they were either below
detection levels or less than 0.1 at.%.
Sample
Target Elements (at.%) Ratios
Composition Zra Cb Ob C/Zr O/Zr
P01 ZrC0.5 18.35 ±0.58 51.05 ±0.65 30.41 ±0.52 2.78 ±0.11 1.66 ±0.07
P02 ZrC0.5 17.63 ±0.38 51.32 ±0.82 30.87 ±1.01 2.91 ±0.06 1.75 ±0.09
P03 ZrC0.5 41.58 ±0.24 36.55 ±0.26 21.79 ±0.01 0.88 ±0.01 0.52 ±0.005
aCalculated as remainder from C, S, O, N, H QCA measurements.
bMeasured by QCA.
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Figure 3.3: SPS graphs for the production of P01-P03 with calculated areas under the vacuum
pressure curve as comparative representation of reaction advancement.
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Figure 3.4: XRD patterns for P01-P03 (a-c) with respective PDF reference files (d-f) for the
ZrC, m-ZrO2 and t-ZrO2 phases.
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Table 3.6: Phase lattice parameters and wt.% obtained by Rietveld analysis for S09-S11.
Phase Property
Value
S09 S10 S11
ZrC
a,b,c (Å) 4.688 4.687 4.684
Weight (wt.%) 14.0 2.0 71.0
m-ZrO2
a (Å) 5.154 5.154 5.057
b (Å) 5.201 5.210 5.287
c (Å) 5.318 5.319 5.364
Weight (wt.%) 82.5 94.5 17.0
t-ZrO2
a,b (Å) 3.607 3.606 3.599
c (Å) 5.176 5.174 5.204
Weight (wt.%) 3.5 3.5 12.0
Rietveld analysis (Table 3.6) performed on the XRD patterns also agreed with the observa-
tions that P01 has a higher wt.% of ZrC phase and a lower wt.% of m-ZrO2 phase than P02 and
that P03 is predominantly ZrC.
The tetragonal ZrO2 phase detected by XRD is likely to be related to the wet milling method
within the zirconia jar. According to Figure 2.17 over the duration of 4 h milling up to 9 g of
t-ZrO2 contamination may have been introduced into the powder. The powder was prepared
in 20 g batches meaning that up to 31% of the final weight could have been additional t-ZrO2
leading the target composition to be heavily skewed towards a zirconia-rich product. However,
the QCA results for the lesser reacted samples P01 and P02 suggest that this was not the case
as, if anything, the powders were C-rich with a final target composition closer to ZrC1.0 rather
than the originally desired ZrC0.5. Without the starting powders at the time of these results
it was not possible to address the issue further, it is most likely that a small portion of t-ZrO2
was introduced into the powder although it is also possible that this is produced during the
reaction.
3.3.1.2. Sintering Pressure
By analysing the logged data from the SPS for samples P04 and P05, as shown in Figure 3.5,
it was possible to distinguish the various segments associated with the RSPS process. Each
segment has been delimited by vertical lines and identified using Roman numerals above each
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Figure 3.5: Graphs of relative piston travel, heating power and vacuum pressure during RSPS
reaction of P04 and P05 with each different reaction segment identified by Roman
numerals.
segment in both Figure 3.5 and subsequent graphs.
A total of 6 main segments were identified from the reactions of P04 and P05 (Figure 3.5).
Piston contact andminimum pressure application was made during Segment I (S-I for short) as
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Figure 3.6: XRD of RSPS samples (a+b) P04 with an XRD pattern for both sides of the pellet,
c) P05.
thermal ramping was initiated. S-II was marked by a sudden positive piston travel that tended
to then plateau, however between P04 and P05 the onset of piston travel differed; the onset of
gas release from the carbothermic reduction also occurred towards the end of S-II as indicated
by the loss of vacuum pressure. A peak in gas release together with a rapid acceleration of
contraction rate into steep linear piston travel marked S-III; at the adopted heating rate of
100 ◦Cmin−1 maximal gas release coincided with the temperature reaching 2100 ◦C. The peak
observed for P05 (Figure 3.5(b)) was identified as a more homogeneous reaction given that
only a single gas peak was present as opposed to a delayed double peak seen for the reaction
of P04 (Figure 3.5(a)). During S-IV piston travel deceleration towards a plateau in conjunction
with a decrease in gas release back to almost base vacuum pressure marked the end of the
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carbothermic reaction. Pressure application at the beginning of S-V resulted in further positive
contraction of the sample that gradually plateaued over time marking a further sintering of
the powder into a pellet. Finally, in S-VI during ramp-down of temperature, current and load,
positive piston travel resulted from thermal contraction of the samples.
The difference in gas release between P04 and P05 (Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b)) was mainly
attributed to an asymmetric reaction due to an asymmetric pressing of the powder by the
Figure 3.7: SEM micrographs of preliminary RSPS sample P05, a) SEI of polished surface mi-
crostructure, b) SEI of poorly sintered C-rich area, c) low magnification BSE ax-
ial cross-section showing heterogeneous composition and, d) BSE of sintered ZrO2
particles with (insert) EDS spectra, e) SEI radial cross-section and, f) S04 SEI axial
cross-section of C-rich elongated voids.
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punches as observed upon extraction from the SPS. As a result the side that was pressed farther
towards the axial centre of the die received a greater heat than the side that was not pressed
towards the centre. Thus the side that was most aligned with the axial centre of the die reacted
to a greater advancement of the carbothermic reduction of ZrO2 as indicated by the more
prominent ZrC peaks in Figure 3.6(a) compared to the more prominent ZrO2 monoclinic peaks
in Figure 3.6(b).
No ZrO2 peaks could be detected for P05 by XRD (Figure 3.6(c)) although a noticeable car-
bon (graphitic) peak at 2θ ≈ 26.5 was observed. Microstructural characterisation of P05 cross-
sections by SEM (Figure 3.7) revealed several C-rich areas (Figures 3.7(b), 3.7(e) and 3.7(f)) as
well as a dispersed secondary phase (Figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(d)) showing a high degree of sinter-
ing and a higher Z contrast when observed in backscattered electron imaging (BSE) imaging.
Through EDS analysis (Figure 3.7(d) insert) the secondary phase was seen to be oxygen rich
and consequently assumed to be ZrO2 as similarly observed by Jackson [306].
Similarly C-rich areas (detected by XRD Figure 3.6(c)) were observed in two forms, the first
was a poorly densified/reacted region as shown in Figure 3.7(b) that upon polishing was re-
vealed as a pit with a mixture of grains showing a bright contrast surrounded by darker C
due to the difference in Z contrast even in secondary electron imaging (SEI); the second was
elongated platelet shaped C-rich voids oriented perpendicular to the pressing axis as shown in
Figures 3.7(e) and 3.7(f).
The final P05 pellet had a bulk density 4.86 gcm−1 (74%TD) so despite it having had a
longer sintering phase (than P04) within which linear compression also began plateauing (Fig-
ure 3.5(b)) it was still a poorly sintered pellet. The single gas release peak carbothermic reduc-
tion was an improvement over P04 but this was not enough for a successful complete RSPS.
Table 3.7: QCA results for sample P05 including analysis for the starting powder, values for S,
H and N are not given as they were either below detection levels or less than 0.1 at.%.
Sample
Target Elements (at.%) Ratios
Composition Zra Cb Ob C/Zr O/Zr
P05 ZrC0.9 49.30 ±0.17 40.22 ±0.30 10.47 ±0.14 0.82 ±0.01 0.21 ±0.02
aCalculated as remainder from C, S, O, N, H QCA measurements.
bMeasured by QCA.
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Thus the low quality of the final product was attributed to poor mixing of the precursor pow-
der which resulted in the ZrO2 secondary phase (Figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(d)) and C-rich voids
(Figures 3.7(e) and 3.7(f)). QCA results (Table 3.7) unsurprisingly revealed a high wt.% of
O contamination in P05 most of it contained in the bright BSE contrast phase (Figures 3.7(c)
and 3.7(d)) with the rest being in the ZrOC grains that did not fully convert. Efforts were thus
focused on improving the precursor powder mixing process to achieve a more homogeneous
and complete reaction; a wet milling of the powders in ethanol approach was adopted.
3.3.2. Different Powder Compositions
When comparing the resulting pellets produced from dry (C01 and C02) and wet (C03 and
C04) milled precursor powders by SEM (Figure 3.8) a noticeable improvement in final compo-
sitional homogeneity for wet milled powders could be seen when viewing the surface compo-
sition through BSE imaging (Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(e) versus Figures 3.8(h) and 3.8(i)).
Dry milled powders produced samples showing various undesirable microstructural fea-
tures. A secondary phase having a darker BSE contrast was observed in C01 (Figures 3.8(c)
and 3.8(d)) at various locations with varying dimensions between ∼40µm to ∼250µm some
also visible at low magnification (Figure 3.8(a)). Regions of higher sintered density dispersed
throughout C02 were observed (Figure 3.8(f)) appearing to have a brighter BSE contrast at low
magnification due to them having a lower pore fraction than the surrounding region. Carbon
rich pits showing poor levels of reaction and sintering were still observed in both C01 and C02,
though in C02 some had consumed the carbon turning the regions into voids within which the
grain structure could be seen (Figure 3.8(g)).
A carbon rich pit was analysed by comparative EDS analysis (Figure 3.9) it was observed
that the pits were comprised of two phases, a dark grey phase identified as spectrum 1 con-
taining both C and O and a black phase identified as spectrum 3 being rich in C; the pits
were surrounded by the light grey bulk phase, identified as spectrum 2, that contained C and
comparatively less or no detectable O.
Conversely C03 and C04 produced from wet milled powders showed a high degree of homo-
geneity as seen from C04 Figure 3.8(i), the micrograph is also representative of C03. No signif-
icant excess C, voids or differentially sintered regions were observable; however the secondary
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Figure 3.8: SEMmicrographs of RSPS varied composition samples C01-C04, a) C01 axial cross-
section b) C01 microstructure (c-d) C01 secondary phase with darker backscatter
contrast, (e-f) C02 radial cross-section microstructure showing compositional ho-
mogeneity, g) C02 SEI of void showing grain structure, h) C03 BSE showing com-
positional homogeneity, (i-j) C04 radial cross-section showing compositional ho-
mogeneity and microstructure.
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Figure 3.9: BSE of a C-rich region observed in C01 with EDS spectra (right) of various marked
regions.
phase with a darker BSE contrast, as observed in C01, was also detected in both C03 and C04
as dispersed grains (rather than regions) throughout the samples (Figures 3.8(f) and 3.8(h)) –
though in C04 it is hard to distinguish from the pores.
The secondary phase with darker BSE contrast was investigated in C03 by using EDS map-
ping. An EDSmap was acquired over a 10min period, the map of each element Zr, C and O are
shown in Figure 3.10 demonstrates that the secondary phase is rich in O when compared to the
brighter bulk phase. It can be further noticed that a slightly higher oxygen content seems to
Table 3.8: Density and ZrC lattice parameter measurements (from XRD) of C01-C04, %TD is
calculated with respect to stoichiometric ZrC.
Sample
Target Lat. Param. Bulk Density
%TD
App. Density App. Porosity
Composition (ZrC) (Å) ρbulk (gcm−3) ρsolid (gcm−3) πa (%)
C01 ZrC0.5 4.692 6.42 97 6.43 0.07
C02 ZrC0.7 4.690 5.44 83 6.38 14.85
C03 ZrC0.5 4.688 6.44 98 6.54 1.57
C04 ZrC0.7 4.695 5.83 88 6.47 9.94
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Figure 3.10: EDS element map of C03 showing Zr, C and O distribution, EDS map was per-
formed over 10min.
be detected at the grain/pore edges rather than the centre of the grain. The average grain size
of C03 was also measured by channelling contrast to be 5.2µm which is smaller than for the
same reaction performed in a hot-press which gave an average grain size of about 12µm [306].
Both available samples and precursor powders were analysed by QCA later on in the study
with the results reported in Table 3.9. Unfortunately the starting powders for C03 and C04
were consumed prior to the availability of QCA and couldn’t be retrospectively analysed. Look-
ing at the starting powder batches in Table 3.9 the compositions of ZrO2 to C were close to the
values required to produce the desired target stoichiometries according to Reaction (2.10). De-
spite this the QCA results of the samples show that most pellets came out with an almost stoi-
chiometric composition plus some oxygen impurity (except C04). Sample C04 did not achieve
a complete reaction despite it having yielded a single reaction peak in S-II and S-III; during
its RSPS the sintering in S-V occurred at a much lower rate, the dwell at high temperature
and pressure was extended by 8min but this did not allow it to reach a density above 88%
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Table 3.9: QCA for C01 to C04 including QCA of starting powders for C01-C02 as those for
C03-C04 were consumed prior to analysis availability, values for S, H and N are not
given as they were either below detection levels or less than 0.1 at.%, unavailable
values are due to exhaustion of sample or precursor powders prior to QCA avail-
ability.
Sample
Target Elements (at.%) Ratios
Composition Zra Cb Ob C/Zr O/Zr
C01 ZrC0.5 44.13 ±3.15 48.38 ±3.39 7.30 ±0.82 1.10 ±0.15 0.17 ±0.02
C02 ZrC0.7 46.85 ±0.75 49.88 ±0.60 3.10 ±0.26 1.06 ±0.03 0.07 ±0.01
C03 ZrC0.5 48.68 ±0.74 48.56 ±0.77 2.70 ±0.16 1.00 ±0.03 0.06 ±0.003
C04 ZrC0.7 44.02 ±0.44 27.77 ±0.38 28.20 ±0.80 0.63 ±0.005 0.64 ±0.02
Starting Powder QCA
C01 ZrC0.5 18.03 ±0.25 46.57 ±0.37 35.39 ±0.17 2.58 ±0.06 1.96 ±0.02
C02 ZrC0.7 17.47 ±0.09 48.23 ±0.10 34.28 ±0.12 2.76 ±0.02 1.96 ±0.02
C03 + C04 unavailable
aCalculated as remainder from C, S, O, N, H QCA measurements.
bMeasured by QCA.
(Table 3.8).
From SEM it was observed that all 4 samples had free carbon present; in the C01 and C02 the
carbon was generally heterogeneously dispersed with some regions containing more, whereas
in C03 and C04 it was homogeneously intergranularly dispersed occurring in small quantity.
Thus all reactions were incomplete and as observed by C04 if the reaction proceeds poorly it
can negatively affect sinterability.
The improvement to final sample homogeneity prompted wet milling to be the method of
choice for powder preparation as it achieved a more thorough mixing of the two powders.
3.3.3. Effects of Heating Rate and Pressure
The QCA results from both the starting powders and end samples are reported in Table 3.10.
Importantly these results allowed the analysis of the change in chemical composition from the
starting powder to the RSPS produced pellet; in Table 3.11 are reported the powders with their
respectively produced samples.
From Table 3.10 it is clear that the carbothermic reaction was not completed for any sam-
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Table 3.10: QCA for heating rate and pressure investigation precursor powders and produced
samples, values for S, H and N are not given as they were either below detection
levels or less than 0.1 at.%.
Sample
Target Elements (at.%) Ratios
Composition Zra Cb Ob C/Zr O/Zr
1st set
RP-20-16 ZrC0.9 48.62 ±0.47 46.48 ±0.48 4.88 ±0.81 0.96 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.02
RP-50-16 ZrC0.9 46.06 ±0.12 48.66 ±0.15 5.26 ±0.12 1.06 ±0.01 0.11 ±0.00
RP-100-16 ZrC0.9 49.45 ±0.51 45.72 ±0.60 4.82 ±0.28 0.92 ±0.02 0.10 ±0.01
RP-200-16 ZrC0.9 49.22 ±0.42 45.50 ±0.32 5.26 ±0.31 0.92 ±0.01 0.11 ±0.01
2nd set
RP-20-38 ZrC0.9 48.64 ±0.40 45.13 ±0.30 6.21 ±0.22 0.93 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.01
RP-50-38 ZrC0.9 49.26 ±0.45 45.37 ±0.37 5.35 ±0.10 0.92 ±0.02 0.11 ±0.003
RP-100-38 ZrC0.9 48.56 ±0.53 45.75 ±0.47 5.67 ±0.07 0.94 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.003
RP-200-38 ZrC0.9 49.09 ±0.33 45.12 ±0.25 5.77 ±0.10 0.92 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.003
RP0.5-100-38 ZrC0.5 48.12 ±0.21 39.29 ±0.21 12.58 ±0.20 0.82 ±0.01 0.26 ±0.005
RP0.7-100-38 ZrC0.7 48.49 ±0.17 42.43 ±0.17 9.06 ±0.19 0.88 ±0.01 0.19 ±0.004
Starting Powder QCA
WB1 ZrC0.9 17.09 ±0.75 49.02 ±1.54 33.76 ±2.27 2.87 ±0.04 1.98 ±0.21
WB2 ZrC0.9 16.48 ±0.16 48.63 ±0.54 34.73 ±0.46 2.95 ±0.05 2.11 ±0.03
WB3 ZrC0.9 16.81 ±0.11 48.02 ±0.23 35.05 ±0.18 2.86 ±0.03 2.09 ±0.02
WB4 ZrC0.9 16.51 ±0.12 48.51 ±0.06 34.80 ±0.08 2.94 ±0.02 2.11 ±0.02
WB5 ZrC0.5 17.38 ±0.15 46.00 ±0.16 36.51 ±0.01 2.65 ±0.03 2.10 ±0.02
WB6 ZrC0.9 17.08 ±0.23 47.50 ±0.40 35.20 ±0.48 2.78 ±0.04 2.06 ±0.05
aCalculated as remainder from C, S, O, N, H QCA measurements.
bMeasured by QCA.
ple as they all contained at least 4.8 at.% oxygen; the average (O+C)/Zr ratio for the reported
samples is 1.06, meaning the samples were composed of a C-rich ZrOC phase. In Table 3.11
the expected final composition was calculated for both the powders and the pellets had the
reaction been completed following Reaction (2.10) in order to at least qualitatively compare
the initial and final compositions. The differences calculated were minimal suggesting that the
carbon from the die and graphite paper did not play a part in the reaction.
It was observed SEM (Figure 3.22) that all samples had free carbon between grains of pre-
dominantly ZrOC (as confirmed by EDS). The significance of this observation and the struc-
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Table 3.11: Matched QCA determined composition elemental ratios between precursor pow-
ders and the respectively produced pellets with included calculated expected final
C/Zr composition had all the oxygen been reacted from the powders/final samples
and the difference between the final pellet composition with respect to its powder.
Powder / Target Ratios Expected Final Powder−Sample
Sample Composition C/Zr O/Zr C/Zr Comp. C/Zr Difference
WB1 ZrC0.9 2.87 ±0.04 1.98 ±0.21 0.89 -
RP-20-16 ZrC0.9 0.96 ±0.01 0.10 ±0.02 0.86 −0.04
RP-200-38 ZrC0.9 0.92 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.00 0.80 −0.09
WB2 ZrC0.9 2.95 ±0.05 2.11 ±0.03 0.84 -
RP-50-38 ZrC0.9 0.92 ±0.02 0.11 ±0.00 0.81 −0.03
RP-100-38 ZrC0.9 0.94 ±0.02 0.12 ±0.00 0.83 −0.02
WB3 ZrC0.9 2.86 ±0.03 2.09 ±0.02 0.77 -
RP-100-16 ZrC0.9 0.92 ±0.02 0.10 ±0.01 0.83 0.06
RP-200-16 ZrC0.9 0.92 ±0.01 0.11 ±0.01 0.82 0.05
WB4 ZrC0.9 2.94 ±0.02 2.11 ±0.02 0.83 -
RP-50-16 ZrC0.9 1.06 ±0.01 0.11 ±0.00 0.94 0.11
RP-20-38 ZrC0.9 0.93 ±0.01 0.13 ±0.01 0.80 −0.03
WB5 ZrC0.5 2.65 ±0.03 2.10 ±0.02 0.55 -
RP0.5-100-38 ZrC0.5 0.82 ±0.01 0.26 ±0.00 0.56 0.01
WB6 ZrC0.7 2.78 ±0.04 2.06 ±0.05 0.72 -
RP0.7-100-38 ZrC0.7 0.88 ±0.01 0.19 ±0.00 0.69 −0.03
ture’s morphology are further discussed and presented Section 3.4.
Pellets produced in the 2nd set with the applied high pressure in the last 10min had an
average O content of ∼7.4 at.% whereas those in the 1st set had on average ∼5.1 at.% O. The
distribution of oxygen content can also be seen clearly in Figure 3.11. This suggests that the
reaction is still proceeding after the S-III gas release peak and that application of pressure
hindered further reaction advancement.
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Table 3.12: Heating rate and pressure investigation sample lattice parameters and density
measurements, %TD is calculated with respect to stoichiometric ZrC.
Sample
Target Lat. Param. Bulk Density
%TD
App. Density App. Porosity
Composition (ZrC) (Å) ρbulk (gcm−3) ρsolid (gcm−3) πa (%)
1st set
RP-20-16 ZrC0.9 4.687 3.91 59 6.58 40.64
RP-50-16 ZrC0.9 4.686 3.63 55 6.64 45.43
RP-100-16 ZrC0.9 4.689 3.55 54 6.59 46.05
RP-200-16 ZrC0.9 4.686 3.43 52 6.60 48.05
2nd set
RP-20-38 ZrC0.9 4.692 5.11 78 6.63 22.89
RP-50-38 ZrC0.9 4.692 5.16 78 6.61 21.93
RP-100-38 ZrC0.9 4.694 5.00 76 6.59 24.02
RP-200-38 ZrC0.9 4.693 5.21 79 6.59 20.90
RP0.5-100-38 ZrC0.5 4.688 6.48 98 6.53 0.72
RP0.7-100-38 ZrC0.7 4.686 5.87 89 6.31 6.96
Figure 3.11: Correlation between oxygen content and bulk density for samples in the heating
rate and pressure investigation.
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Figure 3.12: Time normalised comparison of piston travel and gas release for samples in the
heating rate-pressure investigation, the time was normalised during the heating
ramp to 100 ◦Cmin−1 for all samples within the study, a) normalised piston travel,
b) normalised gas release.
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Density measurements and lattice parameters obtained from XRD spectra are reported in
Table 3.12. Samples in the 2nd set produced by applying a high pressure second phase during
the dwell tended to reach higher bulk densities than samples produced at the minimum ap-
plied pressure. However, if the oxygen content is plotted against the final sample bulk density
as shown in Figure 3.11 a correlation seems to exist between the two. This suggests that a cer-
tain level of oxygen content within the ZrOC sample does aid sintering however the relation is
not linear and seems to plateau.
By normalising the heating ramp time for all samples to equal a heating rate of 100 ◦Cmin−1
it was possible to compare the piston travel and gas release periods for the samples in the
set (Figure 3.12); note that the areas of the gas release peaks are not comparable as up until
the dwell temperature the data points have been normalised. Samples RP-20-16 and RP-20-
38 produced at with a heating rate of 20 ◦Cmin−1 had the maximum gas release peak earlier
than samples produced at a higher heating rate. Beyond this difference the results for both
gas release and piston travel were very similar suggesting that the compression seen in S-II
(discussed in Section 3.4) and gas release were temperature dependent rather than heating rate
dependent.
3.3.4. Alternative RSPS Conditions
According to QCA results presented in Table 3.13 performing the RSPS at a pressure slightly
lower than atmospheric in an inert gas and at different temperatures did not aid advance-
ment of the carbothermic reduction. The reaction was not completed and a high degree of
oxygen (∼30 at.%) was still present within the samples. As confirmed by XRD (Figure 3.14)
unreacted monoclinic ZrO2 was still present. Further the reaction can be noted as temperature
insensitive when the RSPS is performed under such atmospheric-pressure conditions given the
similar end chemical compositions obtained for all (ArXX) samples. From these observations
the conditions were deemed unsuitable and analyses such as density measurements and XRD
(for Ar01) were not obtained.
QCA (Table 3.13) and XRD (Figure 3.14) both confirmed that pressureless sintering achieved
high reaction advancement as well as a low final oxygen content (below 2 at.%). From SEM
observation (Figure 3.13) it was noticed that the centre of the pellet was the least densified
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Table 3.13: QCA for all samples produced under alternative RSPS conditions, values for S, H
and N are not given as they were either below detection levels or less than 0.1 at.%,
unavailable values are due to exhaustion of sample or precursor powders prior to
QCA availability.
Sample
Target Elements (at.%) Ratios
Composition Zra Cb Ob C/Zr O/Zr
Ar01 ZrC0.5 44.30 ±0.57 28.39 ±0.34 27.30 ±0.61 0.64 ±0.01 0.62 ±0.02
Ar02 ZrC0.5 44.75 ±0.61 27.61 ±0.77 27.64 ±0.17 0.62 ±0.03 0.62 ±0.01
Ar03 ZrC0.5 44.53 ±0.37 27.91 ±0.86 27.54 ±0.49 0.63 ±0.02 0.62 ±0.01
X01 ZrC0.5 48.68 ±0.73 40.20 ±0.60 11.09 ±0.17 0.83 ±0.02 0.23 ±0.01
P01 ZrC0.7 50.40 ±0.32 48.11 ±0.42 1.47 ±0.17 0.95 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.003
aCalculated as remainder from C, S, O, N, H QCA measurements.
bMeasured by QCA.
with shrinkage gaps between sintered clusters being widest in the centre (Figure 3.13(a)). This
suggests the reaction may have occurred from the outer rim inwards with gas pressure building
up in the centre of the pellet leaving material to sinter more densely on the outer region. No
compositional variations were detected by BSE imaging (Figure 3.13(d)) suggesting the final
product had a high degree of homogeneity.
During the RSPS of X01, produced at an extreme dwell temperature of 2400 ◦C and a heating
rate of 200 ◦Cmin−1, the process was interrupted 2min after the application of the high pres-
sure as a rapid piston acceleration was observed which was assumed to be due to a component
of the press failing. This was however not the case and the sample was retrieved intact. The
sample was both fractured and polished for SEM analysis (Figure 3.15); it showed a unique
microstructure not previously observed in other samples.
Table 3.14: Lattice parameters and density measurements for samples produced using alterna-
tive RSPS conditions.
Sample
Target Lat. Param. Bulk Density App. Density App. Porosity
Composition (ZrC) (Å) ρbulk (gcm−3) ρsolid (gcm−3) πa (%)
Ar02 ZrC0.5 4.681 - - -
Ar03 ZrC0.5 4.680 - - -
X01 ZrC0.5 - 6.26 6.50 3.71
P01 ZrC0.7 4.698 2.44 5.88 58.45
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Figure 3.13: SEM micrographs of P01, pressureless reactive sintering in the SPS, a) low mag-
nification SEI looking down the pressing axis of the die, (b+c) medium and high
magnification SEI of grains, d) high magnification BSE of grains.
Several gaps were visible between grains and grain clusters throughout the sample Fig-
ures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b), as these were present both narrow and wide and always intergran-
ular they were characterised as interconnected pore channels. Grain boundary morphology
was visible within voids (Figure 3.15(d)), the rounded surfaces visible suggested that the high
temperatures promoted vapour phase transport of material. This is supported by the presence
of small round particles (identified by red arrows) that are much smaller than the surround-
ing grains meaning their high curvature is promoting vapour transport from their surface to
surrounding necks. The high temperature also promoted a high grain growth rate causing the
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Figure 3.14: XRD patterns for Ar02, Ar03 and P01, a) Ar02 pattern, b) Ar03 pattern and c) P01
pattern.
average grain size to be 45.5µm (Figures 3.15(c), 3.15(e) and 3.15(f)) as opposed to the previ-
ously observed average being close to 6µm. The fast grain growth resulted in the grains having
intragranular porosity (Figure 3.15(c)), darker specks were also visible within the grains but
it was not possible to identify whether this was a secondary phase or simply a compositional
contrast transferring through to SEI due to pores just below the surface. Carbon clusters were
visible in the cross-sectional fractography (Figure 3.15(e)).
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Figure 3.15: SEM-SEI micrographs of X01 produced under extreme conditions, (a+b) low and
high magnification of polished surface showing cracks, c) polished grain showing
trapped voids, d) inside of a pore showing necks (blue arrows) and smaller grains
showing spherical morphology (red arrows), (e+f) low and high magnification of
fracture surface showing grain structure.
3.3.5. Comparison Between RSPS and Reactive Hot
Pressing
With the hot press being limited to 20 ◦Cmin−1 heating rate and a 2000 ◦C dwell temperature,
sample HPRef was made under the same conditions (10min dwell) via RSPS for comparison.
Upon extraction from the HP only HP2 remained an intact pellet. Once reacted HP1 had to
be ground to fully remove the surface infiltrated graphite paper, once this was done the sam-
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Table 3.15: QCA for reactively hot pressed and reference RSPS samples, values for S, H and N
are not given as they were either below detection levels or less than 0.1 at.%.
Sample
Target Elements (at.%) Ratios
Composition Zra Cb Ob C/Zr O/Zr
HP1 ZrC0.5 45.93 ±0.89 39.00 ±0.45 15.06 ±1.22 0.85 ±0.01 0.33 ±0.03
HP2 ZrC0.5 22.40 ±2.52 45.93 ±3.46 31.65 ±4.67 2.07 ±0.27 1.44 ±0.33
HP3 ZrC0.5 50.80 ±0.28 38.07 ±0.04 10.07 ±0.39 0.75 ±0.00 0.20 ±0.01
HPRef ZrC0.5 44.56 ±0.02 44.15 ±0.36 11.27 ±0.38 0.99 ±0.01 0.25 ±0.01
aCalculated as remainder from C, S, O, N, H QCA measurements.
bMeasured by QCA.
ple broke into several pieces due to its brittleness; of these only 2 pieces were used for analysis
and are schematically represented in Figure 3.17 as no photos were taken. These pieces were
selected based upon the criteria that they were of a comparable pellet segment angle (∼ 75◦)
and that the bigger fragment was a full segment of the entire pellet radius; the radial thickness
of the rim portion was ∼ 30% of the total radius (10mm). These pieces were distinguished as
full and rim for the full pellet and rim segments respectively in XRD (Figure 3.16) and den-
sity measurements (Table 3.16). HP3 (pressurelessly reacted powder) upon extraction looked
as schematically represented in Figure 3.18 having cracks running primarily radially and per-
pendicular to the height of the cylindrical pellet. The sample was fairly fragile and a section
from the top was removed at about 13 of the sample height, this section was analysed by XRD
with the incident X-rays (Figure 3.16(c)) on the outer most surface of the sample and is referred
Table 3.16: Lattice parameters and density measurements for reactively hot pressed samples
and RSPS reference, HP1 and HP3 came apart into several section upon removal
from the HP.
Sample
Target Lat. Param. Bulk Density
%TD
App. Density App. Porosity
Composition (ZrC) (Å) ρbulk (gcm−3) ρsolid (gcm−3) πa (%)
HP1 (full) ZrC0.5 4.686 5.41 82 5.79 6.57
HP1 (rim) ZrC0.5 4.687 6.00 91 6.38 5.85
HP2 ZrC0.5 4.687 3.96 60 4.61 14.07
HP3 (inside) ZrC0.5 4.672 2.77 42 5.17 46.34
HP3 (outside) ZrC0.5 4.695 2.79 42 5.16 46.00
HPRef ZrC0.5 4.687 3.27 50 6.05 45.95
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Figure 3.16: XRD patterns for HP1-HP3 with reference PDF files, a) HP1 patterns taken from
a full section and only the rim of the sample, b) HP2 pattern and c) HP3 patterns
taken from the outer most and inner (about 13 of sample height) surfaces of the
sample.
to as HP3 (outside). The remaining bottom part was also analysed by XRD (Figure 3.16(c)) with
the incident X-rays aimed on the inner sample surface (lightly ground by hand to achieve a flat
geometry) and is referred to as HP3 (inside). For both density measurements were also ob-
tained (Table 3.16).
Presented QCA results (Table 3.15) show that of the 3 hot press reacted samples HP2 had
the lowest reaction advancement having the highest final highest oxygen content at 31.65 at.%.
Consequently monoclinic ZrO2 peaks were detected by XRD for HP2 (Figure 3.16(b)) when
analysing the outer surface of the pellet. Monoclinic ZrO2 peaks were also detected in the full
segment of HP1 (Figure 3.16(a)) but not in the rim segment meaning it was localised within the
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centre of the pellet. On the other hand none were detected for HP3 though the outside portion
had a larger ZrC lattice parameter than the inside portion.
From the density measurements of HP1 (Table 3.16) it can be seen that the rim is denser than
the central region of the pellet, knowing the above-mentioned dimensions of the rim it can be
calculated that the centre was up to 20% less dense than the rim. A microstructural evolution
was documented by SEM for the HP1 full section in Figure 3.20 where high and low magni-
fication micrographs were taken from the centre to the rim regions of the pellet. The central
regions (Figures 3.20(a) and 3.20(c)) had several visible carbon-rich areas (black on micro-
graphs) that diminished as observation approached the outer rim (Figures 3.20(e) and 3.20(g)).
Densely packed grains only became visible towards the edge of the sample (Figure 3.20(h))
whereas in the centre most region oxygen-rich grains were observed by EDS (Figure 3.20(b)
insert).
Micrographs of HPRef were taken by SEM for comparison with HP1 (Figure 3.19). These
showed that HPRef had a much more homogeneous composition throughout as shown in Fig-
ure 3.19(a) with smaller and more dispersed carbon-rich regions. FromQCA (Table 3.15) it can
be seen that HPRef also did not complete its reaction, however it ended up having an oxygen
content comparable to HP3 produce pressurelessly. Though HPRef was to be compared with
HP2 which was produced under the same conditions, given that HP2 had 3 times the oxygen
content of HPRef it was not deemed a good comparison and thus HP1 was used instead. This
result alone strongly suggests that the RSPS process is much more effective than a reactive HP
one.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of HP1 segments for
which density measurements
were taken, the sample broke
upon extraction into several
pieces one which included a full
radius length segment of the
pellet and one with just the outer
rim.
Figure 3.18: Schematic of HP3 upon extrac-
tion from the furnace, the sam-
ple had several cracks due to the
high mass loss of the carbother-
mic reduction that were mainly
oriented radially as illustrated.
XRD analysis was performed on
both the outer surface and in-
ner surface of one of the cracked
pieces that offered a flat geome-
try.
Figure 3.19: SEM-SEI micrographs of HPRef, (a-c) low, medium and high magnification of the
sample microstructure, d) poorly densified and reacted C-rich pit.
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Figure 3.20: SEM-SEI micrographs of HP1 going from the centre towards the outer edge of
the sample, micrographs alternate between a low and high magnification of the
same value, (a-b) microstructure at centre most part of HP1 with EDX (insert)
showing O rich and ZrOC grains, (c-d) microstructure at ∼33% of pellet radius,
(e-f) microstructure at ∼66% of pellet radius, (g-h) outer most microstructure.
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3.4. Discussion
From the SPS data of the temperature dependence investigation of the RSPS (Section 3.3.1.1)
suggested that the carbothermic reaction began to appear favourable above 1900 ◦C as it oc-
curred more vigorously. Published results by Sun et al. [308] on the same process found that
the peak of the reaction occurred at 1750 ◦C while in this study the peak of the reaction oc-
curred primarily at 2100 ◦C (see Table 3.17). One major difference with the study by Sun et
al. [308] is their SPS equipment allowed the application of a much lower minimum pressure of
only 5MPa compared to the minimum that was possible with the SPS in this study of 16MPa.
The extra pressure applied during the RSPS in this study counteracted the pressure build-up
from the reaction gases within the die and punches delaying their release until a threshold
pressure was achieved. The threshold pressure was achieved when the temperature was high
enough to promote a rapid advancement of the carbothermic reduction to result in a rapid re-
lease of gases. This explains why the reaction was observed to have started already by 1700 ◦C
but only began to advance at a desirable rate above at least 1900 ◦C thus suggesting a good
agreement with results by Sun et al. [308].
Both the heat treatment and powder preparation method used had a great effect on the car-
bothermic reduction as well as the end bulk composition. The agglomerates observed in the
coarse ZrO2 powder, used for early precursor powders, were a problem until wet milling (Sec-
tions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4) was used. Wet milling enabled a more effective break down of the hard
agglomerates creating a more homogeneously inter-dispersed powder mixture which resulted
in an improvement in compositional homogeneity Section 3.3.2; the wet milled samples (C03
and C04) were predominantly a single phase with some small areas of detectable free carbon
compared to the dry milled ones (C01 and C02). The presence of dense and hard agglomerates
reduced the ZrO2 reactivity by reducing its available surface area of contact with the produced
gases; had this been a reaction with loosely packed powder, as is common in typical 8 h car-
bothermic reduction processes in a furnace the hard ZrO2 particles would have had a much
smaller impact on the reaction. However in the RSPS here performed, the powder was pre-
compacted and under pressure with the reaction occurring over ∼10min (Table 3.17 for more
details) making close proximity and good mixing between ZrO2 and C much more important
in order for the gas driven carbothermic reduction to occur throughout the entire pellet.
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When the ZrO2 activity was reduced due to hard agglomerates, or the powder was poorly
mixed, it caused the end samples to have heterogeneous compositions as shown in Figure 3.7.
Regions within the powder compact that had a poor ZrO2 availability resulted in two mi-
crostructural C-rich features: the first were C-rich granular areas showing poor sintering (Fig-
ures 3.7(b) and 3.10) and unreacted C, the second were C-rich elongated voids (Figures 3.7(e)
and 3.7(f)). On the other hand regions with a high concentration of ZrO2 and possibly hard
agglomerates (Figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(d)) caused ZrO2 coarse grains to form. Such C and ZrO2
features were never observed in the vicinity of each other suggesting that they occurred due to
a lack of the other component causing the local reaction to proceed poorly. Such phenomena
were greatly reduced by improving the precursor powder mixing as well as reducing the ZrO2
hard agglomerates through wet milling resulting in a higher sample homogeneity as shown in
S05-S08 (Figure 3.8).
In this study the onset of gas release occurring in S-III, just as the dwell temperature was
reached (Figure 3.12(b)), was preceded by a compression (referred to as the first compression)
in S-II (Figure 3.12(a)). This was observed for all samples (see also Figure 3.5) and identi-
fied to be temperature dependent. For most samples it was a single compression that began
accelerating above an onset temperature (∼1000 ◦C) to a maximum value and then plateaued
until the gas release peak occurred; in a few cases it occurred either as as a start-stop process
as (P01-P03 in Figure 3.3) or as a sudden and delayed acceleration that then plateaued (P04
in Figure 3.5(a)). Data of the onset temperatures for the first compression and gas release as
well as reaction duration times and temperature of peak gas release from all samples are re-
ported in Table 3.17. All of the samples from the heating rate and pressure effect investigation
(Section 3.3.3), which were produced using fine ZrO2, showed very similar first compressions
curves (Figure 3.12(a)). For these samples the onset of the first compression occurred at a
generally lower temperature than for samples produced with coarse ZrO2 with the lowest on-
set temperatures between 900-930 ◦C for the lowest heating rates of 20 and 50 ◦Cmin−1. This
suggests that the nature of the first compression is sensitive to the ZrO2 grain size.
Undoped monoclinic ZrO2 was used throughout the study, as confirmed by QCA (Table 2.8),
which is known to undergo a temperature-induced martensitic transformation from mono-
clinic to tetragonal over the temperature range of 930-1220 ◦C with an associated volume con-
traction of about 3% [309–311]. In Figure 3.12(a) the first compression onset temperature for
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Table 3.17: Data of reaction duration, onset temperatures for first compression + gas release
and peak gas release temperature for all samples produced by RSPS, absent values
were unobtainable.
Sample
Reaction Temp. of First Temp. of Gas Temp. of Peak Gas
Time (s) Comp. Onset (◦C) Release Onset (◦C) Release (◦C)
Preliminary Experiments
P01 - 1058 - -
P02 - 1042 - -
P03 - 992 1643 2100
P04 750 1125 1417 2100
P05 575 1405 1557 2100
Different Powder Composition Experiments
C01 345 1156 1638 2100
C02 417 1169 1716 2100
C03 441 1162 1692 2100
C04 501 1180 1642 2100
Effects of Heating Rate and Pressure Experiments
RP-20-16 1047 926 1742 2016
RP-50-16 718 900 1813 2100
RP-100-16 746 952 1810 2100
RP-200-16 562 1024 1754 2100
RP-20-38 1152 920 1792 2100
RP-50-38 847 915 1718 2100
RP-100-38 629 972 1753 2100
RP-200-38 510 1030 1846 2100
RP0.5-100-38 540 964 1777 2100
RP0.7-100-38 - 952 1787 2100
Alternative RSPS Conditions Experiments
Ar01 290* 1137 2052* 2100*
Ar02 295* 1075 2107* 2221*
Ar03 318* 1160 2062* 2220*
X01 262 1160 1783 2199
Comparison Between RSPS and Reactive HP Comparison Experiments
HPRef 1657 1039 1697 2000
* values estimated based on piston travel.
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all samples was ∼930 ◦C, the highest acceleration in piston travel occurred at a temperature of
∼1200 ◦C and the plateau at ∼1400 ◦C.
It was not possible to calculate the exact volume change within the first compression as nei-
ther the height of the powder compacts before being placed into the SPS nor the thickness of
each sample after the RSPS were measured; the latter due to the graphite paper being stuck
to the circular surfaces of the pellets and needing to be ground off. For samples in the 1st set
the first compression was ∼31% of the total final compression for samples under constant low
pressure and ∼25% for those in the 2nd set having a high final sintering pressure applied (Fig-
ure 3.12(a)). Typically the temperature-induced transformation of monoclinic ZrO2 accounts
for only a few % in volume change and thus cannot account for such a large observed compres-
sion [312]. Unstabilised ZrO2 generally achieves maximum densification by 1400
◦C [312] thus
it is more plausible that first compression is the densification of the ZrO2 where the particles
make contact points. This also explains why it was observed in some powders that the onset of
the first compression was delayed, the densification of the ZrO2 would be both dependent on
the starting powder particle size distribution and its mixing. Using the fine ZrO2 the precur-
sor powder was well mixed producing a homogeneous dispersion of contact points. On close
inspection of the compression curves Figure 3.12(a) several rapid contractions can be seen of
only a fraction of mm (see between 600 and 900 s), this is probably the temperature-induced
martensitic transition to the tetragonal ZrO2 phase; the transformation occurs in different re-
gions at different times depending on the transferral of heat through the sample.
It is worth mentioning that the disparity between the temperature seen by the sample and
that measured by the top pyrometer focused on the hollow punch in the used apparatus is
estimated between 5-10 ◦C. This is a far smaller disparity to that observed by pyrometers
focused on the outer wall or half-through hole of the graphite die, that typically is expected to
underestimate the temperature by about 250 ◦C according to experimentally validated finite
element modelling (FEM) calculations [177]. Thus the error in temperature readings is taken
to be negligible in this study.
Results from the various experiments point to the mechanism of the carbothermic reduc-
tion during the RSPS process following the same mechanisms described by David et al. [105].
That is within a two stage process: the first involving the destabilisation of both the carbon
and zirconia followed by the condensation and nucleation of an oxygen-rich ZrOC crystalline
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Figure 3.21: Mechanism of the RSPS process, a) starting ZrO2 +C powders, b) onset of sinter-
ing of the ZrO2 forming necks at contact points, c) nucleation of the O-rich ZrOC
phase, d) simultaneous growth of the ZrOC and consumption of the ZrO2 phases,
e) neck formation at contact points between the ZrOC particles, f) upon consump-
tion of all ZrO2 the oxygen is reacted out of the ZrOC phase producing ZrC, g)
once all C is consumed ZrC is the only phase remaining and h) is its sintering in
the final phase of the RSPS.
phase with an amorphous shell from the gases, the second being the maturation of the particles
through progressive carburisation once the ZrO2 is consumed. The XRD results (Figure 3.4)
show the m-ZrO2 peaks being replaced by ZrC as the reaction advances meaning that as the
ZrO2 is consumed a ZrC/ZrOC phase is produced. This progression is also supported by the
QCA measurements (Table 3.5) and phase weights determined by Rietveld refinement (Ta-
ble 3.6).
There is however a further component to the mechanism within the RSPS process and that
is the sintering of the ZrO2 phase (as mentioned above). The ZrO2 sintering occurs prior to
the reaction as evident from Figure 3.12. The following mechanism is proposed as illustrated
in several steps in Figure 3.21: the starting powder is composed of ZrO2 particles dispersed in
an abundance of C black (Figure 3.21(a)); as the temperature is raised above ∼950 ◦C the ZrO2
particles form necks at contact points and sinter as closely as the carbon between the parti-
cles allows (Figure 3.21(b)). As the temperature reaches ∼1700 ◦C the carbothermic reduction
commences but only picks up its pace as the temperature is raised above 1900 ◦C; at this point
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Figure 3.22: SEM micrographs of RP-100-38 after it was fractured and then partially ground
flat, a) shows an interface between the ground (black) and fractured surface
(white) with (b + c) a magnified view of both.
oxygen-rich ZrOC nucleates primarily in the C [105] (Figure 3.21(c)). Nucleation and growth
of the ZrOC phase continues while the ZrO2 phase is progressively consumed (Figure 3.21(d))
until there is only the O-rich ZrOC and C phases left (Figure 3.21(e)). This is the point at
which the carbothermic reduction enters the maturation phase with the O being reacted out
of the ZrOC and thus forming a C-rich outer layer on the partially sintered ZrOC particles
(Figure 3.21(f)). The process continues until the C is consumed at which point only ZrC should
remain (Figure 3.21(g)) that is then sintered by the high pressure phase of the heat treatment
(Figure 3.21(h)).
Evidence of the maturation phase was observed in RSPS samples from the heating rate-
pressure investigation in Section 3.3.3. The samples were fractured and partially ground,
the interface between the flat ground and the uneven fractured surfaces, as viewed by SEM,
revealed the structure described in the maturation step (Figure 3.21(f)) of the mechanism. Pre-
sented in Figure 3.22 is the interface as observed for RP-100-38, the ground surface was pre-
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dominantly black from C (Figure 3.22(b)) while the fractured surface was predominantly white
with visible grains joined by necks (Figure 3.22(c)). The ground part looked made of mainly
C simply because the grinding action removed the friable grains and smeared the C along the
surface while the fractured surface revealed the actual grain structure. The ZrOC grains were
concluded to have begun the sintering process with necks having formed at contact points, the
space between and surrounding the particles was filled by the remaining C.
As a whole the RSPS is a simultaneous competition between the carbothermic reduction and
the sintering of the ZrOC phase. If the temperature used is too high and causes rapid sintering
of the zirconia present and nucleated ZrOC particles the ability for CO removal can be dras-
tically reduced before the carbothermic reduction is completed trapping oxygen within the
bulk of the sample thus creating a ZrOC bulk sample or in a worse case scenario ZrOC/ZrO2
composite (both with free carbon present). However, the temperature has to be high enough,
as demonstrated in Section 3.3.1.1, to permit the internal gas pressure to build up and com-
mence being released from the powder to promote reaction advancement. Rapid increase of
the temperature can help achieve a high temperature while minimising ZrO2 sintering, and a
higher temperature can benefit the advancement of the carbothermic reaction, however if it is
increased excessively (X01 Figure 3.15) grain growth is strongly promoted causing pores to be
incorporated into grains (Figure 3.15(c)) and even vaporisation of the sample.
The carbothermic reduction reaction is however time rather than temperature-dependent
provided a well mixed precursor powder with fine ZrO2 grains and a high enough temperature
promoting gas release are used. Sample HPRef reacted for 10min at 2000
◦C had only slightly
more O (11.3 at.% Table 3.15) than samples reacted in the heating rate-pressure investigation
which were reacted for 22min at 2100 ◦C which had an average of 6.5 at.% O (Table 3.10).
Another example of the temperature insensitivity is seen for the samples reacted in Ar at a
pressure of 900mbar; the variation of the temperature from 2100 to 2400 ◦C had no effect on
the final composition (Table 3.13) as the reaction was severely limited due to the reduced gas
extraction.
Reactive hot pressing was not a viable competitor for the RSPS. The transmission of heat
from the heating elements to the core of the powder was highly inefficient causing the outer
powder to react and then sinter sealing the central powder preventing gas extraction and the
carbothermic reaction from advancing. Within the SPS Joule heating delivers a much more
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direct heat to the sample regardless of whether it is electrically conductive or insulating, dense
or loose as the die also acts as a heating element (provided the correct insulating precautions
are taken).
Based on all results of this study the best possible parameters to perform a successful RSPS
to produce ZrC would be to have a pressureless reaction at 2100 ◦C for an extended period of
about 1 h. The pressureless reaction yielded the lowest oxygen content of 1.47 at.% (Table 3.13)
which may potentially have been reduced further had the reaction time been extended. Im-
mediately following a pressureless carbothermic reaction a shorter sintering (no more than
15min) at high pressure should bring the powder close to the theoretical density of ZrC. Un-
fortunately based on the results collected in this study not much information can be offered
with regards to obtaining final sample compositions other than close to stoichiometric, though
different powder compositions were tested (Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) the end result was still an
incomplete reaction. Until the RSPS process is optimised to reach completion of the carboth-
ermic reduction achieving alternative compositions to stoichiometric would be a secondary
priority. However if the right conditions could be found either stoichiometric ZrC or a limited
variation of ZrOC compositions could be made since as discussed by Gendre et al. [161, 162]
the carbothermic reduction is not suited to making substoichiometric ZrC and only produces
ZrC. Another potential for the RSPS process could be to fabricate ZrC/ZrOC/ZrO2 composites.
3.5. Experimental Conclusions
Below are summarised the main conclusions for the experimental chapter:
• The carbothermic reduction of zirconia to produce ZrC can be performed within a couple
of hours in an SPS, when performed pressurelessly the reaction produced the sample with
the lowest O content.
• Extraction of CO/CO2 gases is the key to enabling the onset of the carbothermic reduc-
tion, reducing the pressure applied to the powder during the reaction phase permits the
reaction to occur at a temperature close to 1600 ◦C. In this study as the minimum pres-
sure that could be applied was of 16MPa the reaction onset was at ∼1850 ◦C. Preferably
a high vacuum atmosphere should be used to also aid gas extraction.
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• Careful preparation of the precursor powders is key to obtaining a homogeneous and
well reacted final product, the optimal precursor powder needs to be thoroughly mixed
with preferably fine ZrO2 powder without a wide grain size distribution.
• The same reaction cannot be performed as effectively in a hot press due to the poorer
heat transfer to the sample core causing the outer region of the pellet to sinter first and
prevent gas extraction.
• During the first part of the reaction the ZrO2 particles sinter prior to the onset of the
carbothermic reduction.
• The mechanism for the carbothermic reduction was concluded to follow the same two
stage process as described by David et al. [105].
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Chapter4
Modelling of Intrinsic and
Extrinsic Defects in ZrC
The good thing about science is
that it’s true whether or not you
believe in it.
(Neil deGrasse Tyson)
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4.1. Introduction
Zirconium carbide has proven itself to be a mechanically superior to SiC as the pressure ves-
sel (PV) in TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) coated fuel particles and is capable of operating
at higher temperatures for extended periods of time, [28, 49–52] (see Section 1.2.2 for more
details). The PV barrier, typically sandwiched between two layers of dense pyrolitic carbon
(PyC) [14, 20] called the inner pyrolitic carbon (IPyC) and outer pyrolitic carbon (OPyC), has
the critical role of also being the primary barrier against fission product (FP) diffusion. As such
it is expected to be a refractory material capable of retaining all FPs under both operational and
extreme accident conditions. As recently reviewed by Katoh et al. [86] and inSection 1.2.2.1,
the relative performance of ZrC and SiC as FP barriers shows no clear-cut winner: the litera-
ture shows that ZrC performs better at retaining Ba, Cs and Ag while performing similarly or
worse than SiC at retaining Eu, Ru and Sr [33,42,49,51,52,58–60,64,67,68].
The case is not helped by the fact that the body of literature covering the available diffu-
sion data for ZrC spans several studies (see Table 1.3 for more detail) performed under a wide
variety of differing conditions such as fluence, fuel particle structure, deposition technique,
annealing temperature etc. using locally produced TRISO particles with often little or no in-
formation offered about the ZrC layer characterisation and/or composition [51, 52, 58, 64, 67].
Coated TRISO particles are complex systems with several overlapping phenomena occurring
often simultaneously and non-linearly throughout the particle’s life-time. These can directly
affect the ZrC layer both on the microstructural and chemical level, thereby influencing its
performance as a retention barrier. Furthermore only a very limited range of the possible com-
positions for ZrC have been investigated for the majority of FP elements of interest.
If ZrC is to be considered as the barrier layer separately from possible interactions with FP
species, the ZrC layer can be deposited in a variety of compositions by chemical vapour depo-
sition (CVD) techniques [33, 39–44]. As a layer it is typically deposited at near-stoichiometric
compositions [42, 59, 67], however because it is surrounded by C layers (OPyC/IPyC) at the
high operational temperatures diffusion of C into the ZrC layer is possible, meaning the com-
position of the layer may not remain constant throughout the fuel operational life cycle. If
produced as a highly non-stoichiometric layer it will likely become more stoichiometric with
time potentially taking on enough carbon as to become a two phase, ZrC + C, system. As
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reviewed in Section 1.2.2.1, excess carbon has been shown to be detrimental to the retention
effectiveness of ZrC for non-rare-earth FPs as these are species that tend to propagate as car-
bides.
The diffusion of Xe133 in ZrC0.58-1.01 studied by Auskern [69] is possibly the only coherent
study showing that the composition of ZrC can influence the retention performance; it was
shown that both the activation energy and diffusion coefficient varied with composition; the
lowest % release of Xe was observed at a composition ZrC0.9. If this were the case for most
or all fission products then the change of composition due to C intake could correspond to a
variation in fission product retention performance during the fuel life.
While the extrinsic (FP) defects and defect structures have not been studied in ZrC, the in-
trinsic ones have and are relatively well understood (see Section 1.3.2.5). The predominant
defect within ZrC is the carbon vacancy (VC) though there are also metal vacancies VZr pro-
duced as composition conserving Schottky point defects. During atomic cascades produced
from fission recoils Van Brutzel and Crocombette [229] predicted that both carbon and metal
interstitials (Ci and Zri) can be formed. Through energetics and migration studies Kim et al.
and [267] Zhang et al. [268] showed that the Ci defects were the second most stable group of
defects after the VC and that their barriers can be as low as 0.08 eV [268]. Motta et al. [269]
showed that the recombination landscape for a carbon Frenkel pair (CFP), in other words the
recombination of a Ci and a VC, had low migration barriers up to the defects being neighbour-
ing pairs. Razumovskiy et al. [228] calculated that VZr and VC would cluster in a configuration
of up to 6 VC coordinated octahedrally around VZr.
The current situation offered the opportunity to perform computer simulations to investi-
gate primarily FP related extrinsic defects as well as intrinsic ones within ZrC in an attempt
to provide both FP diffusion data as well as to provide insight into the predominant defect
structures.
4.2. Aims
With regards to intrinsic defects, their energetics [266–269] have been rather thoroughly inves-
tigated as have migration paths/barriers [189, 227, 228, 258, 260, 265, 269] to a similar extent.
Ordering of vacancies in ZrC or similar carbides has been extensively studied both experimen-
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tally [230–234, 237–243, 250, 252, 254] and computationally [200, 255–257] showing that VC
tend to spread out evenly among the metal atoms rather than clustering, and avoid coordinat-
ing on either side in the ⟨100⟩ directions of any metal atom (defined as VC being 2nd nearest
neighbours). Conversely Hart et al. [257] through cluster expansion calculations found that
having VC ordered in rows along the ⟨211⟩was the most desirable configuration with the rows
packing closer or further away depending on composition. The reason as to why VC prefer to
be anything but 2nd nearest neighbours (NN) has not yet been fully answered. In this study
VC-pair interaction in supercells of increasing sizes will be studied to determine what effects
distance and composition may have on the nature of their interaction.
Calculations by Zhang et al. [268] concluded from density functional theory (DFT) and
climbing image-nudge elastic band (NEB) calculations that carbon in a tetrahedral intersti-
tial (Ci) position had an almost negligibly low barrier of 0.08 eV associated with it hoping to
the next tetrahedral site. With Ci defects having the 2
nd lowest [266–268] formation energy in
ZrC this could be a potential path to allow fast carbon diffusion into/through ZrC, a poten-
tially undesirable composition altering process during the fuel life span of a TRISO particle. It
was thus of interest to further investigate whether the same numbers would be obtained in a
larger supercell compared to the 64-atom one used [268].
For FP related extrinsic defects, since no literature was found on the matter for ZrC the gen-
eral aim was to establish the basic energetics for the various isolated point defects and deter-
mine the most likely lattice site of residency for each FP. From that it would then be possible to
consider the diffusion and provide a starting point of consistently calculated migration barrier
energies.
4.3. Simulation Technique
Investigation of the above properties by experimental methods would pose several complica-
tions: many of the fission product elements are difficult to handle being often toxic and/or
flammable and fabrication of pure ZrC of different compositions is not an easy task with the
final product often being contaminated by oxygen as discussed in Section 2.2 and shown in
the results of Chapter 3. It was concluded that a simulation approach would offered a more
versatile and accessible path to studying the subject.
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As a simulation method DFT is a quantum mechanical modelling technique that treats the
electronic structure of materials through a solution of Schrödinger’s wave function (Ψ). Bond-
ing in ZrC is part covalent and part metallic with a small component of ionicity [12]. DFT is
capable of representing such bonding accurately [313] and has already been applied success-
fully to the ZrC system in several studies [200, 257, 266–269, 314, 315]; it was thus concluded
to be suitable choice and was used throughout this study. It is beyond the scope of this the-
sis to review the fundamentals of the DFT technique, for a complete description the reader is
referred to Capelle [316].
4.4. Methodology
Throughout these studies the quantum-mechanical software code Cambridge Serial Total En-
ergy Package (CASTEP) [317] version 6.0.1 and 7.0.3 (only for transition-state search) were
used. The code was developed by the Theory of Condensed Matter group at the University
of Cambridge, it determines the total system energy from using the plane-wave pseudopoten-
tial DFT method. The calculations were performed on the Imperial College High-Performance
Computer cluster.
4.4.1. Convergence Testing
Good practice when performing DFT is to choose the parameters within which to run the calcu-
lations at a trade-off value between accuracy and computational cost that have been converged
to a chosen error level. The minimum precision level chosen for this study was 10−2 eV. Based
off of this value the exchange-correlation functional (EXC ), pseudopotential definition and cut-
off as well as the k-point density were chosen. These parameters refer to:
• The exact form of EXC is unknown and an approximation is used instead. This includes
all the terms that cannot be calculated exactly such as exchange, correlation and self
interactions as well as the electron kinetic component not included in the kinetic energy
operator for a non-interacting system. The two most common approximations are the
local density approximation (LDA) and generalised gradient approximation (GGA).
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• The pseudopotential is a construct used to replace the all-electron potential in order to
reduce the computational requirements of the calculations. Only the valence electrons
above a given radius are treated explicitly while the remaining electrons below the radius
are described by a core approximation and excluded.
• The cutoff energy describes the number of plane-waves in the basis set used to describe
the wavefunction. A higher cutoff improves the accuracy to which the wavefunction is
represented but also increases the computational power required.
• A k-point is a coordinate in reciprocal space (k-space), a series of k-points are used based
on a specific scheme to sample the resulting calculated wave function to obtain a value
for the total energy. Having a higher density will yield a more accurate total energy value
at a higher computational cost.
Ultrasoft pseudopotentials were used based on the formalism of Vanderbilt [318] and were
generated using the "on-the-fly" CASTEP pseudopotential generator and a Monkhorst-Pack
[319] sampling mesh scheme was used. Within a single 8 atom ZrC unit cell the k-point den-
sity was tested from a low density of 3×3×3 to a high density one of 11×11×11 corresponding
to approximate k-point separations between 0.070 and 0.019Å
−1
; the energy of the system
was assessed at various k-point densities and the energy at each density was compared with
Figure 4.1: Convergence of total energy for a) k-points per axis of a ZrC unit cell (with respect
to a maximum k-points per axis of 11) and b) PW91 versus PBE-GGA exchange
correlation functionals (with respect to a cutoff energy of 600 eV) for the same.
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Figure 4.2: Plot showing the log difference in energy .
that calculated using the highest k-point density. Following this a comparison of exchange-
correlation functionals was performed in the same ZrC unit cell using a 12 × 12 × 12 k-point
mesh. Two different GGA EXC were compared: the (Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [320])
and PW91 (Figure 4.1(b)); for each the final energy of the unit cell was calculated at various
cutoff energies and the energy for each cutoff compared with that given by the maximum cutoff
used of 600 eV. The convergences of these parameters are represented in Figure 4.1 where the
convergence of precision is expressed as the log difference between a given value and the high-
est tested value. Each parameter is considered converged to an acceptable precision level when
Log(dE) is below -2. The k-point convergence (Figure 4.1(a)) showed that for an 8 atom ZrC
cell a mesh density superior to 6×6×6 would be sufficient, while for the exchange-correlation
functional a pseudopotential cutoff of 400 eV would suffice for the PBE-GGA; as the PBE ap-
proximation converged faster than the PW91 it was also chosen as the functional to be used
throughout the study.
Next the pseudopotentials for Zr and Cwere evaluated. The first aspect of the evaluation was
to check whether the total energy for a reference (crystalline) state of each element converged
at the chosen cutoff of 400 eV and then whether the same extended to the combined ZrC cell.
This was assessed by comparing the energy change at each cutoffwith respect to a much higher
cutoff of 600 eV. The reference states chosen for Zr and C were respectively hexagonal close
packed (HCP) Zr and diamond C. These were simulated as single unit cells with a high 12 ×
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12 × 12 k-point density. Diamond was chosen over graphite as a reference phase for C as it
circumvents the need to model the weak Van der Waals forces between the graphitic layers. As
shown in Figure 4.2 the system energy was converged to below the aimed 10−2 eV precision
level for each element as well as the combined ZrC unit cells.
To further test the validity of the chosen pseudopotentials the unit cells for the reference
elements (Zr and C) as well as that for the ZrC were allowed to relax their volume so as to
obtain a lattice parameter to compare with experimental values. The final energies of the
calculations were used to obtain values for the atomisation and formation energies (Ea and Ef
respectively) for ZrC. The energy of formation is the change in enthalpy for the formation of a
compound from its constituent (isolated) elements and should be a negative value. This can be
written as:
Ef = ∆Hf = E
(
ZrC(s)
)
−
[
E
(
Zr(s)
)
+E
(
C(s)
)]
(4.1)
where E(X) is the energy per atom or unit formula of species X. The atomisation energy is the
enthalpy change that accompanies the complete break-down of all bonds within a compound
reducing the component atoms to individual atoms. This would equal to the energy required
to break solid ZrC into Zr and C in the gaseous state. To calculate this the energies of Zr and
C as single atoms in a gaseous state was required and to achieve this Zr and C were modelled
as single atoms in a large cell with parameters a = 15.79Å, b = 15.50Å, c = 15.00Å and β =
98.75◦. The resulting energies were −1470.32 eV and −149.92 eV for Zr and C respectively. The
atomisation energy can be thus written as:
Ea = ∆Ha = E
(
ZrC(s)
)
−
[
E
(
Zr(g)
)
+E
(
C(g)
)]
(4.2)
The calculated energies for these thermodynamic parameters are summarised in Figure 4.3
as a Born-Haber cycle for the formation of ZrC. They are also included in Table 4.1 together
with DFT calculated lattice parameters as well as comparison values from experimental liter-
ature. Calculated values were in good agreement with literature. The Ef was underestimated
by about 0.2 eV.It is worth mentioning that the difference in lattice parameter between all the
ZrC supercells was very small having a standard deviation of only 0.003Å.
For a single ZrC unit cell the electronic structure was calculated at a cutoff of 400 eV using
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Table 4.1: Lattice parameter, energy per atom/formula, atomisation energy (Ea) and formation
energy (Ef ) for bulk Zr, C and ZrC reference phases with comparison to literature
values: references a [321], b [322], c [323], d [324], e combined values from [324] and
f [325].
Phase
Lattice Parameter (Å) Energy per atom Ea (eV) Ef (eV)
Param. DFT Exp. or formula* (eV) DFT Exp. DFT Exp.
Zr HCP
a 3.226 3.232a
-1476.54 6.216 6.296d - -
c 5.190 5.148a
C Diamond a 3.572 3.57b -157.56 7.636 7.37d - -
ZrC FCC a 4.708 4.698e -1635.95* 15.715 15.596e -1.863 -2.03f
Figure 4.3: Born-Haber cycle for the formation of ZrC with values for the formation energy
(Ef ) and atomisation energy (Ea) calculated by DFT.
a 12 × 12 × 12 k-point mesh and the results compared with calculations by Ivashchenko et
al. [315] using the same unit cell, EXC and k-point mesh but a higher cutoff of ≈762 eV. The
results are presented as a comparison of the density of states (DOS) in Figure 4.4 and are found
to be in good agreement; differences between the two would be due to the use of different
pseudopotentials and cutoff energies between the two studies.
As later explained, several supercell sizes were used to attempt simulating different stoi-
chiometries. In order for the supercells to be modelled under the same conditions the k-point
mesh density was set to 12× 12× 12 (or a k-point separation of ∼0.018Å−1) for the single ZrC
8-atom unit cell. When one increases the unit cell its volume in reciprocal space decreases
meaning fewer k-points are needed to sample the 1st Brillouin zone with the same k-point sep-
aration and by that logic the 64 (2×2×2) and 216 (3×3×3) atom supercells were sampled with
6×6×6 and 4×4×4 k-point meshes. Two supercells described by primitive cell vectors having
128 and 192 atom were also used in calculations employing only a 3× 3× 3 k-point density as
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the density of states for ZrC [315].
it turned out more computationally efficient.
In summary the PBE-GGA EXC , a k-point density of ∼0.018Å−1, a cutoff energy of 400 eV
and ultrasoft pseudopotentials for Zr and C were chosen to describe the ZrC system by DFT
modelling. The chosen parameters gave the ground state energy for a ZrC unit cell to a preci-
sion level of 10−2 eV. Atomisation energies and lattice parameters for the Zr, C and ZrC phases
as well as the formation energy for ZrC were calculated and compared with experimental val-
ues to validate the parameters chosen.
4.4.2. Intrinsic Defects
The objective of this study was to attempt simulating non-stoichiometry and its effect on in-
trinsic defects and their ordering. To do this C atoms needed to be removed from the C lattice
within the supercells. However while removing a single carbon in a supercell would produce
a given stoichiometry and also give its corresponding energies (such as its formation energy),
the same cannot be said when introducing more than one VC. This is due to the system being
able to have multiple VC arranged in a multitude of unique configurations. When a system
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Table 4.2: Summary of supercells used to simulate stoichiometric effects for intrinsic and ex-
trinsic defects.
Supercell Atoms No. of Defects Defect Conc. (%) Composition ZrC1-x (x)
1× 1× 1 8 2 25.00 0.500
1 12.5 0.250
2× 1× 1 16 2 12.50 0.250
1 6.25 0.125
2× 2× 1 32 2 6.25 0.125
1 3.13 0.063
2× 2× 2 64
14 21.88 0.438
12 18.75 0.375
2 3.13 0.063
1 1.56 0.031
4× 4× 4 (primitive) 128 1 0.78 0.015
3× 3× 3 216 2 0.93 0.019
1 0.46 0.009
has several unique configurations or microstates associated with it there is a configurational
entropy associated with the amount of microstates possible that contributes to the free energy
of the system. The magnitude of the entropy change is described as:
∆S = kB ln(Ω) (4.3)
where: ∆S : change in entropy.
kB : Boltzmann constant.
Ω : number of microstates associated with the system.
The amount of unique microstates created increases exponentially with the addition of each
extra VC. For that reason only up to a maximum of two VC were introduced into each su-
percell (except for a special case explained later); the chosen unit cells and resulting defect
concentrations and stoichiometries are summarised in Table 4.2.
Whenever a defect is introduced into a crystal it can perturb the lattice by either causing
an attraction or a repulsion of the surrounding atoms. Each defect thus may either have a
positive (expansion) or negative (contraction) defect volume associated with it. When a de-
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fect is present in a high enough concentration it can cause noticeable macroscopic changes to
the solid’s dimensions and properties making the defect volume an important aspect to con-
sider. Defect volumes were calculated using the Geometry Optimisation module in CASTEP
whereby the electron density, cell parameters and atomic positions are allowed to relax to their
ground-state via energy minimisation. The calculation was split into two steps; in the first the
atomic positions were allow to relax (supercell parameter were fixed) and in the second the cell
parameters were allowed to relax. This was to avoid obtaining false minima in the geometry
optimisation. The defect volume is thus defined as the change in volume between the perfect
crystal (supercell) and the defective one.
The introduction of a defect also has a defect formation energy (DFE) associated with it.
Thermodynamically the problem is described through a grand canonical ensemble [326] where
the system (the ZrC supercell) is connected to a reservoir with which it is able to exchange
energy and particles. When a particle is either added or removed the energy of the sys-
tem will change by a given amount equal to the chemical potential (µ) associated with the
added/removed particle. The energy difference between the perfect crystal and its defective
counterpartwere be calculated from DFT as done by Kim et al. [267] giving the DFE as follows:
∆Hf = ∆Ef = Edef ected −Eperf ect +
∑
i
(∆niµi ) (4.4)
where: ∆Hf : enthalpy of formation.
Edef ect : total energy of the defected supercell.
Eperf ect : total energy of the perfect supercell.
∆ni : change of species in order to create the defected supercell.
µi : chemical potential of species i.
Given that ZrC can be non-stoichiometric means that the chemical potentials for Zr and C
need to be taken from the correct reservoir of particles, whether it be one of perfectly stoi-
chiometric ZrC or one of the reference phases of HCP Zr and diamond C. Non-stoichiometry
translates to the capacity of ZrC being Zr-rich as when a Zr atom is added to stoichiometric
ZrC it will create on average 1 VC. The same cannot be applied for the C-rich case as when an
extra C atom is added to stoichiometric ZrC it will form a separate phase. Thus the chemical
potentials for DFE in ZrC defects should be taken under Zr-rich conditions where the µZr is
taken as that of the bulk HCP Zr phase and µC is taken as that of C in bulk ZrC. This can be
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summarised from the below equations:
µrichZr = µ
solid
Zr = E
solid
Zr (4.5)
µ
poor
C = µ
solid
ZrC −µsolidZr = EsolidZrC −EsolidZr (4.6)
Chemical potential description under Zr-rich conditions in ZrC.
The defects modelled are described below:
Single defects:
– Substitutional: single Zr on a C lattice and vice versa (ZrC and CZr).
– Vacancies: single Zr and C vacancies (VZr and VC).
– Carbon interstitials: two different locations, a ⟨110⟩ C-trimer (Figure 4.5(a)) and a
tetrahedral Ci (Figure 4.5(b)) (Ci).
– Zirconium interstitial: Zr in the tetrahedral interstitial, the same as for the tetrahe-
dral Ci (Zri).
Defect pairs:
– Antisite defect: neighbouring Zr and C atoms that have exchanged lattice site (CZr+
ZrC).
– Carbon vacancy-pairs: pairs of VC at different distances dispersed within the super-
cell.
– Carbon vacancy and carbon interstitial: to study the recombination energy (de-
scribed below) a single VC and Ci were introduced.
All defects, except the antisite and Ci-trimer were introduced into the 8, 64 and 216 atom
supercells. Non-stoichiometry was considered only for single and paired VC defects. The re-
sulting stoichiometry depended on the amount of vacancies introduced into a supercell, these
are summarised in Table 4.2. Non-stoichiometry was not considered for other defects as its
description would have been complicated involving both the defect and introduced VC to cre-
ate the non-stoichiometry; this would require them to be configurationally varied and thus
significantly increasing the number of calculations.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of introduced C interstitial defects, a) a C-trimer formed by placing Ci
between two C atoms in a ⟨110⟩ and b) C in the tetrahedral interstitial site between
C and Zr atoms.
When introducing VC pairs only unique configurations were modelled each corresponding
to a unique distance between VC. The distances between VC can be described respective of their
neighbouring proximity such that a 1st nearest neighbouring (NN) pair has two VC placed at
the shorted distance which equates to them being in the ⟨110⟩ direction from each other; for
a more detailed explanation refer back to Section 1.3.2.5 and fig. 1.20. Due to the periodic
boundary condition that repeats the supercells beyond their limits unique configurations can
only be described in 1/8th of each supercell. Smaller supercells can have fewer unique combi-
nations; the modelled pair combinations are summarised in Table 4.3.
Obtaining the DFE of each unique configuration for a defect pair yields a variety of energies.
To obtain a representative value for the set of configurations a configurational averaging was
performed using the following equation:
⟨A⟩ =
∑
i Ai exp
(
−Ei−E0kBT
)
∑
i exp
(
−Ei−E0kBT
) (4.7)
where: ⟨A⟩ : configurational average of property A.
Ai : property A for configuration i.
Ei : total energy of the defected supercell for configuration i.
E0 : total energy of the perfect supercell.
kB : Boltzmann constant (8.617× 10−5 eVK−1).
T : temperature, a value of 1000K was used.
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The investigation was then moved on to studying the migration barriers of intrinsic defects.
The transition state search (TS) module in CASTEP (version 7.0.3) was used to find the sad-
dle point and its magnitude employing the combined linear (LST) and quadratic synchronous
transit (QST) method as described by Govind et al. [327]. The LST and QST methods were
originally developed by Halgren and Lipscomb [328]. The LST approach linearly interpolates
an idealised set of structures between the given reactant (starting) and product (finish) atomic
positions calculating the structure energy at each, the maximum one is taken as the first esti-
mation of the transition point between the states. At this point the LST would perform a single
line energy minimization in an orthogonal direction to the path taken towards the maximum,
however in the method by Govind et al. [327] a conjugate gradient (CG) approach is used to
refine the saddle point geometry. The CG method makes use of the gradient information from
the LST cycle to define the initial conjugate direction, subsequent directions for further itera-
tions are generated and a minimisation is performed along each conjugate direction; provided
the function is quadratic it will converge to a saddle point. If it is not a QST maximum search
is performed that searches along a parabolic interpolation between reactant and product state
which upon its acquisition commences the CG iteration again until the CG iteration is con-
verged. This method avoids using an image at a predefined location as does the NEB method
and instead relies on finding the saddle point following the energy gradient of the structures
Table 4.3: Summary of modelled VC pairs within each supercell with respect to their neigh-
bouring distance, included in brackets is the distance as a multiple of the ZrC lattice
parameter a.
Supercell dimensions
1× 1× 1 2× 1× 1 2× 2× 1 2× 2× 2 3× 3× 3
V
C
di
st
an
ce
1st-NN (0.71a) ! ! ! ! !
2nd-NN (1.00a) ! ! !
3rd-NN (1.22a) ! !
4th-NN (1.41a) ! !
5th-NN (1.58a) !
6th-NN (1.73a) ! !
7th-NN (1.87a) !
8th-NN (2.00a) !
9th-NN (2.12a) !
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to the saddle point.
Using the TS method the migration energies for self diffusion of Zr and C in ZrC were cal-
culated. The values were compared with literature to validate the used TS method. Values
for migration energies associated with Ci and later FP diffusion were then calculated. The
temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient in transition metal carbides is typically expressed
in the form [227]:
D =D0 × exp
(
− Q
kbT
)
(4.8)
where Q is the activation energy that is described by the terms Q = Em + Ef for DFE (Ef ) and
migration energy (Em). With ZrC having constitutional vacancies present in abundance the
activation energy for C via vacancy self-diffusion requires no formation energy term while for
Zr self-diffusion a formation energy term is required [227]. Diffusion of interstitials also does
not have an associated formation energy as they require no defects to enable their transport
through the lattice [329]. The vacancy self-diffusion mechanisms involve an atom (Zr or C)
moving into a neighbouring vacancy on the same sublattice. Two interstitial mechanism were
investigated: the direct interstitial mechanism involving a Ci moving to a neighbouring in-
terstitial site passing between atoms and an indirect interstitial mechanism (or interstitialcy
mechanism) where the Ci defect moves but it is not the same atom as an interstitial at the
beginning and end of the hop [329].
The energy barriers for these jumps were calculated in the 128-atom supercell (3 × 3 × 3
k-point mesh). Various types of Ci jumps were also calculated that are later illustrated and
explained in the results section. Lastly the recombination landscape between the most stable
Ci defect and a VC was tested by measuring the migration energy for each of 6 approaching
steps in an extended 192-atom supercell (2× 3× 3 k-point mesh).
4.4.3. Extrinsic Defects
The elements chosen to produce extrinsic defects were based on FPs of interest and/or concern
within the TRISO fuel as reviewed in Section 1.2.2.1. Silicon was also tested to a minor extent
for the possibility that ZrC and SiC layers, currently competing for the role of FP barrier, may
end up working as a combined barrier layer. The first step was to select a pseudopotential
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for each element and check that it converged to the 400 eV cutoff that had been previously
selected for the ZrC cell. Convergences are shown in Figure 4.6 for all elements. The CASTEP
"on-the-fly" pseudopotentials were used, with the exception of Ru, as the pseudopotential did
not converge to a precision of 10−2 eV until beyond 550 eV; instead the Ru_00.usp from the
Vanderbilt USP library was chosen as it converged to an acceptable precision for the PBE-GGA
EXC . Ce did not converge before 500 eV for either type, so all simulations for Ce were run at
that cutoff and the Zr, C and ZrC reference states were re-calculated at that cutoff for later DFE
calculations.
The pseudopotentials were assessed by relaxing a unit cell of a reference phase for each
element. In the case of I the low temperature base-centered-orthorhombic phase was cho-
sen [330]. The relaxed cell parameters for each element were then compared with literature
to validate the pseudopotential chosen. The calculated lattice parameters are summarised in
Table 4.4 including comparative values. A fairly good agreement was found between DFT and
experimental values for all elements.
The FP elements were introduced as either a substitution defect on Zr or C lattice sites or as a
tetrahedral interstitial defect (Figure 4.5(b)). They were introduced into the 1×1×1, 2×2×2 and
Figure 4.6: Cutoff convergence of pseudopotentials of the selected fission product elements
split into two graphs for greater clarity.
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Table 4.4: Lattice parameter comparison between DFT and experimental literature values for
fission product metal species.
Phase
Crystal Space Lattice Parameter (Å)
Structure Group Parameter DFT Exp. Source
Ag FCC Fm3m a,b,c 4.153 4.09 [331]
Ba BCC Im3m a,b,c 4.961 5.028 [332]
α-Ce FCC Fm3m a,b,c 4.743 4.824 [333]
Cs BCC Im3m a,b,c 6.161 6.141 [334]
Eu BCC Im3m a,b,c 4.464 4.580 [335]
I Ortho. Cmca
Mol. Bond 2.827 2.71
[330]α 3.393 3.56
β 3.972 4.04
Nb BCC Im3m a,b,c 3.307 3.306 [336]
Pd FCC Fm3m a,b,c 3.938 3.890 [337]
Ru HCP P63/mmc
a,b 2.713 2.698
[338]
c 4.2965 4.273
Si Diamond Fd3m a,b,c 5.465 5.431 [339]
Sr FCC Fm3m a,b,c 6.035 6.085 [340]
128-atom supercells and the atomic positions were allowed to relax while the cell parameters
were fixed. In the 1 × 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 × 2 supercells the volumes were subsequently allowed
to relax to give defect volumes. Because the bonding in ZrC has a strong metallic component
charge compensation for the defects is not a critical aspect requiring the introduction of charge
compensating defects.
The defect formation energy for an introduced extrinsic atom essentially describes the ease
with which the defected cell can be created compared to the perfect one; the defect creation
involves both the removal of either a C or Zr atom and the replacement of the thus produced
vacant site by the extrinsic atom. Another scenario to consider is the energy associated with
the incorporation of a FP atom onto an existing vacancy site. In the case of VC this is a more
relevant energy as the ZrC layer in the TRISO particles is generally non-stoichiometric and the
VC present may reduce the energy associated with the FP being introduced into the ZrC lattice.
This can be calculated in the same way the DFE can (see Equation (4.4)) by taking the energy
for the supercell containing a single vacancy as Eperf ect , this would be thus an incorporation
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Figure 4.7: Cutoff convergence of selected pseudopotentials for O and N.
energy. The DFE for the interstitial position of a FP atom is the same as the incorporation
energy.
With such a large number of FP and a limited time the attention with regards to producing
useful data for FP diffusion in ZrC was focused on calculating the hop barriers for vacancy
mediated transitions. There are several diffusion mechanisms1 that may describe FP diffusion
through the lattice but only the one with the lowest resistance will be the dominant one. In
this study only the vacancy mechanism for either the Zr or C was considered; for most FP the
migration energy was calculated for only one of the two sublattices except a few cases.
The preparation step for calculating the vacancy mechanism migration energies the begin-
ning and end images of the transition including a FP and a neighbouring vacancy had to be
relaxed (fixed cell volume). Amongst these the case for a FPZr to FPC (or vice-versa) transition
was also investigated by relaxing cells with FPZr +VC and FPC +VZr structures. As explained
in the results the FP atoms were found to be only stable on one of the two sites and thus no
migration energies for this transition were calculated.
Given the opportunity of this study O and N were also investigated as extrinsic defects, on-
the-fly pseudopotentials were also selected for these elements and a cutoff value of 550 eV was
chosen for their simulation (Figure 4.7). The chemical potential of either O or N would have
1 As outlined in [329] the possible mechanisms include direct/indirect interstitial, collective, vacancy, milti-
vacancy or exchange mechanisms.
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Table 4.5: Lattice parameter comparison between DFT and experimental literature values for
O and N pseudopotentials as well as the lattice constants and formation energies for
their chosen reference phases.
Phase
Crystal Space Lattice Parameter (Å) Ef (eV)
Structure Group Parameter DFT Exp. Source DFT Exp. Source
β-O Mono. B111/m
Mol. Bond 1.226 1.207
[341]
- -
a,b 4.300 4.272 - -
β 119 120 - -
α-N Cubic Pa3
Mol. Bond 1.121 1.075
[342]
- -
a,b,c 6.178 5.644 - -
ZrO2 Mono. P121/c1
a 5.182 5.169
[343] -10.70 -11.32 [325]
b 5.240 5.232
c 5.371 5.341
β 99.7 99.3
ZrN FCC Fm3m a,b,c 4.595 4.585 [344] -3.57 -3.75 [325]
to be derived as a function of their partial pressures for their gas state with respect to either
the fission product gas mixture or atmospheric. For this study the O and N chemical potentials
were simply defined frommonoclinic ZrO2 and stoichiometric ZrNwhere µO =
1
2 (µm-ZrO2−µZr )
and µN = (µZrN−µZr ). This method largely approximates defect formation energies with respect
to a real world situation but the values generated can still be of interest. To validate the choice
of pseudopotential the energies of O and N in reference low temperature solid phases were
calculated and used to obtain the formation energy of ZrO2 and ZrN. Lattice constants for
the phases are summarised in Table 4.5 together with the formation energies; the same Zr
pseudopotential as employed for all previous ZrC simulations was used here and the energy for
the Zr HCP reference phase was re-calculated at the same 550 eV cutoff energy. An acceptable
agreement was found between calculated and literature values though far improved values
could be obtained through a more rigorous treatment of the problem.
Similarly to the rest of the fission products the defect energies andmigration barrier energies
were calculated for both these elements.
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4.5. Results
4.5.1. Intrinsic Defects
The DFE for the various intrinsic defects are presented in Table 4.6 for values calculated in
different supercells; the data displayed represents DFE as calculated in Zr-rich chemical po-
tential conditions with energies taken from the volume relaxed supercells. The results indi-
cate that the only naturally occurring defect is the VC with a negative formation energy of
−1.04 eV in the most dilute concentration. Carbon vacancies were the only defects for which
non-stoichiometry effects can be observed. Results in Table 4.6 suggest that as VC concentra-
tion increases the formation energy per vacancy also increases (more on the subject later).
The Ci ⟨100⟩-dimer defect (see Figure 1.22(a)) was not investigated as it was calculated to be
Table 4.6: Summary of intrinsic DFE for various supercells, DFE values are taken from Zr-rich
chemical potential conditions and the relaxed atomic cell volume.
Defect
DFE (eV) per Supercell
1× 1× 1 2× 2× 2 128-atom 3× 3× 3
CZr 14.07 14.81 - 14.85
ZrC 10.29 8.15 - 7.41
CZr + ZrC-NN 16.80 4.29 - 4.02
Ci ⟨110⟩-trimer - - 5.40 -
Ci ⟨111⟩-tetra 5.71 6.60 5.72 6.77
Zri ⟨111⟩-tetra 11.85 8.97 8.88 8.85
VC 0.299 -0.773 -0.820 -1.04
VZr 8.68 8.88 9.35 9.05
VC +VZr-NN 6.07 6.54 - -
VC pair 1
st-NN 0.623 -1.41 - -1.96
VC pair 2
nd-NN - -0.670 - -1.38
VC pair 3
rd-NN - -1.535 - -2.06
VC pair 4
th-NN - -1.246 - -1.85
VC pair 5
th-NN - - - -1.86
VC pair 6
th-NN - -1.45 - -2.00
VC pair 7
th-NN - - - -2.01
VC pair 8
th-NN - - - -1.82
VC pair 9
th-NN - - - -2.01
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Table 4.7: Table of isolated, clustered and binding energies for intrinsic defects, all values
taken from 3 × 3 × 3 superell except for Zr-C vacancy pair that is taken from the
2× 2× 2 supercell ( + ive BE = repulsive).
Defect
Defect DFE (eV) Binding
Isolated Clustered Energy (eV)
Antisite
CZr ZrC CZr + ZrC -18.20
14.85 7.41 4.02
Zr-C vacancy pair
VC VZr VC +VZr -1.57
-0.773 8.88 6.54
C vacancy pair
VC = -1.04 2×VC
1st-NN: -1.96 0.120
2nd-NN: -1.38 0.702
3rd-NN: -2.05 0.029
4th-NN: -1.85 0.234
5th-NN: -1.86 0.224
6th-NN: -2.00 0.081
7th-NN: -2.01 0.070
8th-NN: -1.82 0.265
9th-NN: -2.00 0.079
the highest energy Ci defect in literature [267, 268]. DFE in this study agreed with literature
suggesting that the ⟨110⟩-trimer defect is more stable than the ⟨111⟩-tetrahedral Ci position.
The ⟨110⟩-trimer was also perturbed by moving it off-axis within the 128-atom cell to see
whether it would adopt the off-axis position predicted to be of lower energy by other calcu-
lations [267, 268]. The Ci however either returned in-line (Figure 4.5(a)) or took the ⟨111⟩-
tetrahedral position (Figure 4.5(b)). In the tetrahedral position the Ci was always found to
relax preferentially towards 3 of the 4 surrounding C atoms as shown below in Figure 4.13(a).
Defect pairs were observed to have lower formation energies than their isolated counterparts
so their binding energies (BE) were calculated and are presented in Table 4.7. Binding energies
describe whether defects would attract together and cluster or repel. The antisite defect having
a CZr+ZrC in the NN configuration had a very large attractive BE of −18.20 eV suggesting that
in the unlikely event Zr and C atoms exchanged positions they would not be easily separated
and more than likely would switch places back to their respective lattice sites. A Zr-C vacancy
pair also had an attractive BE of −1.57 eV, the cluster DFE for the pair was in good agreement
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of intrinsic defect formation energies in ZrC with those calculated by
Kim et al. [267] using the same sized 2 × 2 × 2 supercell, the added line is to guide
the eye.
with a similarly reported value of 6.49 eV by Razumovskiy et al. [228] as calculated in a 128-
atoms supercell. Conversely VC pairs showed an overall repulsive BE up to the furthest NN
configuration possible suggesting they would push each other apart and spread over the entire
lattice.
The DFE for single intrinsic defects were compared to values calculated by Kim et al. [267]
(Figure 4.8) using the same 2 × 2 × 2 supercell and Zr-rich chemical potential conditions. The
results were all in very good agreement except for the ⟨111⟩-tetrahedral Ci which was higher
for the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell. The value calculated for the same defect in the 128-atom supercell
was much closer to the reported value of 5.43 eV [267]. The anomaly was not investigated
further given the good agreement of the rest of the results.
The average ZrC lattice lattice parameter was extracted from the various volume relaxed su-
percells having single or paired VC defects and plotted against the corresponding stoichiomet-
ric composition in Figure 4.9. The values were also compared with literature [98,188,192,217]
and found to be in very good agreement.
The DFE per vacancy was also plotted against composition in Figure 4.10. DFE for single VC
are shown as circled data points; the non-stoichiometric compositions caused by a single VC
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Figure 4.9: Lattice parameter as calculated from DFT with increasing VC concentration com-
pared with literature values (Ramqvist [217], Storm-Griffin [192], Henny-Jones
[98], Sara [188]), configurationally averaged values for the lattice parameter are
shown with diamond markers and connected by a line to guide the eye.
in a given supercell were equivalent with the compositions caused by a VC pair in a supercell
twice the size. Within the same set of DFE for a given composition it can be observed that DFE
for single VC were always highest. This is due to self-interaction with image VC being more
important in smaller cells, even if the resulting composition is the same. The periodicity of
a small defected supercell will effectively mimic an ordered solid, the degree of ordering in-
creasing with decreasing supercell size. Ordered structures have a higher DFE associated with
their formation. This explains why single VC had the highest DFE per vacancy in Figure 4.10.
Configurational averaging (using Equation (4.7)) was performed for both lattice parameter
and DFE values of the volume relaxed supercells having the same stoichiometric composition;
both single and paired VC defects were included in the averaging of each composition. The
configurationally averaged values were taken as representative values for each stoichiometric
composition and displayed above the data set in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.
The BE for VC pairs in the 3×3×3 supercell calculated in Table 4.7 was plotted with respect
to multiples of the ZrC lattice parameter in Figure 4.11. Using the same DFE for a single VC
in the 3 × 3 × 3 supercell values of the BE for the 2 × 2 × 2 supercell VC pairs were calculated
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Figure 4.10: Defect formation energy per VC with respect to composition, DFE of single VC are
encircled and line connecting the configurationally stable VC structures has been
added to guide the eye.
and included in Figure 4.11. A comparison with similarly calculated BE by Rzumovskiy et
al. [228] in a smaller 128 atom supercell was also added. Literature values agree well with
3×3×3 supercell calculated BE values though they were 0.1 eV higher. This is worthmentioning
because it changes the value of the BE for the 3rd-NN pair from the negative value in literature
to a slightly positive one for this study. The difference may be associated with the way in which
a supercell composed of 4×4×4 primitive unit cells influences the self-interaction with image
vacancy pairs; the image defects are not produced along the same lattice row. Values for the
BE in the 2× 2× 2 supercell had the same trend as those in the larger but with a higher BE by
about 0.5 eV suggesting that it takes more energy to fit more VC together in the same volume.
Static atomic displacements surrounding single and paired VC were calculated from the vol-
ume relaxed defected supercells. Values of displacement per nearest neighbouring Zr and C
coordination spheres are presented in Table 4.8. As previously illustrated in Figure 1.20 the 1st
coordination sphere around a VC is composed of Zr atoms while the 2
nd of C and so forth. With
+ ive values representing a displacement away from the vacancy it can be seen that generally
the 1st-NN Zr atom was repelled while the 1st-NN C atom was attracted. The amount of at-
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Figure 4.11: Binding energy of VC pairs with respect to separation as calculated in the 2×2×2
and 3× 3× 3 supercells with literature values for comparison [228], the single VC
DFE used to calculated the BE for both supercells was taken from the 3 × 3 × 3
supercell ( + ive = repulsive).
traction/repulsion varied with composition and to more clearly represent the relationship the
average displacement per coordination sphere and per stoichiometric composition was plotted
in Figure 4.12. The 1st-NN Zr atoms had the highest displacement of up to almost 0.1Å at
high carbon compositions, the displacement decreased with decreasing carbon content. The
least perturbed were the 3rd-NN C atoms showing almost no displacement at all compositions.
The calculated barrier energies for Zr and C transport by the vacancy mechanism are pre-
sented in Table 4.9. The resulting activation energies using Equation (4.8) are 14.56 and 4.12 eV
for Zr and C respectively. The C self-diffusion activation energy is in agreement with reported
literature values [227,260] whereas that of Zr self-diffusion was much higher than the experi-
mentally determined [227]. However, as pointed out by Razumovskiy et al. [228] Zr vacancies
have a lower migration barrier when they diffuse as VZr +VC clusters, thus it is correct for Zr
self-diffusion using a single vacancy method to yield a higher activation energy.
Energy barriers for carbon interstitial migration were considered for 2 mechanisms: direct
(Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(c)) and indirect (or interstitialcy, Figure 4.13(b)) interstitial mecha-
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nisms. For the direct mechanism both the ⟨110⟩-trimer (Figure 4.5(a)) and tetrahedral (Fig-
ure 4.5(b)) interstitials were tested while for the indirect only the trimer. The difference be-
tween a direct and indirect interstitial mechanism is best explained by Figure 4.13(b), in the
indirect mechanism the atom originally in an interstitial position displaces an atom on their
lattice site into an interstitial position down the packed direction. In a direct method the same
atom remains in an interstitial position and moves to a neighbouring interstitial site.
As shown in Figure 4.13(c) the Ci ⟨110⟩-trimer is located on the edges of the tetrahedral
interstitial site. This means that it has two different neighbouring options it can transition to,
a 1st-NN site marked 2 in Figure 4.13(c) and a 3rd-NN one marked 3. Energy barriers for both
these transitions were calculated.
In the tetrahedral interstitial position the Ci atom was found to adopt a shifted position to-
wards preferentially 3 of its 4 surrounding C atoms (closer atoms marked by red bonds in Fig-
ure 4.13(a)). When calculating the barrier energy associated with transitioning the C−i to the
nearest tetrahedral site it was made sure that both initial and final positions were favourably
shifted towards each other. Also it was concluded that the interstitial could assume a total of
4 positions within the same tetrahedral site, the barrier associated with transitioning between
two such positions was calculated. Energy barriers for both direct and indirect C−i hops are
presented in Table 4.9.
Amongst all the Ci transition mechanisms the ⟨110⟩-trimer had the lowest DFE as well as
energy barrier associated with it. A recombination scenario between a VC and a ⟨110⟩-trimer
Figure 4.12: Average displacement of neighbouring Zr and C atoms to vacancies with compo-
sition based on calculations of both single and paired VC.
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Table 4.8: Averaged displacement of neighbouring Zr and C atoms with respect to introduced
VC pair ( +
ive = displacement away from the VC).
Defect Displacement of coordination sphere w.r.t. VC (Å)
Composition VC Zr C
ZrC1-x (x) Config. 1
st-NN 2nd-NN 3rd-NN 1st-NN 2nd-NN 3rd-NN
0.0093 Single 0.094 -0.008 0.013 -0.020 -0.036 0.000
0.0185 1st-NN 0.096 0.013 0.023 -0.030 -0.033 -0.004
0.0185 2nd-NN 0.080 -0.009 0.020 -0.019 -0.034 -0.002
0.0185 3rd-NN 0.099 -0.015 0.016 -0.016 -0.032 0.003
0.0185 4th-NN 0.091 -0.009 0.009 -0.017 -0.031 0.000
0.0185 5th-NN 0.094 -0.008 0.014 -0.017 -0.033 0.003
0.0185 6th-NN 0.096 -0.011 0.014 -0.017 -0.032 0.005
0.0185 7th-NN 0.094 -0.008 0.008 -0.014 -0.031 0.003
0.0185 8th-NN 0.094 -0.007 0.010 -0.015 -0.030 0.002
0.0185 9th-NN 0.094 -0.007 0.013 -0.019 -0.035 0.001
0.0313 Single 0.086 -0.003 0.009 -0.013 0.002 0.002
0.0625 1st-NN 0.088 0.015 0.011 -0.018 0.003 0.002
0.0625 2nd-NN 0.061 -0.005 0.018 -0.014 0.001 -0.002
0.0625 3rd-NN 0.087 0.014 0.009 -0.018 0.002 0.000
0.0625 4th-NN 0.076 -0.003 -0.002 -0.009 0.002 0.001
0.0625 5th-NN 0.082 0.002 0.003 -0.013 0.002 0.011
0.0625 Single 0.065 -0.029 0.013 -0.022 0.011 -0.012
0.1250 1st-NN 0.060 -0.008 - -0.009 0.014 -
0.1250 Single 0.030 -0.006 - -0.013 0.005 -
0.2500 Single -0.005 -0.029 - -0.032 - -
interstitial was calculated. Using a 192-atom supercell comprised of 4 × 4 × 6 primitive unit
cells a recombination path over 6 hops was used as shown in Figure 4.14. The barrier energies
for each hop are included in Table 4.9.
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Figure 4.13: Possible Ci migration mechanisms, a) from tetrahedral to tetrahedral via a ⟨110⟩
trimer defect, b) in-line displacement of C atoms to the ⟨110⟩-trimer position and
c) ⟨110⟩-trimer slip to 1st-NN (atoms marked 2) and 2nd-NN (marked 3) ⟨110⟩-
trimer interstitial positions.
Figure 4.14: Recombination path of a Ci located as a ⟨110⟩ trimer with a VC.
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Table 4.9: Intrinsic defect migration barriers calculated by transition state search, Ci-T = Ci⟨110⟩-trimer.
Transition Type
Transition Barrier Energy from... (eV) Reaction DFE
Point Reactant Product Energy (eV) (eV)
C to 1st-NN VC 0.53 4.123 4.123 0.000 -0.82
Zr to 1st-NN VZr 0.50 5.217 5.214 0.003 9.35
Ci-tetra to Ci-tetra 0.49 -0.318 -0.318 -0.001 5.72
Position shift within Ci-tetra 0.81 0.050 0.061 -0.011
Ci-T to 1
st-NN Ci-T 0.50 0.318 0.326 -0.008
5.40Ci-T to 2
nd-NN Ci-T 0.44 1.035 1.044 -0.009
In-line ⟨110⟩ Ci-T 0.75 1.646 1.646 0.000
Ci-Trimer recombination path with VC (refer to Figure 4.14)
Hop 1 0.58 0.331 0.435 -0.104
5.40
Hop 2 0.53 0.495 0.422 0.073
Hop 3 0.41 0.332 0.458 -0.126
Hop 4 0.43 0.514 0.480 0.034
Hop 5 0.46 1.12 1.98 -0.859
Hop 6 0.62 78.8 82.1 -3.35
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4.5.2. Extrinsic Defects
The DFE associated with introducing extrinsic (FP) atoms on a Zr or C lattice as well as in a
tetrahedral interstitial site were calculated in different supercells. As the calculation of the
DFE was done in two steps, the first relaxing only the atomic coordinates and in the second
relaxing the supercell volume, two separate DFE were obtained all of which are presented in
Table 4.10. The DFE for the first step refers to the energy required to introduce the extrinsic
Table 4.10: Summary of defect formation energies for extrinsic defects in ZrC, included are
both the calculated energies for both defects in a fixed and a relaxed supercell
volume (X = extrinsic atom).
Zr-site defects XZr C-site defects XC Interstitial-site defects Xi
Defect
DFE (eV) per Supercell
Defect
DFE (eV) per Supercell
Defect
DFE (eV) per Supercell
1× 1× 1 2× 2× 2 128 1× 1× 1 2× 2× 2 128 1× 1× 1 2× 2× 2 128
DFE of supercells with fixed volumes
AgZr 7.06 9.03 9.15 AgC 5.51 3.16 2.56 Agi 7.06 9.03 9.15
BaZr 11.38 - 15.82 BaC 9.91 - 7.36 Bai 11.38 - 15.82
CeZr 8.46 11.22 21.56 CeC 8.67 12.49 6.31 Cei 8.46 11.22 21.56
CsZr 12.84 18.01 18.06 CsC 12.80 8.56 7.71 Csi 12.84 18.01 18.06
EuZr - 19.59 - EuC - 6.87 - Eui - 19.59 -
IZr - - 14.86 IC - - 3.44 Ii - - 14.86
NZr - - 6.84 NC - - -0.46 Ni - - 6.84
NbZr - - 8.26 NbC - 8.41 7.96 Nbi - - 8.26
OZr - - 7.10 OC - - -1.11 Oi - - 7.10
PdZr 5.37 7.37 7.51 PdC 3.31 1.95 1.60 Pdi 5.37 7.37 7.51
RuZr 6.75 7.64 6.86 RuC 3.59 4.35 4.46 Rui 6.75 7.64 6.86
SiZr 5.37 4.80 SiC - - 0.76 Sii 5.37 - 4.80
SrZr 10.48 12.64 12.80 SrC 11.13 7.23 6.61 Sri 10.48 12.64 12.80
DFE of supercells with relaxed volumes
AgZr 6.68 - 7.41 AgC 5.51 - 2.45 Agi 7.06 - 8.85
BaZr 8.17 - 8.87 BaC 9.91 - 7.13 Bai 11.38 - 15.19
CeZr 2.37 - 13.96 CeC 8.67 - - Cei 8.46 - 21.81
CsZr 3.93 13.04 13.24 CsC 12.80 8.11 7.49 Csi 12.84 18.01 17.38
EuZr 4.27 - - EuC - - - Eui - - -
IZr - - 9.18 IC - - 3.23 Ii - - 14.37
NZr - - 16.73 NC - - -0.47 Ni - - 6.17
NbZr - 0.37 0.66 NbC - - 7.83 Nbi - - 7.96
OZr - - - OC - - -1.12 Oi - - 6.26
PdZr 5.41 5.32 5.49 PdC 3.31 1.76 1.52 Pdi 5.37 6.92 7.26
RuZr 4.81 - 3.52 RuC 3.59 - 3.70 Rui 6.75 - 6.58
SiZr - - 5.69 SiC - - 0.71 Sii 5.37 - 4.70
SrZr 6.48 - - SrC 11.13 - - Sri 10.48 - 12.43
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Table 4.11: Defect volumes and relaxation energies associated with introduced extrinsic de-
fects into the 128-atom supercell.
Defect volumes (DVol ) and Relaxation energies (ERel ) for extrinsic defects (Å
3
)
Defect DVol ERel Defect DVol ERel Defect DVol ERel
AgZr -0.15 -0.005 AgC 16.39 -0.108 Agi 27.82 -0.297
BaZr 15.37 -0.093 BaC 23.97 -0.220 Bai 40.66 -0.634
CeZr - - CeC - - Cei 30.37 0.246
CsZr 11.79 -0.053 CsC 24.10 -0.223 Csi 41.80 -0.680
IZr 3.69 -0.007 IC 22.93 -0.206 Ii 35.77 -0.492
NZr -5.04 -0.013 NC -3.28 -0.008 Ni 9.70 -0.668
NbZr -4.48 -0.011 NbC 18.79 -0.133 Nbi 27.98 -0.305
OZr - - OC -2.84 -0.006 Oi 7.76 -0.845
PdZr -4.03 -0.010 PdC 14.77 -0.087 Pdi 25.15 -0.250
RuZr -7.48 -0.751 RuC 14.84 -0.759 Rui 24.13 -0.274
SiZr -7.53 -0.030 SiC 11.37 -0.050 Sii 17.23 -0.103
SrZr - - SrC - - Sri 30.88 -0.371
atoms while not permitting the lattice to macroscopically relax its parameters; instead the DFE
for the second step does include the macroscopic relaxation. It is harder to pack an atom that
does not fit well into a lattice if the lattice is not allowed to relax its parameters, therefore the
DFE values for the first step should be either equal or greater than for the second as seen in
Table 4.10. The difference between the DFE of the first and second steps yields the relaxation
energy (ERel ) for the accommodation of the defect, the more negative it is the more the lattice
relaxation reduced the DFE for that defect. It also follows that a greater value of a relaxation
energy would coincide with a greater expansion/contraction of the lattice for that defect, thus
the defect volume should be correlated to this value. Defect volumes and relaxation energies
were calculated (Table 4.11) and their correlation plotted as seen in Figure 4.15.
The resulting correlation between defect volume and ERel was quadratic with only a few out-
liers being the exception (Figure 4.15): compared to other defects a small defect volume yielded
a greater relaxation energy for Ni, Oi, RuC and RuZr. The observed relationship between the
defect volume and ERel is further discussed in Section 4.6.2. The cause for this significantly
greater relaxation was not identified, however it was ruled out that this was associated with a
change in the local structure symmetry compared to other defects, the matter was not further
investigated. The Cei was the only defect to have a greater DFE after the supercell parameters
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Table 4.12: Incorporation energies for extrinsic fission products into either a VZr or VC pre-
existing intrinsic defect (X = extrinsic atom).
Zr-site defects XZr C-site defects XC
Defect
DFE (eV) per Supercell
Defect
DFE (eV) per Supercell
1× 1× 1 2× 2× 2 128 1× 1× 1 2× 2× 2 128
VZr 8.68 8.88 9.35 VC 0.31 -0.77 -0.82
AgZr -2.01 -1.93 -1.94 AgC 5.20 3.93 3.38
BaZr -0.52 -0.39 BaC 9.61 - 8.18
CeZr -6.32 -6.18 -6.95 CeC 8.36 13.27 7.13
CsZr -4.75 4.30 3.93 CsC 12.49 9.33 8.53
EuZr -4.42 -3.73 - EuC - 7.65 -
IZr - - -0.17 IC - - 4.26
NZr - - 7.39 NC - - 0.36
NbZr - -8.49 -8.69 NbC - 9.19 8.78
OZr - - 7.52 OC - - -0.29
PdZr -3.27 -3.55 -3.86 PdC 3.00 2.72 2.42
RuZr -3.87 -4.63 -5.08 RuC 3.29 5.12 5.28
SiZr - - -3.63 SiC - - 1.58
SrZr -2.20 -2.86 -3.31 SrC 10.83 8.01 7.43
were relaxed, the cause of this was also not identified. Generally the defects that had the small-
est defect volumes (and relaxation energies) were associated with the Zr lattice site, followed
by those on a C lattice with interstitials having the highest for both.
The DFE describes the energy required to replace a Zr or C atom by a FP one while the
incorporation energy describes the energy required for the FP to be accepted onto a potential
vacant Zr or C site. To calculate the incorporation energy in each supercell the separate DFE
for the vacancy and incorporated FP atom were used from the unrelaxed (lattice parameter)
supercells such that E(FPZr) - E(VZr) = Einc.(FPZr). As the DFE for a FP in an interstitial site
is equivalent to its incorporation energy only incorporation energies onto Zr or C vacant sites
had to be calculated and are presented in Table 4.12. Incorporation energies for FP onto Zr
vacant sites were all highly negative except for O and N, instead they were all positive for
incorporation onto C vacant sites.
When investigating the possibility of migration of a FP from a Zr site to a neighbouring
VC start and end points for the transition were calculated: for example start = FPZr +VC and
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Figure 4.15: Relationship between extrinsic defect volume and relaxation energy.
finish = FPC +VZr. When the atoms were allowed to relax there was no case observed where
the FP atom was stable on both sites as it always preferentially migrated to one lattice site.
This was enough to prove this transition would not spontaneously occur. However the result
was the DFE for a FP clustered with a vacant site of the opposite lattice. This was used to
Table 4.13: Transition of fission product atom when placed onto a VC site with a neighbouring
VZr as well as the clustered DFE and binding energy of the final defect ( +
ive =
repulsive).
Observed Defect Transition Clustered DFE (eV) Binding Energy (eV)
AgC +VZr −−−→ AgZr +VC 4.78 -1.81
BaC +VZr −−−→ BaZr +VC 5.96 -2.18
CeC +VZr −−−→ CeZr +VC 1.63 0.05
CsC +VZr −−−→ CsZr +VC 8.71 -3.76
IC +VZr −−−→ IZr +VC 6.91 -1.46
NbC +VZr −−−→ NbZr +VC -0.53 -0.38
PdC +VZr −−−→ PdZr +VC 3.19 -1.48
RuC +VZr −−−→ RuZr +VC 2.29 -1.17
SiC +VZr −−−→ SiZr +VC 3.70 -1.21
SrC +VZr −−−→ SrZr +VC 4.07 -1.15
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Figure 4.16: Relaxed atomic structure (128 atom supercell) of a) BaZr + VC and b) CsZr + VC
with included close-up showing bond lengths and angles, note how highly shifted
the metal atoms are towards the VC the FP metals are (brown atoms are C, green
atoms are Zr and red boxes are VC).
calculated a binding energy between the two using the relevant DFE for the isolated defects
calculated within the same supercell. The transitions observed, the clustered DFE and the
resulting binding energies are presented in Table 4.13. It can be seen that Ag, Ba and Cs
were found to have very high binding energies while Ce was found to have a slightly positive
(repulsive) one.
The final relaxed XZr + VC defect structures for Ba and Cs were studied more closely; it
was found that both extrinsic atoms were highly shifted towards the VC. The final relaxed
structures are accurately represented in Figure 4.16. The shift suggests a strong attraction
between the VC and FP, as also suggested by the highly attractive BE calculated in Table 4.13.
Migration energies associated with transitions for FP on a given sublattice jumping to a
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neighbouring vacancy on the same sublattice were calculated and are presented in Table 4.14.
Due to time constraints most were calculated on the C sublattice though some of the defects
with the highest incorporation energies were also calculated for diffusion on the Zr sublattice.
It can be seen that Ru has an almost negligible migration barrier for VC based transport on the
C sublattice.
Table 4.14: Summary of extrinsic defect migration barriers including transition point and the
previously calculated incorporation defect for the extrinsic defect on the given dif-
fusion sublattice.
Extrinsic Transition Barrier Energy from: (eV) Reaction Incorporation
Atom Point Reactant Product Energy (eV) Energy (eV)
VC mediated transport
Ag 0.50 2.02 2.02 0.00 3.38
Ba 0.50 2.32 2.32 0.00 8.18
Cs 0.50 3.43 3.43 0.00 8.53
I 0.50 3.90 3.90 0.00 4.26
N 0.50 3.73 3.73 0.00 0.36
O 0.50 3.00 3.00 0.00 -0.29
Pd 0.50 1.56 1.56 0.00 2.42
Ru 0.51 0.090 0.092 0.00 5.28
Si 0.50 3.08 3.08 0.00 1.58
Sr 0.50 1.17 1.17 0.00 7.43
ZrC mediated transport
Ce 0.50 2.78 2.78 0.00 -6.74
Nb 0.50 5.36 5.36 0.00 -8.69
Ru 0.50 3.27 3.27 0.00 -5.08
Sr 0.50 2.47 2.47 0.00 -3.31
4.6. Discussion
4.6.1. Intrinsic Defects
The defect energetics calculated within the 2×2×2 supercell are in good agreement with both
those reported by Kim et al. [267] and Zhang et al. [268] with the only exception being the DFE
for the Ci in the ⟨111⟩-tetrahedral position was found to be slightly higher despite ending up
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with the same shifted configuration as reported by both. The reason for this was unclear but
given that the value in the cubic (1×1×1, 2×2×2 and 3×3×3) supercells was generally higher
than for the value in the 128-atom (4× 4× 4 primitive) supercell suggests that the geometry of
the relaxation might be responsible. The matter was not investigated further as the rest of the
results were in such good agreement.
The energetics further support the well established trend that all defects except for VC re-
quire energy to be produced while VC form spontaneously (more on the matter later). Inter-
estingly VC pairs were the only clustered intrinsic defect studied to have an overall repulsive
interaction as both an antisite and VC+VZr pair had attractive BE. In fact the BE for the antisite
defect was highly attractive with a value of −18.20 eV. Both substitutional defects and VC+VZr
clusters were observed by Van Brutzel and Crocombette [229] in the molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation of a cascade. Substitutional defects were present on both lattices at the beginning
of the cascade while upon relaxation only Zr substitutional defects were left. These observa-
tions paired with the presented results suggest that CZr defects due to their very high DFE
(14.85 eV) will be kicked out by interstitial Zr or if they are next to a ZrC will likely recombine
and annihilate resulting in only ZrC remaining upon relaxation.
The defect concentration in a small supercell is of meaningful importance; the final energy of
a small supercell with a single defect will have an error associated with it due the defect’s self-
interaction with its near-by periodic images. As can be observed for most calculated intrinsic
defects in Table 4.6, the DFE values converge to a stable value with increasing supercell size,
the convergence is towards the dilute limit for each defect or rather its DFE in an infinite lattice.
However when considering composition altering defects that can occur in high concentrations
this poses an added level of consideration. When single or paired defects were dispersed in
smaller supercells to achieve lower carbon containing stoichiometries, like a vacancy pair in an
8-atom supercell to achieve a ZrC0.5 composition, this caused enhanced defect self-interactions.
When a VC pair was introduced into the 8-atom supercell the geometry of the defect effectively
created a highly ordered defect structure of alternating {100} planes of stoichiometric ZrC and
FCC Zr. Highly ordered structures will have a significantly different final energy compared to
disordered ones depending on the defect interaction.
To illustrate the impact order can have on the final results, 3 separate VC configurations
were created within the 2× 2× 2 supercell: a 12×VC and 14×VC disordered structure with VC
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randomly introduced (not configurationally varied) and a 14×VC ordered structures with all
VC removed from alternating (110) planes. The resulting lattice parameter and DFE per VC
are included in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively, at compositions x = 0.375 and 0.438. The
effect of ordering the vacancies in the 14×VC structure caused a noticeable shortening of the
a and b cell parameters causing the average lattice parameter to become considerably lower
than for the disordered configuration (Figure 4.9). Further the DFE for the 12×VC and 14×VC
(disordered) can be seen to have negative formation energies (Figure 4.10) while that for the
ordered 14×VC was off the scale at 4.08 eV. The point being made here is that order in the
lower stoichiometries with this modelling technique significantly impacts the energetics and
lattice dynamics; if the low C compositions are disordered the formation energy per vacancy
would still be negative and the lattice parameter results would be higher. Due to the method
used only a limited number of configurations are represented in the lower carbon composition
range, thus showing only a limited picture of the effects different configurations could have at
those compositions; other techniques that include statistical sampling methods such as Monte
Carlo could be used to fill in the gaps.
The BE of VC pairs calculated (Figure 4.11) were in good agreement with those calculated
in a smaller 128 atom supercell by Razumovskiy et al. [228]. The data calculated made it
possible to compare the BE of VC pairs in a smaller supercell (2×2×2); the result was the same
pattern with respect to separation but with a much higher (∼0.5 eV) repulsive force between
them. The main conclusions that can be drawn from this is that vacancies generally prefer
to be far apart and packing them closer requires more energy. However not all distances are
equally repulsive meaning there are some configurations they will preferentially take. The
data suggests that they do not want to be 2nd-NN as with respect to all other separations the
BE for this configuration is about 0.5 eV higher. This result is in agreement with experimental
observations [230, 231, 254] that reach the same conclusion. By looking more closely at the
atomic displacements listed in Table 4.8 it can be observed in both the 2 × 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 × 3
supercells the 2nd-NN configuration causes the 1st-NN to be repelled a lot less than for all
other configurations. This result is part of the key as to why this configuration is more stable,
the problem is associated with the resulting bonding conditions around the central Zr atom.
When a VC is introduced it reduces the quantity of metal-carbon (pdσ ) bonds available for the
Zr to share its extra electrons with [200, 202, 207]. It places these extra electrons in its other
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Figure 4.17: Schematic of a 2nd-NNVC pair coordinated on either side of a single Zr (light blue)
atom, highlighted in yellow are the 2nd-NN Zr atoms to each VC and in green are
all the 1st-NN, notice how the blue bonds with the central Zr atom are oriented in
the 12 possible ⟨110⟩ directions.
available bonds which include both Zr-C (pdσ ) bonds with the remaining 4 surrounding C and
the NN Zr-Zr (ddσ ) bonds in the ⟨110⟩ (refer back to Figure 1.15 for a clear illustration of
their directionality). As schematically represented in Figure 4.17, 8/12 of the Zr-Zr bonds with
the VC surrounded Zr atom also correspond to the 1
st-NN Zr atom to each VC. This sets up
a situation of conflicting forces: in Figure 1.15 the central atom is trying to pull in the blue
bonds while at the same time the VC are pushing out on them, thus we observe a reduction in
the displacement of the 1st-NN Zr atoms around the VC. This situation places a lot of strain
on the nearby bonds that cannot be compensated with other atoms not affected by the VC and
results in this configuration being more unstable and having a higher DFE and BE.
Diffusion of C through interstitial mechanisms has already been calculated by Zhang et
al. [268] however some subtle clarifications/distinctions were not made in their study. The
reported migration barrier for Ci ⟨110⟩-trimer to a neighbouring site was in good agreement
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with values calculated in this study (0.32 eV this study, 0.35 eV [268]), however the migra-
tion barrier for the transition of a Ci from one tetrahedral position to the next was reported as
0.08 eV. In this study it was found that this value correspondedmore precisely to the transition
of a Ci from one position to the next within the same tetrahedral site; as shown in Figure 4.13(a)
the Ci takes a preferentially shifted position towards 3 of the 4 surrounding C atoms meaning
that within the same tetrahedron it can take up 4 different positions. The energy barrier as-
sociated with moving between these shifted positions was calculated to be 0.055 eV, a value
much in line with the above-mentioned. The correct energy barrier associated with a Ci in the
shifted tetrahedral position to transition to a neighbouring one was found to be negative with
a mid-way saddle point. It thus concluded that if a Ci were to transition to a NN-tetrahedron
it would get trapped in the ⟨110⟩-trimer configuration. Thus the ⟨110⟩-trimer is the Ci with
the lowest DFE and migration barrier provided it slips the 1st-NN site.
The recombination path of a C Frenkel pair (CFP) was studied and found to have a favourable
reaction energy upon approach of the VC with a mostly similar migration barrier as for normal
⟨110⟩-trimer slip to 1st-NN sites. However as Motta et al. [269] observed the final recombina-
tion has a high barrier associated with it causing the Ci to potentially be trapped at the NN site
prior to recombination. The calculated barrier was enormously high in this study possibly due
to an error that could not be further investigated due to time constraints.
4.6.2. Extrinsic Defects
A portion of data could not be calculated in time for certain fission product defects as migra-
tion barrier calculations were prioritised. In addition the pseudopotential for Eu had trouble
converging and was thus omitted from the calculations. Nonetheless a good amount of useful
data was produced.
Defect formation energies (Table 4.10) for all possible sites were positive (except for OC)
meaning none of the products would readily be taken up by a perfect crystal of ZrC by ex-
changing an atom with them. On the other hand incorporation energies (Table 4.12) suggest
that VZr would readily be filled by any of the fission products (except O and N) as the incorpo-
ration energies were all negative, with the most negative being for RuZr, CeZr and NbZr. The
same does not apply to VC as incorporation energies are all positive (except O). This generally
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suggests that as long as the VZr population is very small the energetic requirements for metallic
fission products (including Si and I) to enter the ZrC lattice should be positive.
The relationship in Figure 4.15 between lattice relaxation energy (ERel ) and defect volume
(Dvol ) was found to be a highly correlated quadratic one as shown in Figure 4.15. The data-
fitted equation was:
ERel = −3.89× 10−4D2vol (4.9)
This relationship can be explained using the following equation from elasticity theory for a
cubic medium:
ERel =
B×D2Vol
2V0
(4.10)
where: ERel : relaxation energy for a given defect.
B : bulk modulus of the defected supercell.
DVol : defect volume.
V0 : volume of the unrelaxed (or perfect/starting) supercell.
From this it follows that the coefficient to the quadratic relationship between ERel and Dvol
would be B2V0 . Given that V0 was equal to 1670.2Å
3
the bulk modulus (B) can be calculated
to be 208GPa with the ZrC composition being practically stoichiometric within the 128 atom
supercell (ZrC0.98 for defects on the carbon lattice). A relatively wide range of values (both
experimental and simulated) for the bulk modulus have been reported for ZrC in the near-
stoichiometric compositions:
• 223.1GPa for ZrC0.94 [345], single crystal experiments.
• 208.7GPa for ZrC0.964 [346], hot pressed with 3% porosity.
• 210GPa for ZrC0.945 [347], sinteresd with 5% porosity.
• 264GPa for ZrC0.96 [348], sinteresd with 6% porosity.
• 207GPa for ZrC [181], unspecified conditions.
• 227GPa (LDA) and 228GPa (GGA) for perfect ZrC [349], DFT in a 64 atoms cell.
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• 232GPa for perfect ZrC [350], all-electron full-potential linearised augmented plane-
wave (FLAPW).
Defects are generally found to increasingly lower the bulk modulus of ZrC with concentra-
tion, DFT calculations in the thesis by Jackson [306] showed that the bulk modulus varied from
as low as 192GPa for ZrC0.75 to 224GPa for ZrC0.9375. The calculated bulk modulus of 208GPa
thus agrees with literature values being on the lower end of the range and satisfies the above
relationship between ERel and Dvol . The relaxation energy ERel can be interpreted as the elastic
energy required to restore the supercell volume to its unrelaxed value.
The lowest defect volumes for FP were associated with accommodation onto the Zr lattice
(Table 4.11 and Figure 4.15); a small defect volume corresponds with the introduction of a
low distortion to the host lattice and requires less energy to be formed. The ease with which Zr
accommodated all FPmay explain the favourable incorporation for FP on VZr. Accommodation
on a C site required a greater defect volumewhile generally interstitial atoms required themost
defect accommodation; this is to be expected as they are not filling any vacant site and are
putting a strain on both sublattices. However, the question as to why the relaxation energies
for RuZr, RuC were so great with such a little defect volume has not been answered, further
investigation on the bonding may offer clues.
As VC are the dominant defect in ZrC, transition state search for FPwas performedmainly on
the C sublattice for a single vacancy mediated hop. The same migration energy was calculated
on the Zr sublattice only for the FP with the highest incorporation energies.
The calculated migration barriers (see Table 4.14) revealed that the barrier for RuC was prac-
tically negligible (0.09 eV), while all other extrinsic atoms had barriers of at least 1.1 eV. Few
activation energies have been reported in literature (see Section 1.2.2.1) for diffusion of FP in
ZrC and the only available for comparison are for Ag, Ba and Cs with values 0.85-2.3 eV, 2.8-
3.1 eV and 3.3 eV respectively. The migration barriers calculated on the C sublattice for these
FP were 2.02, 2.32 and 3.43 eV. The values are relatively similar suggesting vacancy mediated
diffusion on the C sublattice could be the predominant path but further investigation needs
to be carried out. For a full activation energy complete diffusion loops would have to be cal-
culated testing the jump frequency, energetics and migration barriers at each step. For this
reason it is hard to relate the values to literature values of diffusion as they are only a starting
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point.
The most interesting part to this section of the study is the binding energies between metal
fission products and a NNVC (Table 4.13). The atomic relaxations during the energy minimisa-
tion process suggested that in all cases listed if the extrinsic atomwas placed on a C-site next to
a VZr they would automatically migrate to the Zr site. Furthermore it was found that it would
be favourable for them to bind with the VC suggesting there may be a potential for clustering
of more VC. The highest binding energies were found for Ag, Ba and Cs while Ce was the only
atom to give a (small) repulsive binding energy. Of these atoms it was observed that the Ba
and Cs atoms would be highly attracted towards the neighbouring VC, suggesting this could
be a strong hindrance to the diffusion of either atoms if clustered with a VC. The same attrac-
tion was not observed for Ag despite its also relatively high binding energy. This observation
coincides very agreeably with the summarised results from literature (see Section 1.2.2.1) on
the fission product retention capabilities of that show quantitative improved retention of Ba
and Cs as well as qualitative improvement for Ag. The high binding energies with VC of all 3
as well as the high attraction for Ba and Cs to a NN VC could be the key to the high retention
performance. Conversely the observed poor retention of Ru could likely be associated with the
low C sublattice migration barrier. The repulsive binding energy between Ce and VC would
also be of interest for further study.
4.7. Modelling Conclusions
The main conclusions from this study can be summarised as:
Intrinsic defect conclusions:
– As already known the predominant intrinsic defect in ZrC is the VC.
– Through configurational averaging for all same-composition VC and VC-pair struc-
tures it was found that the most stable configuration was that of 6th nearest neigh-
bour (NN) where the two VC are coordinated in the ⟨111⟩with respect to each other
at a distance of 1.73a (a = lattice parameter).
– The choice of a small supercell has the consequence of producing results for more
ordered VC structures due to defect-self-interaction. When modelling low carbon
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concentration ordering was shown to cause higher DFE per VC and lower averaged
lattice parameter values.
– If the binding energies of VC-pairs are calculated using energies for single VC within
the same concentration the binding energies are all calculated to be negative except
for the 2nd-NN configuration.
– The 2nd-NN VC pair configuration was calculated to cause the lowest repulsion of
the 1st-NN Zr atom. 2nd-NN VC are coordinated around a central Zr atom in a [100]
direction. VC reduce the local Zr-C bonds freeing up electrons, the central Zr atom
transfers these electrons into Zr-Zr bonds which as a result strengthen and shorten,
8 of the 12 1st-NN Zr atoms around this central Zr atom are also 1st-NN to both VC
resulting in a contention of forces acting upon them with the Zr atom pulling them
in and the VC repelling them out. Thus they are repelled less.
– The outwards static displacement experienced by the 1st-NN Zr atom around a VC is
greatest at almost stoichiometric compositions. With decreasing carbon content the
displacement also decreases and becomes an inwards displacements at compositions
below ZrC0.75.
– The Ci ⟨110⟩-trimer position was found to be the most stable interstitial defect as
well as the defect with the lowest migration barrier of 0.32 eV.
– The Ci in a ⟨111⟩ tetrahedral position was shown to take a shifted position towards
preferentially 3 of the 4 surrounding C atoms and in this position it could change
orientation with a relatively insignificant migration barrier. It was also shown that
if a Ci was to transit to a neighbouring tetrahedral position it would be trapped in
the ⟨110⟩-trimer intermediate position.
– Recombination of a ⟨110⟩-trimer Ci with a VC has a relatively similar migration bar-
rier to that of ⟨110⟩-trimer diffusion and the hops towards the VC are energetically
favourable however, in the nearest neighbouring position to the recombination hop
has a high activation barrier potentially acting as a Ci trap site.
Extrinsic defect conclusions:
– Incorporation energies for extrinsic atoms onto a VZr site are energetically favourable
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(except O) while the same for a VC has a positive incorporation energy (except O).
– Migration barriers for VC assisted diffusion on the C sublattice were calculated for
Ag, Ba, Cs, I, N, O, Pd, Ru, Si and Sr while for the opposite (VZr assisted) on the Zr
sublattice the migration barriers were calculated for Ce, Nb, Ru and Sr.
– The expected relationship between the relaxation energy ERel and defect volume
DVol , namely ERel =
B×D2Vol
2V0
, was well satisfied as shown in Figure 4.15, yielding a
calculated bulk modulus of 208GPa. The cause for the 4 outliers, (RuC, RuZr, Ni, Oi
and Cei) was not identified.
– The migration barrier for Ru diffusion on the C sublattice was found to be negligibly
small.
– When metallic (plus I and Si) extrinsic atoms were placed on a C-site with a neigh-
bouring VZr they were all found to relax to the Zr site. The relaxed structures were
calculated to all have an attractive binding energy (except Ce) suggesting the possi-
bility for clustering.
– Ag, Ba and Cs had the highest binding energies and Ba and Cs were found to be
highly attracted to the neighbouring vacancy suggesting the possibility for a much
higher migration barrier for diffusion of their clusters.
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Summary and Further
Work
If we knew what it was we were
doing, it would not be called
research, would it?
(Albert Einstein)
The focus of this project was centred around contributing to the efforts being made to eval-
uate ZrC as a fission product barrier in TRi-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) coated fuel particles
for the Generation IV very high temperature reactor (VHTR). The thesis took a two-pronged
approach combining experimental andmodelling work. This chapter will summarise and eval-
uate the main findings offering suggestions for further work as for both studies there is room
for improvement.
The aim of the experimental study was to develop a synthesis route for consistently and
rapidly producing sintered ZrC1-x pellets with low oxygen content. The pellets produced by
this process were then to be employed in diffusion experiments, however the study of the
process itself was intensive. Attention was turned towards using the spark plasma sintering
(SPS) for its high heating rates and uniform sample heating to both react an initial powder
mixture and then sinter it, thus making it a reactive spark plasma sintering (RSPS) process.
The carbothermic reduction was selected as the reaction route because it is associated with
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endothermic processes [95] thereby having fewer dangers associated with it when compared to
the alternative exothermic self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) process.
Overall the reaction was proven to be viable, capable of producing pellets using a heat treat-
ment that lasted in total about 1 h showing a consequent time-improvement compared to re-
ported carbothermic preparation of ZrC [104, 105, 114, 115]. However successfully creating
fully reacted samples within the used SPS proved difficult; advancement of the carbothermic
reaction was found to be hindered by the mandatory minimum 5kN force that the SPS was
programmed to apply as this caused the reaction to advance at a higher temperature when
the internal CO/CO2 gas pressure was high enough to allow gas to be released from the pow-
der/die. As the temperature was raised above 924 ◦C the ZrO2 began to sinter forming an
interconnected porous network of partially sintered ZrO2 particles with the pores filled by
C. When the RSPS was setup to perform a pressureless reaction the final product had only
1.4 at.% O, the lowest recorded O contamination throughout the whole study. Thus it would
be of interest to study the RSPS in a different SPS apparatus that enables greater freedom on
the piston actuation as it would enable a no-pressure reaction phase followed by a sintering
one.
The limits of the achievable ZrC1-x compositions need to also be investigated as the results
from the study did not conclude that themethodwas suitable for producing non-stoichiometric
ZrC. However it is worth noting that if themechanism for ZrC formation follows that described
by David et al. [105] whereby an O-rich ZrOC is first formed before the excess O is reacted out
then it is possible that the carbothermic reduction as a reaction is not suitable for producing
low carbon ZrC. The method could be applied to producing ZrOC of varied compositions or
ZrO2-ZrOC composites, it was shown that having such a composite can improve the fracture
toughness of ZrC and the presence of O improves the sinterability [351]. ZrOC has been used as
an oxidation barrier layer in amulti-layered ultra-high temperature ceramic (UHTC) composite
designed to act as a thermal protection system (TPS) during the atmospheric re-entry space
phase of vehicles [352].
The modelling work was focused on producing useful data to help assess and understand
the ability of ZrC at retaining fission product (FP). Diffusion is mediated by defects so the en-
ergetics of intrinsic and extrinsic defects were studied with density functional theory (DFT).
Because intrinsic defects in ZrC are well understood and have been extensively researched (see
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Section 1.3.2.5) calculations for their formation energies were used to validate the parametri-
sation of the employed modelling method. Carbon vacancy-vacancy interactions were studied
and found to be equally repulsive at all distances except for a 2nd nearest neighbouring config-
uration, thus it was concluded that they would have a long range partially-ordered interaction.
Given that ZrC would be surrounded by pyrolytic C in a TRISO configuration mechanisms
of C incorporation and diffusion were also considered including diffusion via carbon intersti-
tial. Energy barriers associated with direct and indirect C interstitial diffusion mechanisms
were investigated and were concurrently also published by Zhang et al. [268]. The findings in
this study were in agreement with literature [268] showing that the C interstitial in the trimer
configuration, located between two C in a ⟨110⟩ direction, was the interstitial with the lowest
formation energy and with a migration barrier of 0.32 eV it would be much more mobile than
self-diffusing C.
The following FPs were subsequently studied: Ag, Ba, Ce, Cs, Eu, I, Nb, Pd, Ru and Sr to-
gether with extra extrinsic atoms of O, N and Si. In the time available it was not possible to
study all possible diffusion mechanisms for each FP and a limited number of energy barriers
were ultimately calculated. Results showed that for all (except O) extrinsic FP atoms there is
a positive energy barrier associated with them entering the ZrC lattice provided their incorpo-
ration is not onto a vacant Zr site; incorporation energies onto a vacant Zr site were negative
for all (except O and N) extrinsic atoms meaning they would be readily accepted. Zirconium
vacancies are a possibility in TRISO fuel due to irradiation damage [229]. Migration barriers
for Zr or C vacancy mediated diffusion were calculated for a portion of FPs, the migration en-
ergy for Ru to exchange places with a C vacancy was negligible (0.09 eV). However the most
interesting find was that all metallic (including I and except Ce) FP had an attractive binding
energy with a neighbouring C vacancy; Ag, Ba and Cs had the highest binding energies of -1.81,
-2.18 and −3.76 eV respectively. Analysis of the relaxed atomic coordinates showed that Ba and
Cs atoms would adopt a highly shifted position towards the C vacancy. These results suggest
that defect clustering of FP with C vacancies can play a fundamental role in their diffusion,
whether clustering enhances or hinders their diffusion remains to be seen.
The data generated in this thesis is far from offering a full evaluation of the retention capabil-
ities of ZrC however it has highlighted some aspects of relevance. The high binding energies
of Ag, Ba and Cs coincide with the higher retention of ZrC for these FP reported in experi-
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mental literature [42, 51, 52, 59, 60, 64, 67]. The calculated low energy barrier for C vacancy
mediated transport of Ru may also be part of the explanation as to why Ru is poorly retained
in ZrC. When defects mediate the diffusion of a species the energy barrier associated with the
first jump is only the beginning of the problem, jump frequencies and motion of the defect
after the first exchange need to be examined to then determine the energetic barrier of that
mechanism. Further work should focus on examining and identifying the most likely diffusion
path for each fission product and then move onto the effects of clustering on the diffusion.
As a final note though ZrC is considered as a viable candidate for TRISO with superior me-
chanical capabilities at higher temperatures and higher neutron transparency than SiC the op-
tion of combining the two materials should not be excluded. The two materials have relatively
similar [86] irradiation responses, though there are still many gaps in knowledge for mechani-
cal, electrical and thermal property variations of ZrC over the non-stoichiometric range. Also
literature seems to suggest that SiC retains poorly the FP that ZrC retains more effectively (and
vice-versa) thus it may be worth while entertaining the prospect of ZrC-SiC-ZrC sandwich
where the ZrC acts as the predominant mechanical pressure vessel and SiC contributes as FP
retention enhancement.
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